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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Sections 78A-3-102(4),
and 78A-4-103(2)O), this case being one transferred to the Court of Appeals from the
Supreme Court, by order of the Supreme Court dated November 4, 2014 in Case No.
20141000-SC. R. at 4009-11. The Supreme Court had original jurisdiction pursuant to
Utah Code Ann. Section 78A-3-l 02(3)(j).

STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
I.

Did the undisputed facts support the lower court's conclusion that summary

judgment was appropriate in favor of the RE/MAX parties because the seller Appellant
was responsible for the failure of the real estate transaction at issue as a result of the lack
of access from a public road, to the seller's (Appellant's) property being sold, and seller's
refusal to provide a warrantee deed as required by the real estate purchase contract
(REPC), thus justifying the buyers in not concluding the purchase?
Supporting authority:
1. The lower court's order on the motion of the real estate parties for summary
judgment, which incorporates by reference the lower court's reasons for his
decision stated at the March 22, 2012 oral arguments on the motion. (R. at 400911; a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A);
2. The reasoning of the lower court at the end of the oral arguments, which
reasoning is incorporated in the order granting to the real estate parties summary
judgment. (pages 52-54 of the transcript of the oral arguments attached hereto as
©

Exhibit B.
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3. The facts in the Statement of Facts, below, paragraphs 1-4, 6-7, 10-11, 13-39,
41-45, 47-51, 53-56.

II.
(;j)

Did RE/MAX have no contract duties in relation to the seller, SSS, let alone any

which were breached, with the exception of duties regarding earnest money, which duties
were fully discharged by impleading the money into the lower court?
Supporting authority:
1. Point II, below.
2. Facts, below, paras. 57-63.

III.

Did Appellant untimely claim facts relating to a former broker of RE/MAX, and

even if considered, were those facts insufficient to make a claim?
Supporting authority:
1. The lower court's order. R. at Transcr. of Oral Argument, June 19, 2014, at 4851.

2. Facts, below, paragraphs 68-79;
3. Point V, subpoint m, at 22-23, below.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
(Procedural History)

When the real estate sale at issue fell through, both buyers and seller claimed the
$25,000 earnest money. Therefore, RE/MAX implead the money, asking the district court
to determine which party was entitled to the money. R. at 0001-04, 3046-3049.
The seller, Still Standing Stables (hereafter "SSS") then cross-claimed against the
buyers and counter-claimed against RE/MAX and its agents (Appellees). R. at 3051-

ix

3066. The buyers then counter-claimed against SSS. The buyers and seller settled their
claims against each other.
The RE/MAX parties (collectively "RE/MAX"), or some of them, then claimed
against SSS for a commission, because they had brought a ready, willing and able buyer
to SSS, but the sale fell through because of the seller; that is, the seller would not provide
a general warranty deed as required by the REPC, and the Property had no access.
The RE/MAX parties sought summary judgment on SSS's claims against
RE/MAX. The district court granted summary judgment against SSS. The commission
claims continued on to a jury trial, wherein the jury awarded RE/MAX their commission.
SSS now appeals the grant of summary judgment in favor of RE/MAX.
(Summary of Facts and Argument)

This lawsuit concerns a failed sale of a large tract ofland (the Property). The
buyers did not go forward with the sale after it was determined that; ( 1) there was no
access to the landlocked Property other than by helicopter, and (2) the seller, Appellant
Still Standing Stables, LC (hereafter SSS) refused to provide a general warranty deed as
required by the Real Estate Purchase Contract (REPC), but only a special deed.
When the seller SSS originally bought the Property, the then seller, SITLA,
warned SSS of no access. After acquiring the Property, SSS sued the owners of
properties between the Property and the public road to gain access, but lost the case.
Thereafter it bought an adjacent strip of property (the Strip), but the Strip was located on
the other side of the Property from the intervening landlocking properties and the public

X

road. The Strip had an easement across itself, but that made no difference as to access on
the other side of the Property across the three intervening properties to the public road.
After the warning by SITLA, the district judge's finding ofno access, and the
purchase of the Strip, the overwhelming and undisputed evidence of the lack of access,
which continued well beyond the closing date for the sale of the Property, consisted of:
the conclusions of three title companies, one of which was engaged by SSS; a separate
determination by two title experts, one of whom was trusted by SSS; statements of two of
SSS's own lawyers, one property law expert, and one in-house; findings of the proposed
buyers who included a lawyer and a title agent; the statement of one of the three
intervening property owners locking the Property. Because there was no access, and SSS
would not give a general warranty deed as required by the REPC, the buyers did not go
forward with the purchase.
SSS's only attempt at "evidence" to dispute the overwhelming evidence oflack of
~

access is one lay, self-serving, inadmissible opinion of SSS's owner, without any
foundation, and two other irrelevant arguments without foundational fact.
Concerning contract claims against RE/MAX, there were two contracts involved
in this case. First, there was a For Sale By Owner (FSBO) agreement, that is, seller
would have not real estate agent representing it. The FSBO was between RE/MAX and
SSS agents, and only stated that SSS or its owner would pay a commission if RE/MAX
brought a buyer to the table. The FSBO placed no duties on RE/MAX such as to use its
best efforts to find a buyer or otherwise help SSS. Thus RE/MAX breached no duty as a
matter of law.
Xl

Second, there was a real estate purchase contract (REPC), but that was between
the seller SSS and the buyers. RE/MAX was only disclosed in the REPC as the buyer's
agent. Thus, there was no breach of contract by RE/MAX.
There was a fiduciary duty on RE/MAX regarding the $25,000 in earnest money
paid by the buyers, however, that duty was fully discharged by RE/MAX's impleading
the money into the lower court in this very case.
After much discovery, the lower court granted summary judgment to the RE/MAX
parties on SSS's claims against them. The court found that the cause of the failure of the
sale was not RE/MAX, but the lack of access to SSS's Property from a public road, and
SSS's insistence on selling by special deed rather than a general warranty deed as
required by the REPC.
Regarding a litany of alleged wrongful acts on the part of RE/MAX, the lower
court properly found that even if they were true, they had no causal effect on the failure
of the sale.
The seller appeals the grant of summary judgment to the RE/MAX parties.
Months after the grant of summary judgment, and almost a year after the later jury
trial on the commission issues, SSS alleged that it had received an assignment of rights in
the name RE/MAX from a former broker of RE/MAX Elite, Dale Quinlan. It had known
of this broker for five years. The trial court deemed this evidence untimely and refused it.
Even if this Court considers Mr. Quinlan's evidence, Mr. Quinlan had no
ownership interest in RE/MAX to assign. RE/MAX International had granted to
Aspenwood the right to use the name RE/MAX, which could only be used in connection
Xll

@

with real estate activities. The franchise agreement was not assignable by RE/MAX. At
the time, Quinlan assigned his rights in RE/MAX to SSS, he had no rights whatsoever,
having long since sold his 1/10 interest and fully retired.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
(Facts relating to SSS's ownership of the Property at issue
and the lack of access to a public road)
1.

In September, 1998, SSS bought the land at issue in this case in Weber

County, Utah (hereafter the Property) from the Utah School and Institutional Trust Lands
Administration (hereafter SITLA), during an auction. R. at 2935, 2900 (Schvaneveldt
depo. at 24).
2.
I@

At the time of that purchase, SITLA put SSS on notice that there may not

be access from the Property to a public road. In Still Standing Stables v. Ross Allen, 2005
UT 46 (hereafter referred to as Ross Allen) the Utah Supreme Court quotes SITLA's presale notice to SSS regarding the Property:
There is likely no access. Although there is an ungraveled and
unimproved road leading to the property, it crosses privately owned
lands. Historical access may exist, but the Trust Lands
Administration is not guaranteeing access to the property.
R. at 2939, 2901 (Ross Allen, above, at P2 (emphasis added)).
3.

After purchasing the Property, SSS filed a district court case, the appeal of

which was Ross Allen. In the Second District Court, SSS sued some of the property
owners' whose properties lay between the Property and a public road, i.e. Ross and
Norma H. Allen, and the Monastery of Our Lady. R. at 2937, 2901.

Xlll

4.

In that case, the district court judge, after a full trial, entered findings that

SSS knew it had no access to the Property, and its claim of access was frivolous. The
Supreme Court of Utah quoted part of those findings in Ross Allen:
7. Quite incredulously to this court. plaintiff purchased the affected
property without making any attempt to determine whether there was any
legal access to the property.

***

12. The state, in advertising the affected property for sale, stated that there
was likely no access, ... and that any purchaser would be wise to check
with the adjoining property owners regarding the means of access to and
from the property.

*

*

*

53. The Court finds that Still Standing brought this action knowing it had
no legal right of ingress/egress to its land-locked property, and that a suit
was filed in the hope that plaintiff could persuade the court to ... grant an
ingress/egress to it.
54. Plaintiff has been given clear notice that there was probably no
ingress/egress. And then it has tried to come up with some ingenious
concepts and legal conclusions that are totally unsupported by the evidence.
55. This filing is totally frivolous and without factual or legal basis or
merit.
R. at 2939-2940, P5 (Emphasis added); 2998 (heading), 2901-02, para. 4.
5.

The decision in the lower court as to the lack of access was not appealed in

Ross Allen, and so has never been reversed; only the attorney fee award was appealed,
wherein the lower court's findings of lack of access are discussed. R. at 293 7-2042; 2901.
6.

<iJ

On December 9, 2005, after the district court judge found no access to the

Property, SSS purchased a narrow, 5 acre strip of land (the Strip) adjacent to the
Property. However, it was located on other side of the Property from the public road and
from the three intervening properties which landlocked the Property. R. at 2902, 2905Q

2906, 2944.
XlV

7.

This Strip had an easement across itself, but didn't provide access across

other properties, let alone, the three intervening properties which landlocked the
Property:\(!) Ross Allen's, (2) Byram's, (3) the Monastery's. R. at 2944; para. 20 below.

8.

There was presented no evidence of attempts by SSS to obtain access

across the intervening properties other than suing their owners in Ross Allen.
(Facts as to the attempted sale of the Property by SSS)

9.

On or about February 7, 2006, a Real Estate Purchase Contract (hereafter

REPC) was entered into between Emmett Warren and/or Assigns, as buyers, and SSS as
seller, concerning the Property. R. at 3223.
10.

That REPC provided in part as follows: "Seller represents that Seller ...

will convey good and marketable title to Buyer at Closing by a general warranty deed."
R. at 3225, (part D, para. 10.1). (Emphasis added).
11.

On or about February 9, 2006, Seller's Property Condition Disclosures were

created by Chuck Schvaneveldt, the principal in SSS, which, in an admission against
interest, acknowledged that there was no direct access to the Property from a public road.
R. at 3716-3720, para. 6. F.
12.

Title searches were completed concerning both the Property and the Strip,

but the Strip made no difference as to access to the Property. See paras. 44, 13, 16-17, 20,
24-25, 28-30, 33-35, 38, and 54-55, below, regarding the lack of any effect on access
from the Strip.
(Facts as to the lack of recorded access to the Property even with a later acquired
strip ofland (the Strip) as determined by two separate title companies and others)

xv

13.

In connection with SSS's purchase of the Strip, effective December 9,

2005, Metro Title had issued an A.L.T.A. Owner's Title Commitment with respect to the
Strip in favor of Still Standing, but refused to insure access from a public road to the
Property: "Rights of ingress and/or egress from a dedicated street or highway are not
disclosed of record, and such rights will be excluded from the coverage of our policy."
R. at 2955, 2959, schedule B, para. 12. See also R. at 2964, 2982-2987 (Doxey
Deposition at 18) wherein he identifies the Commitment as from Metro Title. .
14.

Two months later, effective February 8, 2006, a second A.L.T.A. Owner's

Title Commitment was issued, with respect to the Property (R. at 2976) which also
refused to insure access from a public road: "Rights of ingress and/or egress from a
dedicated street or highway are not disclosed of record, therefore access is not insured."
R. at 2979, para. 12.
15.

Two more months later, effective April 4, 2006, toward the time of the

closing on the REPC, an updated A.L.T.A. policy was issued by Metro Title with the
proposed Insured as the REPC buyer, Emmet Warren, (R. at 2982) which again refused
to insure that access existed from a public road to the Property: "Rights of ingress and/or
egress from a dedicated street or highway are not disclosed.of record, therefore access is
not insured." R. at 2986, (para. 16). See also R. at 2964 (Doxey Deposition at 18
wherein he identifies the Commitment as from Metro Title).
16.

The A.L.T.A. policy mentioned in the preceding paragraph applied to both

the Property and the Strip. R. at 2983, (page 2) and (page 4); R. at 2985 (both of which
contain both the Property's and the Strip's parcel numbers).
XVl

(Facts as to same conclusions by a third Title Company hired by SSS and an expert
in title whom SSS trusted)

17.

On or about April 24, 2006, (R. at 2990) effective April 5, 2006, (R. at

2991) in anticipation of the closing on the Property under the REPC, another title agency,
First American Title Insurance Agency, LLC (hereafter First American) issued a separate
Commitment for Title Insurance. R. at 2990-2999.
18.

First American Title was engaged by Still Standing, to provide title

insurance to the buyers for the closing on the REPC. R. at 2990, 2996.
19.

First American's Title Commitment stated the following:

There is no recorded means of access from a public roadway to the
land, but it is assumed that there exists a valid and subsisting
easement over and across an adjoining land for that purpose. The
company does not insure against any loss, damage, claims or rights
which would be denied or limit access based on a contrary state of
facts.
R. at 2996, (para. 18).
20.

First American's Title Commitment likewise referred to both the Property

and the Strip in finding no access; it even included a description of the Strip with its 66
foot wide ingress and egress easement across the Strip itself. R. at 2991-2992, (para. 3).
21.

John Doxey was a seasoned title searcher, who had been in the title

business since 1969. R. at 2961, 2965. He was the person who did the title work, which
resulted in the final Metro Title commitments. See Paras. 17-19, above. R. at 2968-2969.
22.

SSS's own lawyer, Nina Cleere, testified that SSS's owner, Chuck

Schvaneveldt, vouched for and wanted John Doxey to do the title work, because John
was a trustworthy title officer whom Chuck himself had used in the past:
XVll

Q. Do you know who John Doxey was, as you sit here today?
A. Yeah. He's a title guy that Chuck had used before, so Chuck
wanted me to use him again.
Q. Chuck had faith in him, he was a good title guy?
A. Yes.
R. at 3028. (Cleere Depo. at 69:24-70:3).
23.

John Doxey described the Property and Strip, using a diagram. R. at 2944.

Four contiguous rectangles on that diagram surrounded in pink, constitute the Property.

R. at 2944. Black printed arrows on the exhibit also point to the Property. R. at 2944. ld.
24.

The Strip is the narrow piece surrounded in blue in the diagram; see the

black arrow pointing to the Strip. R. at 2944.
25.

John Doxey testified concerning the Property and Exception 16 of Schedule

B of their April 4, 2006 commitment (see paras. 15-16, above):
Q. Now, let me ask you to look at the exceptions on Exhibit 42. And
in particular, call your attention to Exception 16 on the Schedule B.
And I read that Exception 16 to say, "rights of ingress and/or egress
from a dedicated street or highway are not disclosed of record,
therefore access is not insured." Do you see that?
A. Ido.
Q. Now was that your conclusion from your title search?
A.yes.
R. at 2964, 2965. (Doxey Depo. at 18:25-19:10). See also para. 16, above.
26.

Concerning the properties which lie between the Property and the nearest

public road, Mr. Doxey testified:

Q. Do you know if you were ever able ... to ensure that Still
Standing had access [from the Property] across the Ross Allen
property to the Byram property beyond and then to a public right of
way?
A. No, we could never establish that.
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R. at 2966 (Doxey Depo. at 33:15-22).
27.

Concerning deeds which provide ingress and egress easements, those

easements are only across the property they are deeded with, not across adjacent or other
properties, therefore there was still no access or easement across the Byram, and Ross
Allen, and Monastery property, notwithstanding the purchase of the Strip which on the
other side of the Property from the public road. Concerning the three intervening
properties, he testified:
Q. This [deed regarding the Strip] doesn't say that -- this doesn't
guarantee your insured that there is any 66-foot-wide easement
across adjacent properties, such as the property owned by Mr.
Byram or the Monastery, does it?
A. That wording we read appears not to be.
Q .... Ifwe have a piece of property, let's just say a rectangular piece
of property like a lot and there is an easement on that, that's just the
fact that someone else has a right to go across that piece of property;
is that correct?
A. That would be right.
R. at 2971-2972. (Doxey Depo. at 79: 15-80:2). That would also be the case with respect
to the Ross Allen property.
28.

Further concerning the Strip, he testified he could also not find any right-

of-way that would go from the Strip to a dedicated road. Therefore he created the
exception mentioned in the Metro Title Commitment, above. He testified:

Q .... Now I noticed on this piece of property if you look at
exception number 12 [to the Title report, mentioned in para. 14,
above], what does that mean? ... read that into the record so the
record is clear and it shows that.
A. "Right of ingress and/or egress from the dedicated street or the
highway are ... not disclosed of record and such rights will be
excluded from the coverage of our policy."
XIX

Q. So what does that mean to someone who was looking at this
policy and seeing what was insured or wasn't insured with respect to
the title to this 165 foot strip [the Strip]?
A. In the title search it was determined that the -- they couldn't get a
right-of-way that would go from a dedicated street to the property,
so exception was taken.
R. at 2962-2963; 2966-2967. (Doxey Depo. at 11 :21-12:13) regarding Exhibit 40 to his
deposition, See also Exhibit 41 to Mr. Doxey's Deposition concerning the 5 Acre Strip
wherein he reiterates: "It means we're not ensuring that access, because public record
does not take an easement to a dedicated road". R. at 2969. (Doxey Depo. at 55:5-7).
29.

Mr. Doxey specifically looked to see if there was even any private access or

easement across the Ross Allen and the Byram properties, as SSS stated in its property
condition disclosures (see para. 11, above), but could not find one:

Q .... [H]e [Chuck Schvaneveldt the owner of Still Standing] marked
[in his property condition disclosures regarding the REPC] there is f!
private easement, can you sit here today and say, yes, there was, or
no, there wasn't a private easement or was that outside the scope of
what you were hired to even do in this case?
A. Well, I think we're hired to determine if there's insurable access to
the property, which we determined that we couldn't -- we could not
determine clear title to access.
R. at 2970. (Doxey Depo. at 74:4-11).
30.

Although neither Mr. Doxey's company, Metro Title nor First American

Title would insure access, Mr. Doxey stated his approach is to try to find access:
A. Well, I think a true statement is that when we are hired to issue a
title policy, we look at access and we do want to insure access to
a property. But in a case where we can't determine access then
we do an exception to title.
R. at 2973. (Doxey Depo. at 85:4-8).

xx

(Facts as to lack of access from a later title company; another title officer; and one
of the landlocking property owners)
31.

The hopeful buyer of the Property, Emmett Warren, was an LLC with

owners John S. Lish and Ryan Wilde. R. at 3034. (Lish Depo. at 6:8-13).
32.

John Lish is also an owner of Utah Commercial Title Company; he is a

licensed title searcher and reviews all of the title matters. R. at 3033. (Lish Depo. at
4:23-5:8. Mr. Lish is also a lawyer. R. at 3033. (Lish Depo at 5:18-6:3).
33.

Mr. Lish and his partner began to worry about the purchase of the Property

when they received the title report from First American Title, above, refusing to insure
access:
A .... And the only time we really got worried about the access was
when we saw, you know, their title report that was going to give us a
policy of insurance. They specifically accepted off any access.
Q. Okay now, are you referring to the commitment for title insurance
A. Yes.
Q. - issued by First American Title?
A. Yes.
Q .... was there something unique to that commitment different
from a typical commitment for title insurance?
A. Yes. There was an exception that said -- basically excepted off
any -- you know, any -- any guarantees to access ..
Q .... And typically in a commitment for title insurance, is there that
-- is there such a guarantee in the commitment?
A. Generally they -- they -- the title company will guarantee access
unless they specifically accept it off.
R. at 3035. (Lish Depo. at 17:3-22).

34.

After seeing that First American refused to insure access, the buyers had a

fourth title company, their own, attempt to locate public access. The results were the
same as the other title companies mentioned above - no access:
XXI

Q. Is it true that your own title company, meaning Utah Commercial
Title, reached the conclusion that there was no access to the
property?
A. Yes.
R. at 3036. (Lish Depo. at 35:20-23).
35.

After this review it was "clear as a bell" that there was no access,

notwithstanding the five acre Strip and any other easements, public or private:
Q.... [I]f you were to point to the piece of property for sale,
including the 5 acres [the Strip] and all these grants of easement,
based on everything you know about it now, is it -- is it clear and cut
and dried where you can conclusively say there is no access to the
property, or there is access? Is it -- is it a complicated matter or is it
clear as a bell to you that there's no access to that property?
A. To me it's as clear as a bell there is no access to that property
because the easements only go so far they don't actually reach a
public road is what I understand.
R. at 3037. (Lish Depo. at 48:11-20).
36.

The other partner/buyer, Ryan Wilde, is also a lawyer but does not practice.

R. at 3002-3003. (Wilde Depo. at 9:19-10:14).
37.

Mr. Wilde also works as part of the managing group in Utah Commercial

Title Company. R. at 3003-3004. (Wilde Depo. at 10:17-11:1).
38.

Mr. Wilde went to a separate title officer/expert and lawyer, Miles

LeBaron, to try to find access; Mr. LeBaron likewise concluded there was no access:
Q. And then I contacted Miles LeBaron [a lawyer], who I consider to
be an expert in - he's got a title license, and asked him to basically
kind of do a search on the property.
Q. Okay. And then I'll ask you ... did he ever tell you there was or
wasn't access to it?
A. He told me there was not?
R. at 3005. (Wilde Depo. at 21:4-10).
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39.

Mr. Wilde wanted to see the Property, so he went to the public road,

climbed over a locked gate, was picked up by Mr. Ross Allen and his son, who told Mr.
Wilde that SSS had no access to the Property across their, the Allen's, intervening
property:
A. Yeah . He [Ross Allen] - I asked him if he - he asked me how I got on
the road, and I said I jumped the gate.....
Q. Okay.
A And he told me that he [Chuck Schvaneveldt] didn't have access.
Q. And you say that one of the Allens told you that?
A. Uh-huh.
R. at 3007-3008. (Wilde Depo. at 30:22-31: 2).

(Facts as to the lack of access being one of the reasons the sale did not go forward)
40.
@

Mr. Wilde wanted to believe there was access, because they had a buyer for

the Property, and the sale would make him a lot of money. R. at 3006-3010. (Wilde
Depo. at 22:9-16; 42:12-14).
41.

His desire to believe there was access notwithstanding, Mr. Wilde testified

that the only reason the transaction failed was the lack of guarantee or assurance of
access:
A .... [I]f ... you said, "Chuck has access, and they are selling lots up
there," I would be shocked big-time.
Q. because that was one of the main reasons you chose to drop or
didn't purchase the property?
A. That is the only reason.
Q. That's the only reason; is that right?
A. Yes.
Q. The only reason, okay.
A. Because I didn't have a helicopter so I have no way to get to the
property.
R. at 3009. (Wilde Depo. at 40:8-18).
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42.

Mr. Wilde relied on the several indications of no access mentioned above:
A. The only reason I did not close on the property was, I was told by title
companies and attorneys that I had no access to it.

R. at 3014. (Wilde Depo. at 67:1-3). He stated:
A .. .I relied on First American Title telling me there was no access,
someone named Gretta [Spendlove, attorney for Still Standing, See
paras. 49-52, below], and Utah Commercial [Title Co.], and the guy
at the County. and Miles LeBaron. I relied on all those people who
have a lot more knowledge about it than I do.

R. at 3011. (Wilde Depo. at 44:5-9). SSS argues that it did not know about the lack of
access, and the real estate agent should have told him. However, the quote above shows
that SSS's own lawyer was aware of the lack of access and undoubtedly told her client.
43.

He reiterated: "Experts in the field came to me and said, 'This property has

no access.' So I did not buy the property." R. at 3014, Wilde Depo. at 67:22-23.
Everything was fine until the access did not exist: "The glitch came when there was no
access to the property." R. at 3015. (Wilde Depo. at 68:18-19).
44.

The added Strip did not make any difference as Mr. Wilde analyzed the title

commitments:
Q .... So apparently your office, your title company and John [Lish]
ifhe signed this on the front, was aware of that deed [to the Strip]
with the 66 foot right-of-way as of May 2 nd • Is that right?
A. It looks to me that way, yeah.
Q .... if you look over on the exceptions to this preliminary title
report, paragraph 15 says there's no record, recorded means of access
from a public roadway to the land. Do you see that?
A. I do.
Q. All right. And that is in the face of this deed [to the Strip) that
mentions the 66 foot ingress and egress, right?
A. Correct.
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R. at 3019. (Wilde Depo. at 108:3-16).
45.

Mr. Wilde was influenced in part by the court decision which was not

changed with the purchase of the Strip:
A ... .I just rely on, from my recollection, the combined advice from
the experts was that there was no -- including the court of Utah, that
there was no access to this property.
R. at 3016. (Wilde Depo. at 69:12-15).
46.

The buyers had another party to whom they were going to sell the Property;

those buyers themselves also backed out when they saw there was no access. "A. They
\j

[those to whom Emmett Warren, LLC, was going to sell the Property] walked away when
they realized that there was no access to the property and that we were telling them the
truth." R. at 3013. (Wilde Depo. at 56:23-25).
(Facts as to the sale not going forward because SSS was refusing to give
a general warranty deed as required in the REPC, but only a special
deed not guaranteeing access)

47.

The REPC required the seller to provide a general warranty deed. R. at

3230, 3232. See para. I 0.1.
48.

Although the REPC required a warranty deed, SSS proposed only to give a

special deed. See, for example, escrow and closing instructions, dated May 3, 2006, from
the attorney for SSS, Gretta Spendlove, who specifically stated that the seller's deed will
be a special warranty deed. R. at 3039, paras. A. 1., and D.2. and 5.
49.
Gi

Gretta Spendlove was a property expert lawyer hired by SSS. R. at 3022.

(Nina Cleere Depo. at 23:12-21).
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50.

As the closing approached, the lawyer for SSS, Gretta Spendlove called and

indicated that the seller wanted to use a special warranty deed not guaranteeing access,
notwithstanding the REPC required a full warranty deed. This confirmed the buyers'
concern about access.
A. That was another, to me, red flag on this because the owner's
[Still Standing's] attorney [Gretta Spendlove] called me right at -right around the time of closing saying that we want to execute ~
special warranty deed which doesn't guarantee us access. So I knew
that their [Still Standing's] attorney had realized that, you know,
they're not going to guarantee access with a warranty deed. And I
said, well, that might be okay if I can get a title policy that's going to
guarantee me access, and they [sellers and their attorney] wouldn't
do that either. So I knew no one was going to put their -- no one was
going to sign anything guaranteeing me any sort of access. And that
came from the attorney and also from the owners.
R. at 2913. (Lish Depo. at 25:17-26:2).
51.

He continued:
Q. Okay, But in your conversation with Gretta Spendlove, attorney
for Still Standing, you recall her talking about the possibility of
using a special warranty deed as opposed to a warranty deed?
A. Yes.
Q. And you recall what you told her? Did -- did you say that's okay
under certain circumstances, or what happened with that?
A. Yeah, I recall I said that, a special warranty deed would be okay
if we could get title insurance that insured us -- you know,
guaranteed us access.

R. at 2913. (Lish Depo. at 26:16-27:5).
52.

Mr. Lish also considered Gretta an expert in property and rights-of-way,

Q

which greatly concerned him when she only wanted to give them a special warranty deed,
and not a general warranty deed guaranteeing access:
Q
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Q. Have you ever attended any CLEs where she's [Gretta
Spendlove' s] a presenter?
A. Yes.
Q. You have. Do you consider she's -- do you consider her an
authority or an expert on right-of-way issues?
A. I do. And that's where the red flag came in. When she was not
willing to put her signature on the line as a guarantee of access, I
[Witness is cut off by Mr. Fuller].
(Wilde Depo. at 49: 11-18).
53.

Nina Cleere was an in-house lawyer working for one of Chuck

Schvaneveldt' s companies who also did work on the sale of the Property and had
contacts with Gretta Spendlove. She testified as to the lack of public access:

Q. Did you ever become aware that there were some preliminary
title reports done by two or three title companies that indicated that
there was no public access to Still Standing Stables' property from a
public road?
A. I don't recall. I mean, that makes sense. Like I have said to you,
there wasn't public access, you know.
R. at 3025-3026. (Cleere Depo. at 41:24-42:6) (emphasis added).
54.

In September of 2005, when the Strip was originally acquired, Gretta had

stated the following in an e-mail to the sellers with a cc to Nina Cleere, SSS's in-house
attorney, stating in part:
"In Section 7 of the Agreement, I will change the first line to
reference that 'Allens agree to cooperate in helping Still Standing to
obtain access for Still Standing .... ' We will delete the last two
sentences in Section 7, so that no one makes assurances about
access."
R. at 3023. (Cleere Depo. at 25:13-22).
55.

Concerning the above quote, Ms. Cleere further explained the continuing

trouble they expected notwithstanding the Strip:
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A. Even though we had this [alleged easement regarding the Strip],
we felt the [Ross] Allens were still going to try to make problems
and not let us through their land.
Q. And so your understanding of paragraph 7 is that the Allens were
going to -- the Allens that are a party to this [Strip sale's] contractA. J arl and Jenna, right.
Q. Exhibit 65 [The agreement whereby Jarl and Jenna Allen Holt
sell the Strip to Still Standing] Jarl and Jenna, are going to try and
help Chuck gain access over the Ross Allen Property.
A. Right. And Jarl and Jenna had problems with Ross, is my
recollection, too.
R. at 3024. (Cleere Depo. at 29:10-21).
56.

Ms. Cleere testified that toward the closing of the purchase of the Property,

Gretta Spendlove had continuing concerns about lack of access, and wanted to be sure
not to make assurances as to any access:

Q. Did you have discussions with him concerning a warranty deed or
a special deed?
A .... I just remember there was a sentence, and Gretta was like,
'this is not what you have, so you can't sign this.' It was kind of like,
you know, you're saying there's a public road to this, or -- I Q. Public access?
A. something, and she said, 'you need to make sure that this is very'
- 'you need to take this sentence out.'
... so what I did is I had Gretta talk to John Lish about it so
that they could - because they are the buyers, so that they could
totally be understanding why we needed that sentence out.
R. at 3027. (Cleere Depo., at 46: 1-18). (emphasis added).

(Facts as to the lack of any sales or other contract between SSS and RE/MAX
whereby RE/MAX had any duties to SSS which could be breached).
57.

A For Sale By Owner Agreement (FSBO) existed between SSS and

RE/MAX and its agent. The FSBO clearly concerns the Property. (R. at 3043), and para.
2, refers to the buyer under the REPC, Emmett Warren and/or assigns. Id.
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58.

The FSBO states in part the following which clearly declares there is no

affirmative duty on the part of RE/MAX to bring a buyer to Still Standing:
"This Commission Agreement does not require the Company
(RE/MAX] or the Agent (Tim Shea] to solicit offers on the Property
from the buyer, nor does it authorize the Company or the Agent to
solicit offers from any other person or entity."
R. at 3043. (para. 5). (Emphasis added). The FSBO also states: "The Seller [Still
@

Standing or Mr. Schvaneveldt or Caty Code] agrees to pay the Company [RE/MAX] ... if
the seller accepts an offer from Emmett Warren and or Assigns ... to purchase or
exchange the Property." R. at 3043. (para. 2). (Emphasis added).
59.

SSS's own owner testified that the only agreement he had with RE/MAX

was to pay a commission if RE/MAX brought a buyer to SSS regarding the Property; he
@

also testified that he would not enter into any contract with RE/MAX or its agent Tim
Shea to represent him:
And he [Tim Shea of RE/MAX] says, "What will you give me if I find
somebody to buy it?"
And I said, "I'll give you three percent. We're not going to sign with any
real estate companies or anything like that, ... "
R. at 3480, 3893 (Schvaneveldt depo. at 56:5-14).
60.

RE/MAX did bring the buyers identified on the REPC to Still Standing.

61.

The FSBO also put SSS on notice that RE/MAX was not representing the

seller, SSS, in the transaction:
" ... the seller acknowledges and agrees that the Agent and the
Principal/Branch Broker for the Company [RE/MAX] ... are
representing the Buyer. As the Buyer's Agent, they will act
consistent with their fiduciary duties to the buyer ... "
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R. at 3043. (para. 5). 'The seller has, however, elected not to be represented by a real

estate agent in this transaction." Id.
62.

The FSBO set out the duties of a real estate agent in general as further

established by law, as mentioned in Point VI, below:
"The Company and the Agents are trained in the marketing of real
estate. Neither the Company nor the Agent are trained to provide the
seller ... with legal ... advice or with technical advice regarding the
physical condition of the property .... if the seller desires advice
regarding ... (ii) legal ... matters; (iii) the physical condition of the
property ; ... the Agent and the Company STRONGLY
RECOMMEND THAT THE SELLER OBTAIN SUCH
INDEPENDENT ADVICE ... "
R. at 3043. (para. 6) (All caps in the original).

63.

Cathy Code, who signed the FSBO was the girl friend of Mr. Schvaneveldt,

who acted as an intermediary for Still Standing. R. at 3043. (Schvanaveldt depo. at
54:14-21).

(Facts as to SSS having no interest in the names of Aspenwood dba RE/MAX Elite)

64.

SSS claims that as of 2013, it alone has the right to use the name RE/MAX

Elite, having received an assignment from a former agent of Aspenwood, Dale
Quinlan, of all of his right in RE/MAX. Aplt.'s Br. at 68.
65.

SSS claims that the RE/MAX parties have no right to the use of the name

RE/MAX Elite, nor right to sue for the commission which resulted in a very large
judgment in favor of the RE/MAX parties or some of them. Aplt.'s Br. at 68. The
judgment was entered after summary judgment was granted to the RE/MAX parties on
Still Standings claims.
XXX

66.

SSS claims that the real estate parties should have disclosed that Dale

Quinlan was the owner of the RE/MAX Elite name, rather than Aspenwood which had
at all material times been functioning under that name. R. at 68.
67.

The lower court held that all of the information about Mr. Quinlan was

untimely presented to the court. R. at Transcr. of Oral Argument, June 19, 2014, at 4851.
68.

In order to operate a real estate agency using the name of RE/MAX, real

estate agents or a real estate company must make an application to RE/MAX
(j

International to receive the franchise rights to operate under RE/MAX' s name. See
citation to para. 73, below.
69.

In April, 2006, RE/MAX International granted to Aspenwood the rights to

use the name RE/MAX and operate under that name, adding Elite. The Contract between
RE/MAX International and Aspenwood states:
" ... [yJou [Aspenwood] are hereby granted a limited, non-exclusive
license ... to use the RE/MAX Marks, but only for the duration of
this Agreement and only in connection with the operation of the
Office and the Permitted Real Estate Service Activities specified in
this Agreement ....
(The Franchise Agreement, page 6, para. 4. A. (emphasis added) (see the Franchise
Agreement as Supplement A hereto). See the mention thereof, R. at 7808-7810, 80928094 - Oral Arg., 6/13/14: 36: 14-37:- ; 52: 14-53: 17; 73: 11-23; 110:8-111: 10; 1 I 8; 16-22.
The franchise agreement was produced before the district court in Davis County in a
@)

collateral attempt by SSS to reverse the district court in Weber county, by raising the
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same issues about the RE/MAX dba which were raised in the lower court in this case.
See that case, Civil Case No. 130701109 (Second District Court, Davis County).
70.

Four things are clear from the above contract language: (1) only

Aspenwood had the right to use the RE/MAX name/mark's; (2) that use was restricted to
real estate services, (3) of Aspenwood, and (4) the right to use the name RE/MAX Elite
is only valid during the duration of the franchise agreement.
71.

The franchise agreement continued by making it clear that not even

Aspenwood, let alone one of its brokers or agents such as Mr. Quinlan, could assign the
right to the use of the name to anyone for any purpose:
"Your Limited License does not give you the right to sublicense or to
transfer (apart from an approved transfer under Section 12) the RE/MAX
Marks or to allow any third party to use your Office trade, fictitious or
assumed name for any purpose whatsoever.

Id. Exh. A, franchise agreement, p.6, para. 4.A (emphasis added).
72.

The franchise agreement made it abundantly clear that no agent of

Aspenwood had the right to use the name RE/MAX, let alone the right to assign that right
to another, as SSS induced Mr. Quinlan to attempt:
"You acknowledge and agree that no one employed by your Office in any
capacity or affiliated with your Office as a Sales Associate has any direct or
independent right or license to use the RE/MAX Marks, but rather that their
use of the RE/MAX Marks comes under and is subject to your Limited
License to use such marks as set forth in this Agreement.
Id. Exh. A, franchise agreement, page 7, para. 4. A. (4)(emphasis added).

Q
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73.

The franchise agreement also made it clear that not even Aspenwood, let

alone some person no longer affiliated with Aspenwood, had the right to assign any of the
franchise rights to any other:
"You understand and acknowledge that the rights and duties created by this
Agreement are personal to you, or if you are a Business Entity, your
Owners, ...Accordingly, neither this Agreement, the Franchise, ... nor
any interest (defined below) belonging to you or your Owners may be
voluntarily, involuntarily, directly or indirectly, sold, leased, conveyed
given away, sub franchised, pledged, mortgaged, assigned transferred,
encumbered or otherwise disposed of by you or your Owners ... without
our prior approval.

Id. Exh. A, franchise agreement, page 26-27, Para. 12. B (emphasis added).
74.

Besides the former agent of Aspenwood, Dale Quinlan, never having had

any right to use the name RE/MAX, nor the right to assign the use of the name to the
<i

plaintiff, Mr. Quinlan was not even an officer of agent of Aspenwood at the time of his
attempted assignment to SSS in 2013.

(Facts as to Dale Quinlan severing all ties with RE/MAX Elite prior to his attempted
assignment of rights in RE/MAX to SSS)
75.

In about May, 2005, the Real Estate Division of the State of Utah

investigated the actions of Dale Quinlan regarding an improper real estate transaction.
Aplt.'s Br. at 69. Rat 8093. That investigation resulted in Dale Quinlan surrendering his
real estate broker's license on July 20, 2005, although the Division allowed him to retain
his license as a real estate sales agent. Aplt.'s Br. at p. 69 (Quinlan "agreed to surrender

his current broker's license effective July 20, 2005" (Emphasis in the original)). Id. R.
at 8092-8093.
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76.

Dale Quinlan's surrender of his broker's license was in July of 2005;

Aspenwood made Skip Wing its principle broker. R. at 7808-7810. paras. 10-6; 80928094.
77.

In November, 2006, the owners of Aspenwood Corp. and Dale Quinlan

agreed that the other owners would buy Mr. Quinlan's ownership share of the corporation
for $10,000. R. at 7808-7810, paras. 7-8. Oral Arg. 6/18/14; 36:11-37; 73:11-23; R. at
r\

8092-8094.
78.

\i/iil

Dale Quinlan, though no longer an owner of the company, stayed on as a

sales agent, but only until April 27, 2007 when he left Aspenwood and ceased all ties
thereto. R. at 7808-7810, paras. 7-9; R. at 8092-8094. The other owners of Aspenwood
bought him out for the $10,000. Id.
79.

After April 27, 2007, Dale Quinlan had nothing to do with Aspenwood dba

RE/MAX Elite, and had absolutely no rights, ownership or other interests in Aspenwood
dba RE/MAX act as an agent thereof or assign to anyone, property and property rights of
Aspenwood. Id. Paras. 8-9; R. at 8093-8094.

Q
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ARGUMENT
POINT I: IN GRANTING SUMMARY JUDGMENT, THE LOWER
COURT RELIED UPON OVERWHELMING, UNDISPUTED EVIDENCE
THAT THERE WAS NO ACCESS TO THE PROPERTY, AND THAT SSS
REFUSED TO SELL BY WARRANTY DEED AS REQUIRED BY THE
REPC, WHICH JUSTIFIED THE BUYER IN NOT PROCEEDING WITH
THE PURCHASE.

The lower court concluded, "the transaction failed because SSS could not
lri

guarantee access to the property [from a public way]. That's the bottom line." Aplt.'s Br.
at 52 and 64 (quoting the lower court); Rat 8389 and Exhibit A hereto. The lower court
was correct, even viewing the evidence in a light most favorable to SSS.
In order to avoid summary judgment, SSS argues that there was access: "[s]eller did
have access to the land" (Aplt.'s Br. at 54, part I.); SSS "always maintained there was
access to the property" (Id. ). However, as it's "evidence" that SSS had access, SSS
merely asserted: (A) without foundation, its owner's lay opinion; (B) the fact that SSS
could later sell the Property so there must have been access, (C) the sale did not
contemplate access, and (D) the buyer breached the contract by not buying. See Aplt.'s
Br. at 42, 52, 56, 64 and 66. Each of these will be discussed under same letters, below.
(A)

To try to demonstrate access, SSS's owner merely, without foundation,

gives his lay opinion: "I remain of the opinion that since acquiring the additional property
I@

[the Strip] ... SSS did have right-of-way to the Allen parcel and the original parcel".
Aplt. 's Br. at 54. Thus all that SSS relies upon is an unfounded, self-serving, lay opinion
of the party itself that he believes there was access. And that opinion does not even assert
access to a public road across all three intervening properties, that is, not across the
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Byram and the Monastery and the Allen properties. He states only that SSS has access ''to
the Allen parcel," and not across it, let alone across the two properties. (Regarding the
existence of the three intervening properties, see Facts, above, paras., 7, 26, 27, and 39).

Id. SSS always had access to the Allen property because it was adjacent to the Property.
"Even in a light most favorable to SSS, its "evidence "is totally inadmissible and
unreliable to show real, enforceable access from the Property to a public road.
And SSS 's unfounded, lay opinion is presented in the face of overwhelming,
undisputed evidence to the contrary upon which the lower court relied. That
overwhelming, competent evidence included: the prior decision of another district court
that arguments as to the existence of access were frivolous (Facts, above, paras. 3-5);
there were no material changes in the facts after that opinion except the irrelevant strip,
(Id.); the opinions of no less than three separate title companies (Facts, above, paras. 12-

20; 34-35), one of which was engaged by SSS itself (Facts, above, paras. 18-20); the
opinion of an independent title officer whom SSS trusted, plus that of one other
lawyer/title officer (Facts, above, paras. 21-30; 3 8 ); the opinion of a skilled property
lawyer whom SSS engaged to assist it with access issues - Gretta Spendlove (Facts,
above, paras. 48-56); the statement of SSS's in-house lawyer that there was no access Nina Cleere (Facts, above, paras. 53-56); SSS's own actions in trying to change from
deeding the Property by general warranty deed as required by the REPC (Facts, above,
para. 10), to deeding by special deed (Facts, above, paras. 47-52, 56); the statement of
one of the three intervening property owners that there is no access across his property.
(Facts, above, paras. 27, 39).

As to the strip, after the adverse opinion by the other district court that arguments
as to existing access were frivolous, SSS bought a strip of adjacent land and argued that
that yielded access. Facts, above, paras. 6-8. However, the Strip was on the other side of
the Property from any public road, and from the three intervening properties between the
Property and the public road. Facts above, para. 6-8. Some of the expert's/lawyer's
specifically considered SSS's later acquired Strip, yet concluded that there was still no
access to the Property. Facts, above, paras. 27-28, 35, 44, 55-56.
The lower court properly concluded that summary judgment was appropriate.
(B)

SSS argues that because it was able to buy the Property originally, and able

to sell it after the transaction at issue failed, then there must have been access. Aplt.' s Br.
at 57, Part 4. However, purchase and sale of the Property alone doesn't prove access.
Purchase and sale of property without access is all right, as long as the parties know of
the lack of access, and agree to proceed notwithstanding. For example, when SSS bought
the Property from SITLA, SITLA properly warned SSS that, "There is likely no access to
the [P]roperty", and that SITLA "is not guaranteeing access." Facts, above, para. 2.
Undoubtedly SITLA had to sell the Property for a bargain because access could not be
guaranteed. The same would be true of the sale of the Property after the sale at issue
failed. Still Standing's later sale of the Property was for $1 million plus, instead of the $4
million plus price in the REPC at issue. R. at 3672-3673. (Schvaneveldt Deel. para. 22).
Likely, SSS had learned its lesson and warned the buyer that there was no access, thus
driving the value down. The mere sale does not prove there is access. Just because some
people buy under some circumstances such as no access, that does not mean that that
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transaction proves that the terms in all other REPC's are the same. That is also true where
the REPC at issue required a general warranty deed (Facts, above, paras. 9-10) and the
proposed buyers in this case desired use of the Property other than by helicopter. That is
especially true where the later purchase was by special deed, for far less, with the buyer's
knowledge of the lack of access.
SSS even admits that this last sale was by special warranty deed and not general
warrantee deed as required in the REPC at issue. Aplt.'s Br. at 57-58. SSS tried to sell
the Property to the buyers at issue by special deed also, but buyers required SSS to follow
the REPC and sell by general warranty deed. Facts, above, para. 10, 50-52, 54-56.
(C)

SSS alleges that the sale never contemplated access to the Property. Aplt.'s

Br. at 56, part 3. It seems axiomatic that one who buys property should not need a
helicopter in order to set foot on the property, unless that party is so advised and agrees
thereto in advance. Normal sale of property contemplates that the buyer will enjoy full,
unrestricted, beneficial use of and access to the Property.

We were not able to find cases in Utah directly on point which stand for the
proposition that a warranty deed necessarily includes access, without some notice
of the lack of access to the buyer. We were able to find the following cases which
hold that a general warranty deed implies or necessarily includes legal access to the
property. In Haines v. Old Republic Nat. Title Ins. Co., 178 P.3d 1086 (Wyo.
2008), the Wyoming Supreme Court held that "when property completely lacks
[legal] access, it is usually held that its title is unmarketable." Id. at 1090 (citation

r,.
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omitted) (holding that where insured brought action against title insurer to require
it to obtain a recorded easement or right of access but had already obtained an
order establishing a public road, the public road provided access and made title
marketable).
In Hinton v. Hardwoods, Inc. v. Cumberland Scrap Processors Transport,
Gil

LLC, 2008 WL 5429569 (Ct. App. Ky. 2008), the court held that a purchaser's

refusal to purchase property, where the seller could not obtain a right of access,
was valid because the purchaser was purchasing the property for the purpose of
conducting an industrial business. Unrestricted access to a public thoroughfare
was vital for such an industrial property. Absent a legal right of access, the
property was landlocked. Id at *5 (the property is landlocked, rendering it useless
to the purchaser, and therefore the title was not marketable). In that case, as in
ours, the contract of sale did not include a specific declaration that legally
enforceable access to the property was a condition to the agreement. The contract
~

was silent on whether or not there would be access.
We did find one Utah case on access, Mostrong v. Jackson, 866 P.2d 573
(1993), in which a property was sold which had two accesses: one dirt road from
the north, and a permissive one to the south across another's property, but which
later had been accepted by the County as a public road. Id. at 576. The Supreme
Court held that the buyers failed to demonstrate that title included no access for
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several reasons, including, "the Jacksons [sellers] and /or Security Title had
obtained legal access to the property via the north road, and tentatively via the
south road ... pending only final arrangements with Millard County." Id. In
addition the seller agreed to "undertake to cure defects if it can be done in ..
.reasonable diligence ... Id. In addition, the sellers told the buyers of the
permissive use of the south road, and "[S]uch actual knowledge, pursuant to the
Sinks case, prevents a claim of unmarketable title." Id.
In fairness to the court, we were able to find one jurisdiction which held that
lack of access did not necessarily make the property unmarketable - Colorado.
Indeed the sale here contemplated that the buyers would have full use and
enjoyment of the property by way of a general warranty deed, however SSS would
not supply one. Facts, above, paras. 47-56. Absent notice to a buyer of lack of
access, and the buyer's willingness to buy notwithstanding, a sale would not be
proper.
(D)

SSS alleges, without evidence, that the buyer's plan to flip the property

failed, therefore buyers did not proceed with the sale, and breached the REPC. Aplt. 's Br.
at 55, part 2. However, there was no evidence that the plan to flip the Property caused the
buyers not to buy. It was the lack of access to the Property, and the refusal of the sellers
to provide a warranty deed, which breached the REPC. See Facts, above, paras. 42-44
(buyers would not proceed because no access), 46 (buyer's buyer would not proceed for

t:..
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that same reason); 4 7-54 (SSS refused to provide a general warranty deed as required by
the REPC).
Because it was undisputed that only SSS is responsible for the failure of the sale at
issue, the lower court did not err is granting summary judgment in favor of RE/MAX.
POINT II: CONCERNING THE BREACH OF CONTRACT AND
IMPLIED CONTRACT CLAIMS, SSS ITSELF ASSERTS THAT
THERE NEVER WAS A CONTRACT; AND EVEN IF THERE
WERE, THERE WAS NO AFFIRMATIVE OBLIGATION OF
RE/MAX THEREUNDER WHICH COULD HAVE BEEN
BREACHED.

SSS asserts alleged contract claims arising out of a "confidentiality
agreement", and no other agreement. See Aplt's Br. at Exhibit 4, and at 44, 49-50,
63. However, SSS is not a party to that agreement. A quick review of the agreement
@

shows only two signators: (1) Nina Cleere for the "Discloser Stake Center Locating,
Inc."; and (2) Tim Shea for "Recipient RE/MAX Elite". R. at 3200 or Aplt's Br.
Exhibit 4, page 3. SSS is mentioned along with Stake Center Locating in the first
paragraph of the confidentiality agreement, but SSS did not sign off on it. Because
SSS is not a party to the agreement, it cannot make any claims thereunder.
Even if SSS had been a signator and party to the agreement, the agreement is still
irrelevant. No specific confidential information is alleged to have been disclosed by Tim
Shea (a RE/MAX agent) which he passed on to the buyers, let alone any shown to have
had any effect on the transaction. During this litigation, if SSS objected in any way to any
disclosures of confidential information, he could have raised that, which he did not. The
buyers stated under oath that the lack of access and lack of a general warranty deed or
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other guarantee of access caused them not to go forward with the purchase of the land
Property, not some confidential infonnation disclosed by RE/MAX .. See Facts, above,
paras. 41-43, 47-52, 54, 56. Because the transaction failed as a result of there being no
access, and of the seller's refusing to give a general warranty deed, any other alleged
breaches that did not cause the failure of the sale, would be irrelevant anyway. See, also,
Point V, below, for other alleged breaches of duty or other alleged wrongs. See, also,
Point III, below, regarding lack of causal effect.
SSS's owner, Mr. Schvaneveldt, confinned in sworn testimony that there were no
contracts between SSS and RE/MAX, and that he would not enter into any such
contracts. He stated that he had discussions with Tim Shea, RE/MAX's agent, about the
Property and another nearby 15 acre parcel for sale. He continued that (1) he refused to
enter into a sales contract with Mr. Shea or with any other real estate agent or agency, but
(2) if Mr. Shea brought him a buyer, he would pay Mr. Shea a 3% commission. Mr.
Schvaneveldt testified:
"And he [Tim Shea of RE/MAX] says, 'What will you give me if I
find somebody to buy it [the Property]?' And I said, 'I'll give you
three percent. We're not going to sign with any real estate
companies or anything like that, [concerning the sale of the
Property] ... '"
See Facts, above, para 59. RE/MAX had no duty to do anything such as seek out a buyer,
use its best efforts, etc., but if RE/MAX happened to bring a buyer, SSS would pay a
commission. That being the case, there would be no contract duties, express or implied,
which existed between RE/MAX or its agents and SSS. That being the case, there could
was no breach. See also Point VIII, below regarding fiduciary duties.
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Also, the REPC provided that RE/MAX represented the buyers in the transaction,
and not the seller, SSS. In the REPC at page 2, para. 5, it is clearly stated that Tim Shea
and RE/MAX are the buyer's agent. In that paragraph, there are also lines left blank
~

where the real estate agent for the seller could be inserted. See Aplt.'s Br. Exh. 4, REPC
dated 2/7/06, para. 5. Those lines are left blank because SSS was unrepresented in the
transaction, as he testified he would be, above.
Also confirming the above, SSS was selling the Property "by owner". See the For
Sale By Owner agreement (FSBO) between SSS and RE/MAX. R. at 3238-3239. The

0j)

FSBO states that the parties thereto are RE/MAX and "Chuck [Schvaneveldt] and
Cathy Code". R. at 3238-3239. SSS admits that, "None of the plaintiffs [RE/MAX]
were parties to the FSBO and none of the agents had standing to sue SSS ..." Aplt.'s
Br. at 68. Thus the FSBO cannot serve as a basis for breach of contract or contract related
claims.
Because admittedly there were no contracts between the sellers and RE/MAX,
whereby RE/MAX had duties toward the sellers, there was no breach by RE/MAX,
and RE/MAX was entitled to summary judgment on SSS's claims of breach of
contract, and of express and implied covenants.
POINT III: UNDER ALL OF SSS'S THEORIES OF LIABILITY, A
CAUSAL CONNECTION BETWEEN THE ACTIONS OF RE/MAX
AND THE ALLEGED DAMAGES FAILS, AS A MATTER OF LAW.

A causal connection between the actions of a defendant and the alleged
damages, is an element of any tort case, negligent or intentional, and any contract
case. See e.g. Bair v. Axiom Design, LLC, 2001 UT 20, P24 (a plaintiff seeking to
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recover for breach of contract must prove that the damages she seeks were caused by
the breach); Crestwood Cove Apartments v. Turner, 2007 UT 48, P 3 0 (in the
professional liability context a "plaintiff must plead and prove ... a causal
connection between the breach of duty and the resulting damages".); Raab v. Utah

Railway Company, 2009 UT 61, P19 ("well-established rule that a plaintiff must
prove that the defendant's negligence was the proximate cause of his injuries."); (See
also Holmstrom v. C.R. England, Inc., 2000 UT App 239, P32).
Although cause is often a matter of fact, where facts are undisputed, and at
certain other times, the issue of cause can become a matter of law. See, e.g. Raab v.

UtahRailway Company, 2009 UT 61, wherein the Utah Supreme Court
differentiated between cause in fact and legal cause. In Raab the court stated:
"[P]roximate cause issues can be decided as a matter of law
when a determination of the facts falls on either side of two
opposite ends of a factual continuum[:] ... (i) when the facts are
so clear that reasonable persons could not disagree about the
underlying facts or about the application of a legal standard to
the facts, and (ii) when the proximate cause of an injury is left to
speculation so that the claim fails as a matter of law."

Raab at P32, quoting Harline v. Barker, 912 P.2d 433,439 (emphasis added).
In the case at bar, causation could be decided as a matter of law. As to causation,
the lower court held that only SSS caused any damages:
Still Standing's claims fail because it cannot prove that Shea
[RE/MAX's agent] and RE/MAX caused any damage to Still
Standing. The transaction failed because Still Standing could not
guarantee an access to the property.
Aplt. 's Br. at 52, Part C. (Emphasis added). The lower court recognized that SSS made
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several claims of RE/MAX' s bad conduct, but that they were irrelevant to the cause of
the sale's failure:
"Even if Shea (RE/MA.X's agent] and RE/MAX acted improperly
in some way ... the simple truth is that the actions of Shea and
RE/MAX did not cause the transaction to fail; therefore, Still
Standing cannot prove that they were damaged in any way by the
actions of Shea and RE/MAX."
Aplt.'s Br. at 42. R. at 8389, 53:18-54:13. (Emphasis added). See Point V, below, for a
list of those allegedly improper acts and responses thereto, as to their lack of any cause.
In the present case, it is undisputed that the failure of the transaction at issue
resulted from SSS's inability to provide access to the Property, and their refusal to give a
general warranty deed. Point I, above. Therefore RE/MAX did not cause any damages
to SSS under any theory ofliability, and summary judgment in favor of RE/MAX was
correctly granted. See also Point IV, below, concerning SSS's actual knowledge,
directly and through its lawyers, of the lack of access to the Property. And thus, any
alleged improper conduct of RE/MAX did not cause the failure of the transaction, and
were irrelevant, as found by the lower court, above.

POINT IV: THE LOWER COURT PROPERLY GRANTED SUMMARY
JUDGMENT IN THE FACE OF SSS'S ACTUAL KNOWLEDGE OF
THE LACK OF ACCESS, AND IT'S RESULTING ATTEMPT TO SELL
BY SPECIAL DEED INSTEAD OF WARRANTY DEED.
SSS argues that it did not have knowledge of any lack of access to the Property
because there was access. Aplt.'s Br. at 54, part I. However, SSS not only had no
access, it knew there was no access, and should not now be heard to blame others for the
failure of the sale.
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SSS was first advised of the problem with access by SITLA, at the time the
Property was purchased. See Facts, above, paras. 1-2. Thereafter, a state District Court
judge found that the assertion that access existed was frivolous. See Facts, above, para.
3-4. SSS was aware of this notice and was a party to this case.

I':,',,
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Then SSS purchased a Strip of property which contained an easement across
its own narrow width. See Facts, above, para. 6-8. The Strip was on the other side of
the Property from the three intervening properties which caused the Property to be
landlocked. See Facts, above, para. 6-8. Thereafter, the Strip was made known to title
officers, who, considering the Strip and the Property, still found no access. See Facts,
above, paras. 27-28, 35, 44, 55-56. SSS had access to and knowledge of these title
reports, at least one of which was ordered by and prepared for SSS for the closing. Facts,
above, para. 17-20. Because of SSS 's knowledge of the access problem, SSS consulted a
property lawyer, Gretta Spendlove, to look at access. After review, that property lawyer
was uncomfortable in stating that either the Strip or anything else provided access to a
public road. See Facts, above, paras. 49-52, 54, and 56. She was an agent of SSS; her
knowledge was SSS's. SSS's own in-house lawyer admits that she also was aware that
there was no access. Facts, above, para. 53-56. In addition, SSS was aware that at least
one of the adjacent property owners would try to block access, and cause trouble. See
Facts, above, para. 55. Because SSS had actual knowledge of lack of access, its lawyers
advised it not to execute a warranty deed as required by the REPC (Facts, above, para.
10), and only to give the buyers a special deed not guaranteeing access. See Facts, above,

.....
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para. 50-56. These undisputed facts were overwhelming.
Because SSS had actual knowledge of the lack of access, and refused to give a
general warranty deed to the buyer's as requested in the REPC, it alone was at fault and
@

should not now be heard to complain. The lower court properly granted RE/MAX
summary judgment.
POINT V: BESIDES LACKING CAUSAL EFFECT, SSS'S LITANY OF
ALLEGED IMPROPER ACTIONS BY RE/MAX ARE RED HERINGS
LACKING MERIT WHICH DO NOT CREATE DISPUTES OF
RELEVANT FACTS.

SSS lists several alleged improper acts on the part of RE/MAX, however all of
them lack merit and should be disregarded.
As stated in Point III, above, the lower court held that even if the RE/MAX
parties "acted improperly in some way ... the simple truth is that the actions of
[RE/MAX] did not cause the transaction to fail." Aplt.'s Br. at 42. quoting the district
Ii

courtjudge in oral argument. See Transcr. at 53:18-54:13; R. at 8389. (Emphasis
added). The court also held that many of SSS 's claims were red herrings, having no
effect, Aplt.'s Br. at 66. R. at 8382. The lower court was correct.
All of the matters below lacked any causal effect. Besides lack of cause, there
are other reasons why the alleged improper actions are irrelevant and fail as outlined
below. They are without merit and do not result in relevant disputes of fact. Those
other reasons besides lack of cause will be discussed separately below:
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a. Confidentiality agreement. SSS states there exists a confidentiality
agreement (Aplt.'s Br. at 14, para. I, and at 44, 62, and 63), and that RE/MAX breached
that agreement. See Point II, above, in that regard.
b. Tim Shea's experience. SSS alleges that Tim Shea was inexperienced and
incompetent. Aplt. 's Br. at 45. SSS alleges that he had held his license for only a year and
a half, and never had a six figure commission before. Aplt.'s Br. at 15, para. 5. The
alleged lack of competence was not demonstrated, nor how any alleged incompetence
affected the sale. Such allegation was irrelevant.
In addition, Tim Shea had successfully completed all educational and testing
requirements of the State of Utah to be licensed and deemed competent enough to handle
such transactions even before his year and a half year of additional in-the-field
experience. In addition, SSS should rely on its own counsel, which it did, Gretta
Spendlove and Nina Cleere, not on the agent of the buyers. Tim Shea was not SSS's
agent, and SSS refused to have him so function. Facts, above, para. 59. SSS's own
attorneys commendably caused SSS to refuse to give a warranty deed, not wanting to
guarantee access. Facts, above, paras. 49-56. Tim Shea's experience lead him to
appropriately bring a ready, willing and able buyer to SSS, which is precisely what SSS
sought, however, SSS could not provide full title.
c. Agency disclosure. SSS alleges there was no agency disclosure regarding
the contract at issue, and Tim Shea has no agency disclosure with the buyer. Aplt.' s Br.
at 19, para. 15; Br. at 45-46. First, that is not true. RE/MAX knew Mr. Shea was its sales
agent. Second, the agency for the transaction was fully disclosed in writing in the REPC.
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See the REPC, Aplt.'s Br., Exhibit 4, para. 5. The REPC disclosed on its face, that Tim
Shea of RE/MAX Elite is representing the buyer. Id. And lines are left blank where the
seller can disclose any real estate agent or agency if there were one. Id. Third, SSS knew
Ci

Mr. Shea was not representing it. See Facts above, para. 59, and subpart e. below,
wherein SSS refused to enter into an agency agreement with Tim Shea or any other real
estate agent. Fourth, whether or not, and what type of agency disclosure Tim Shea made
to its client, the buyer, is irrelevant as to the other party to the transaction, SSS.
d. Tim Shea represented buyers in prior real estate matters. SSS alleges Tim
Shea never disclosed to the Seller that he had represented the buyer's members in the
past. Aplt. 's Br. at 30, para. 35. First, there is no duty, nor logical reason why a buyer's
agent needs to disclose to an independent, for-sale-by-owner (FSBO) seller, whether or
not the buyer's real estate agent had represented the buyers in preceding, independent
transactions. Second, assuming such representation, it might only be relevant if SSS
were a party to such earlier transactions. However, if that were the case, SSS would have
actual knowledge of such prior work with Mr. Shea. SSS would have known and could
have objected if there were a reason to do so. Third, the duties of a real estate agent to
the other side of a transaction are only to disclose material defects or problems with the
property for sale of which he/she has actual knowledge (See Point VI, below on duties of
a real estate agent). That duty would not include buyer's agent not telling the seller that
on a prior sale, the agent had also represented the buyer. People may use the same real
estate agent several times to sell various properties. That representation is not a defect in
the properties themselves requiring disclosure as per the duties of a real estate agent.
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Fourth, representations on other matters are irrelevant to later representations regarding
unrelated properties.
e. RE/MAX as SSS's agent. SSS now asserts that Chuck Schvaneveldt
believed that Mr. Shea of RE/MAX was working for him. Aplt. 's Br. at 44, part. b. That
is false. First, under oath Mr. Schvaneveldt swore that he would not sign with any real
estate agency to represent SSS in selling the Property or the nearly 15 acre parcel. SSS's
owner testified:
Q. [Mr. Schvaneveldt]: And he [Tim Shea] says, "What will you
give me if I find somebody to buy it?
And I said, "I'll give you three percent. We're not going to
sign with any real estate companies or anything like that, from
some prior bad experiences we've had with those type of people.
So, I said, "but I will give you three percent ifwe sell that, that
piece of property [the Property] or this 15-acre piece, or any
other piece."
Facts, above, para. 59 (Schvaneveldt Depo. at 56:5-13). He also admitted that SSS was
selling the Property by owner (by FSBO -- for sale by owner), that is, not through a real
estate agency, RE/MAX or any other. See Facts, above, paras. 61-63. For sale by owner
means the seller in not using a real estate agent, but representing him or herself.
In asserting that Mr. Shea was representing SSS in the transaction, Mr.
Schvaneveldt is trying to belie his own deposition testimony, quoted above, that he would
not sign with Mr. Shea or any real estate agency to represent SSS to sell the Property.
Impeaching one's own testimony by later affidavit or otherwise, is not proper. See

Webster v. Sill, 675 P .2d 1170, 1172-73 (Utah 1983); Harnicher v. University of Utah, 62
P .2d 678 (Utah 1998).
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Also, the REPC at page 2, para. 5 clearly states that Tim Shea and RE/MAX are
the buyer's agent, not SSS's. Aplt.'s Br. at Exhibit 4, REPC dated 2/7/06, para. 5. That is
consistent with Schvaneveldt' s testimony that he refused to contract with any real estate
@

agent(s) to represent SSS. Id. The disclosure of Tim Shea in the REPC as buyer's agent
was a disclosure in writing satisfying real estate concerns, and demonstrating that SSS's
current position is wrong.
Tim Shea did represent a company called Stake Center Locating regarding a piece
of property in Salt Lake County. R. at 3200 or Aplt's Br. Exhibit 4, page 3. Apparently,

Mr. Schvaneveldt may have had an interest in Stake Center Locating. This prior transaction
in Salt Lake City was not with Still Standing, but with the entirely separate legal entity,
Stake Center Locating. Id. And that Salt Lake County property had no connection with the
Property in Weber County. That prior Salt Lake County transaction is irrelevant to the
current issues.
f. Lenders and loan amount . SSS alleges that Tim Shea ( 1) never informed
SSS that there were lenders to the buyers, (2) failed to specify the new loan amount on the
REPC, and (3) later, on his file copy, added the initials TBD (to be determined) to the blank
line for the loan portion of the sale price. Aplt.'s Br. at 50, 61. However, on the first page
of the REPC, under "Purchase Price" there is a line for ''New Loan" with a box which
can be checked if there will be such a loan. R. at 3223 (para. 2). That box was checked
on the REPC, therefore there was to be a loan. Id. Thus, SSS had actual knowledge, from
the very inception, that a loan was contemplated by the buyers. No amount is listed for
the declared loan (R. at 3223) which, therefore, must be determined later after the loan
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amount is approved by the lender, perhaps shortly before the closing. SSS asserts that

Mr. Shea added "TBD" on his file copy of the REPC. Aplt.'s Br. at 22, para. 16 g. Even
if Tim Shea had added TBD on his own file copy (which was later produced in this case),
the TBD merely means no more, nor no less than, and is equivalent to, the blank line with
nothing written in. The blank line merely says, in effect, that the amount of the loan, the
loan disclosed by the checked box, will need to be determined later. And whether or not
there would be a loan is irrelevant. A buyer merely needs to provide sufficient funds at
the closing from whatever source. In addition, whether or not lenders were involved, did
not affect the lack of access.
g. Seller's disclosures. SSS alleges that Mr. Shea filled out the seller's
disclosures. Facts, above, para. 12. However, even assuming that is the case, the
important thing is only that SSS read them, had the opportunity to make any changes, and
signed them (R. at 3719). And that is just what occurred. SSS adopted the disclosures by
signing them.
h. Buyer's concerns about access. SSS alleges that Mr. Shea did not inform
SSS that people on the buyer's side were having concerns about the access, including the
lenders. Aplt. 's Br. at 50, 61-62. For example, he allegedly did not pass on the district
court's opinion in Stable v. Allen, regarding lack of access, thus letting the buyer think the
seller was not telling the truth. Aplt.'s Br. at 50, 61-62.
However, SSS had actual knowledge of the buyer's concerns about access. The
preliminary title reports to each side of the transaction clearly stated that access could not
be found, and would not be insured. Facts, paras. 51. The buyers specifically told SSS's
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attorney that a special warranty deed would only be acceptable if"we could get title
insurance that insured us -you know, guaranteed us access" which SSS could not get.
Facts, above, para. 51. Still Standing's own lawyer knew Mr. Allen was "still going to try
to make problems and not let us through their land." Facts, above, para. 55, quoting
SSS's own lawyer. SSS admits that Mr. Shea thought right up to the end that the
transaction might close. Aplt's Br. at 35, para.SO. SSS's argument now is something like,

if we had only known there were concerns about access, we would have done something
about it. However, they did know, and that made no difference. And they could have done
nothing. They had already sued Mr. Allen to no avail, and they knew that he did not want
them crossing his property and was going to cause them trouble. Facts, above, paras. 2, 3
and 55. And again, such allegations have nothing to do with the lack of access itself. See
also Point I, above.
i.

15 acre parcel. SSS alleges that Mr. Shea represented it in another, 15-acre

parcel of land. Aplt.'s Br. at 47.d. That is not true. Although it is true that SSS did have
another 15 acre parcel ofland for sale in Ogden Valley, SSS refused to engage Tim Shea or
any other real estate agency in that transaction as well as in the Property. Facts, above,
para. 59. Mr. Schvaneveldt said that notwithstanding not wanting to contract with a real
estate agent, he would, nevertheless pay anyone who brought him a buyer. Mr. Shea
brought buyers to the 15 acre parcel as well as the buyers in this case. Id However, that
did not make Mr. Shea SSS's agent.

j. Buyer's occupations. SSS alleges that Mr. Shea failed to tell SSS that the
buyers were lawyers and owners of a title company. Aplt.'s Br. at 31, para 38. That is also
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irrelevant unless possibly SSS is upset because it feels it might have been able to complete
the sale to unsophisticated buyers whereas it failed selling to lawyers and title officers
knowledgeable about access.
k. Earnest money receipt. SSS alleges it should have been given a final copy of
the REPC with Mr. Shea's signature noting the receipt of earnest money. Aplt. 's Br. at
63. Facts, above, para. 47. Even if that did not occur, that is irrelevant. Despite allegedly
not having received such a copy, that would not have mattered as SSS alleges it went
ahead and closed on its side of the transaction. Aplt.'s Br. at 23, para. 19. In addition,
the earnest money was paid into the court for the court's determination of who should
receive it. And it is undisputed that SSS was aware of the earnest money and sought to
recover it from RE/MAX after the transaction did not close. A prior receipt would be
irrelevant because RE/MAX never denied having it.

1. Right to Earnest money and protracted litigation. SSS alleges Mr. Shea
assured it that if the buyer didn't close then Mr. Schvaneveldt would be able to get the
$25,000 of earnest money. Aplt. 's Br. at 36, para. 54. SSS asserts that when the earnest
money issue arose, RE/MAX should have had a heart to heart talk with SSS about the
earnest money and "he [Mr. Schvaneveldt] would have had the option to say, well, let's
give the $25,000 back to the buyers ... instead ... [RE/MAX] went headlong into this ...
protracted lawsuit, the tis pendens was filed ... ". Aplt.'s Br. at 63. First, SSS mentions
protracted litigation and the !is pendens which allegedly caused them damage, to
prejudice RE/MAX and its agents in this Court's eyes. Aplt.'s Br. at 63 and 53. This
litigation has been ridiculously protracted. It is a shame. However, SSS caused the

Q
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protraction by suing RE/MAX and the buyers after RE/MAX had merely implead the
earnest money into the district court for that court's determination of who should obtain
it. SSS mentions the !is pendens as ifto make RE/MAX look bad. However, the /is
pendens was not filed by RE/MAX, but by the buyers. RE/MAX never had anything to

do with it. All RE/MAX wanted to do was give the district court the earnest money and
walk away. It is RE/MAX which has been subjected to this frivolous, protracted lawsuit
because of the actions ofSSS. See the lower court docket regarding motion after motion
and other unreasonable actions of SSS.
Second, RE/MAX had no duty to the seller to sit down with it, especially after it
claimed the earnest money. Third, even if RE/MAX did have a duty to sit down with
SSS, it is speculative whether SSS would have relinquished its claim to the $25,000. As
just quoted above, SSS would merely have had the "option" to do so. Damages can't be
awarded if based upon speculation. Fourth, it is not wrong to merely implead the earnest
money into the court for the court's determination of who was entitled to it. RE/MAX
was not entitled to it, and both the seller and buyers claimed it. Fifth, the earnest money
had nothing to do with the merits of the transaction, and lack of access to the Property.
Sixth, even ifthere were an oral statement that SSS might obtain the earnest money, such
a statement would not be as to a presently existing fact which would be able to support a
claim of misrepresentation, but to a future matter which is not actionable. See Mikkelson,
below, at Point IX, the second of the nine elements of fraud. Seventh, SSS has not shown
that it relied upon the representation to its damage. Eighth, such a statement is not an
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enforceable promise, there is no consideration on the other side, i.e. from SSS. Ninth,
the district court did relinquish the earnest money to the proper party.
m.

Dale Quinlan was "never disclosed in any RE/MAX discovery response."

Aplt.'s Br. at 70. SSS alleges that it discovered that Mr. Quinlan was "the sole owner of
the [RE/MAX] dba when the contracts (FSBO and REPC) were signed .. " Aplt. 's Br.
at 68. These allegations are false and insufficient for several reasons.
First, since December 2008, SSS had actual knowledge of Dale Quinlan and his
role with RE/MAX as its one-time broker, as clearly disclosed by Mr. Shea in his 2008
deposition. R. at 1216, 1214, (Shea Depo. at 85). Second, SSS did not present evidence
regarding Mr. Quinlan, timely, as determined by the lower court in a hearing long after
Claims against RE/MAX were dismissed and even the later jury trial had been held. R.
at Transcr. of Oral Argument, June 19, 2014, at 56, 45-46. Third, the belated arguments
regarding Mr. Quinlan were insufficient and lacked proper foundation. R. at Transcr. of
Oral Argument, June 19, 2014, at 48-51. Fourth, Aspenwood became the sole owner of
RE/MAX through its franchise agreement with RE/MAX International. Facts, above,
paras. 72-77. At that time, Mr. Quinlan was only a part (1/10 th) owner. R. at. 8092. He
had lost his broker's license in 2005 for improper conduct. (Aplt.'s Br. at 69); and left
the real estate agency in 2006 being completely bought out. R. at 8093-8094. Fifth, in
2013, well after the transaction at issue failed, and five years after SSS's first
knowledge of Mr. Quinlan, SSS sought out Mr. Quinlan to talk him into giving it an
assignment of all of Mr. Quinlan's ownership relating to RE/MAX. R. at 7327-7328.
At that time, Mr. Quinlan had no ownership interest in RE/MAX, having sold his partial
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interest to the other owners, and having fully retired. Facts, above, para. 82, R. at 78087810, paras. 7-9; R. at 8093-8094. Sixth, under the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure,
disclosures consist of listing of persons who may support the "claims or defenses" of
@

that party. Rule 26(a), Ut. R. Civ. Proc. Because Dale Quinlan had long since left
RE/MAX, and had nothing to do with the transaction at issue, RE/MAX knew of no
way Mr. Quinlan supported RE/MAX's claims or defenses. Thus, RE/MAX had no
duty to disclose him, although he was disclosed. Seventh, because Mr. Quinlan's
former association with RE/MAX had been disclosed in 2008 depositions, there was no
need to further disclose him.
n. Post transaction letter. SSS alleges Miles Lebaron, a lawyer representing
the buyers, wrote to RE/MAX stating that SSS had deceived the buyers and therefore
defaulted on the REPC. Aplt.'s Br. at 29, para 31. SSS states that RE/MAX should have
passed the letter on to them. Id. RE/MAX had no duty to pass the letter on to SSS. This
letter was written in June, well after the transaction had already failed, in a perhaps
zealous attempt by the buyers to get their earnest money back. The buyer's lawyer's
letter is irrelevant to the claims of SSS against RE/MAX regarding a transaction which
had failed before the letter even existed.
From the above it is apparent that the alleged irregularities or problems of
RE/MAX were irrelevant and had nothing to do with the lack of access to the Property.
Even if true as this court may need to view them, they did not adversely affect the

i@

transaction. The lower court was correct in its conclusions. Aplt. 's Br. at 39, 42, 52,
56, 64 and 66, and the quotes of the court there.
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POINT VI: RE/MAX HAD NO REAL ESTATE AGENT OR OTHER DUTY
TOWARD SSS UNDER THECIRCUMSTANCES.
SSS alleges that the RE/MAX parties breached duties owed to it. The duties of a
real estate agent to those on the other side of a transaction are established by law
and are limited. Such duties are not of a fiduciary nature.
The law recognizes that real estate agents are only schooled in the marketing of
property. They have no duty with regard to inspecting or investigating the property,
nor to negotiating guarantees, nor to putting the property in order for sale, nor giving
legal or tax advice. Those duties are limited to informing the other parties to a
transaction as to personally known material defects or problems with the property
itself.
See Hermansen v. Tasulis, 2002 UT 52, P 22 for the standard: "Only when the
purchaser can establish that the agent had ... knowledge of the defects [and failed to
disclose them] is recovery appropriate." (emphasis added). This honorable Court
succinctly summarized the duties of real estate agents in Schafir v Harrigan, 879 P.2d
at 1390 (Utah App. 1994). Although Schafir concerned issues of physical problems
in a home, the reasoning applies to the limited marketing duties of real estate agents
in general. The court stated:
"The real estate agent's duty to be honest and truthful would likely
include an obligation to disclose to potential buyers any latent or
significant patent defects of which the agent is aware. Real estate
agents are not, however, home inspectors and should not be
required to thoroughly investigate each home they have on the
market to discover latent defects. The responsibility to observe
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patent, and any discoverable latent, defects falls on the buyer of the
home and is usually accomplished by hiring a knowledgeable home
inspector to scrutinize the home before finalizing a sale. [Internal
citations omitted]."

Id at 1390.
Besides the duties or lack thereof provided by law, as indicated above, it is
undisputed that SSS was personally put on notice of its own obligations and of the
limited nature of RE/MAX's involvement in the transaction. See Facts, above, paras.
61, 64, 65. In addition, SSS had two separate lawyers acting on their behalf - Gretta
Spendlove and Nina Cleere, one of whom was a property expert who did CLE
education in rights-of-way for the bar. See Facts, above, paras. 51-59.
It is also undisputed in this case that the only thing which caused this transaction
(.i)

not to go forward was the inability of SSS to ensure access to the Property by general
warranty deed or otherwise. That justifiably caused the buyer to refuse to complete the
transaction. See Facts, above, paras. 44-49. No duties existed toward SSS in relation to
the problems in this case, and no breached duties on the part of RE/MAX caused the
transaction to fail. That is the only issue. SSS lists alleged misrepresentations and
failures to disclose in Point V, above, but none of those alleged failures show failure to
disclose a material defect or problem, act or omission with respect to the Property. See
also Point VII, below.
It is difficult to see how the standard set by the courts for real estate agents,

above, applies to the agent for the buyer, as RE/MAX was. The cases which produce
the above-mentioned standards are usually where the seller's agent discovered a latent
material defect in the property and failed to disclose it to the buyer. Usually the buyer's
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agent does not know the property and possible latent defects therein. The seller's agent
would be more likely to consult with the seller who may disclose latent defects he/she
is aware of, having lived in the property for some time. Here the property was bare
ground not as subject to material defects as a home may be. RE/MAX was also the
buyer's agent, who had to surreptitiously get over a fence to even see the Property
because of the lack oflegal access. Facts, above, para. 39. The buyer was made aware
of the only latent material defect, lack of access. Therefore the RE/MAX parties did not
breach any duties as a real estate agent.
POINT VII: A SELLER CANNOT RECOVER AGAINST A REAL
ESTATE SALES AGENT, ASA MATTER OF LAW, WHERE THE
SELLER'S OWN ACTIONS ARE THE CAUSE OF THE
RELEVANT PROBLEMS.
Point VI, above, addresses the real estate agent's general duties. However, the
owners of real estate in a real estate transaction have their own duties, e.g., to protect
their own interests. The Utah Supreme Court has noted:
"The one who complains of being injured by ... a false
representation . . . has the duty of exercising such degree of care to
protect his own interests as would be exercised by an ordinary,
reasonable and prudent person under the circumstances; and ifhe
fails to do so, he is precluded from holding someone else to
account for the consequences of his own neglect."
Mikkelson v. Quail Valley Realty, 641 P.2d 124, 126 (Utah 1982), quoting from
Jardine v. Brunskwick Corp., 423 P.2d 659 (1967). In Mikkelson, a real estate agent

listed a home on behalf of the seller and indicated, in the listing, that the square footage
of the home was 2,800 square feet. Mikkelson, 641 P.2d at 125. The plaintiff buyer, and
seller entered into a purchase contract, and the plaintiff received appraisal documents

that disclosed that the square footage was actually 2,394 square feet. Id. After the
purchase, the buyer sued the seller's real estate agent, and others, for fraud, based upon
the original, misrepresented square footage. The real estate agent argued that "plaintiff
@

knew, or should have known, the correct footage since ... the correct square footage
was disclosed in the appraisal documents which he received." Prior to the closing. Id.
The Court agreed with the real estate agent, observing, that the plaintiff "had in his
possession before the closing, documents which put him on notice as to the correct
footage contained in the house." (emphasis added). Id. at 126. The court held as a
matter of law, that:
"While plaintiff may have initially received false information, he
cannot reasonably continue to rely on it once true and corrected
information is furnished him, particularly when the corrected
information is contained in a document of the importance and
dignity of an appraisal and related forms."
Id. at 126 (emphasis added).

In Kohler v. Garden City 639 P.2d 162 (Utah 1981), the court reached a similar
conclusion. In that case, the plaintiff buyer claimed the defendants defrauded him by
failing to disclose a right-of-way. Id. at 166. The Court held that the claim failed
because the contract put the purchaser on notice that a right-of-way was claimed. Id.
Thus, a party to a real estate transaction cannot, as a matter of law, disregard
advice, information and facts concerning the transaction, and then maintain a cause of
action against the real estate sales agent, based upon those very facts. Likewise they
cannot blame a real estate agent for their own actions or inactions which result in a
failed transaction.
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In the present case, it is undisputed and clear that the failure of the transaction at
issue resulted from the inability of SSS to ensure access to the Property, and to provide
a general warranty deed. See Point I, above. SSS may not now recover when it is
undisputed that it had actual knowledge of the lack of access (Point IV, above) yet
decided to proceed notwithstanding the failure of the sale resulted from its own actions
and inactions, its own problems with title, the condition of its own Property. See Points
I, III and IV above. SSS would not guarantee access, and could not provide access to
the Property. SSS cannot now recover in the face of its own acts and omissions, and its
own inability to tender a warranty deed to the buyers.

POINT VIII: RE/MAX HAD NO FIDUCIARY OBLIGATION TOWARD
SSS EXCEPT WITH RESPECT TO THE EARNEST MONEY, WHICH
MONEY WAS PROPERLY IMPLEAD INTO THE LOWER COURT.
SSS alleges breach of fiduciary duties in its first cause of action, and in its brief.
Aplt.'s Br., Issue I, at 43- 52, 59. It also asserts breach of implied fiduciary duties.
Aplt.'s Br. at 52, part B.
A fiduciary relationship "results from the manifestation of consent by one
person to another that the other shall act on his behalf and subject to his control,
and consent by the other so to act." City of Grantsville v. Redevelopment Agency of

Toole City, 233 P.3d 461, 472 (Utah 2010). The manifestation of consent to form
such a relationship can be established by contract or implied by factual
circumstances. Id.

In First Sec. Bank of Utah N.A. v. Banberry Development

Corp., 786 P.2d 1326, 1333 (Utah 1990), the Court established that, "A fiduciary
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relationship imparts a position of peculiar confidence placed by one individual in
@

another. A fiduciary is a person with a duty to act primarily for the benefit of
another ... A fiduciary relationship implies a condition of superiority of one of the
parties over the other. Generally, in a fiduciary relationship, the property, interest
or authority of the other is placed in the charge of the fiduciary." Id. Moreover,
"(t]here is no invariable rule which determines the existence of a fiduciary
relationship, but it is manifest in all the decisions that there must be not only
confidence of the one in the other, but there must exist a certain inequality,
dependence, weakness of age, of mental strength, business intelligence, knowledge
of the facts involved, or other conditions, giving to one advantage over the other."

Id. (holding that a fiduciary relationship did not exist between parties where the
plaintiff did not place particular confidence in defendants and none of the
defendants were in a position to have and exercise influence or a superiority over
the plaintiff)(emphasis added). See also Ong Intern. (US.A.) Inc. v. 1 l'h Ave.

Corp., 850 P.2d 447,453 (Utah 1993) (stating that partners normally occupy a
fiduciary relationship). "[M]erely depending on another does not create a fiduciary
relationship." Semenov v. Hill, 982 P.2d 578, 580 (Utah 1999).
See Point II, above, regarding the lack of any contract or agency relationship
between RE/MAX and SSS. Because there was no contract or agency, there
certainly were no fiduciary duties.
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RE/MAX did not have a fiduciary obligation toward SSS other than with
respect to the earnest money discussed below. The FSBO created no fiduciary duties in
RE/MAX; SSS was selling by owner, so RE/MAX was not an agent of SSS let alone
one with fiduciary duties. See also Facts, above, paras. 58, 61-62 (the FSBO placed no
agency or duties in RE/MAX); page 8, above, (discussion ofFSBO); Point II (no
contracts between SSS and RE/MAX). above.
RE/MAX was not the agent of SSS regarding the sale or any sales contract. See
pages 15-17, above, part e. As noted above, the REPC clearly states there is no agent
for the seller. Aplt.'s Br. Exh. 4, page 2, para. 5 (REPC). Also, as noted above, SSS's
owner stated he would not contract with any real estate people. Facts, above, para. 59.
There was no confidentiality agreement with SSS. See Point II, above at 6-7.
There was an agreement with another company, Stake Center Locating regarding a
separate property two counties away from the Property, but not with SSS. See pages
lS(part e) andl6-l 7, above.
RE/MAX's only fiduciary obligations toward SSS were in relation to the earnest
money. RE/MAX, however discharged those duties, when both sellers and buyers
wrote that they were entitled to the earnest money, RE/MAX implead the earnest
money into this Court, for the Court's determination of who should rightfully receive it.
R. at 0001-0004. This court apparently later released the earnest money to the

appropriate party. By tendering the earnest money to the court, RE/MAX fulfilled its
only fiduciary duties, as a matter of law.
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RE/MAX was entitled to summary judgment with respect to allegations of
breach of fiduciary obligations for the reasons stated above.

POINT IX: IN ADDITION TO THE LACK OF CAUSAL CONNECTION,
POINT III, ABOVE, THE FRAUD CLAIM FAILS BECAUSE IT IS
UNDISPUTED THAT IT WAS NOT PLEAD WITH THE REQUIRED
PARTICULARITY OR SUFFICIENCY.
The fraud claims in the Fifth Cause of Action in SSS's counterclaim (See
Aplt.'s Br. at 61-62; R. at 1278-1279), fail for reasons discussed in similarly lettered
paragraphs, below: (A) there is no causal connection between acts of RE/MAX and
claimed damages, (B) the fraud claims lack necessary particularity, and (C) no
evidence whatsoever has been produced regarding several elements of fraud.
To establish fraud, a party must show, "by clear and convincing evidence,"
each of the following elements:
"( 1) That a representation was made; (2) concerning a presently
existing material fact; (3) which was false; (4) which the
representor either (a) knew to be false, or (b) made recklessly,
knowing that he had sufficient knowledge upon which to base
such representation; (5) for the purpose of inducing the other
party to act upon it; (6) that the other party, acting reasonably
and in ignorance of its falsity; (7) did in fact rely upon it; (8) and
was thereby induced to act; (9) to his injury and damage."
Mikkelson v. Quail Valley Realty, 641 P.2d 124, 126(Utah 1982)(emphasis added)

(quoting Pace v. Parrish, 247 P.2d 273, 274-75 (Utah 1952)). Fraud is an intentional
tort. SME Industries, Inc. v Thompson, Ventullet, Stainback &Associates, Inc., 2001 UT 54,
Sec. 34, 28 P.3d 669.
(A)

There is no causal connection between acts of RE/MAX and claimed
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damages. See Point III, above, for the lack of cause in this regard.
(B)

The fraud claims are not pled with sufficient particularity. Rule 9(b) of

the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure requires fraud claims to be pied with particularity:
"In all averments of fraud or mistake, the circumstances constituting fraud or mistake
shall be stated with particularity. 11 (Emphasis added). This requirement acts as an
exception to the general rule that allegations in a complaint should be construed liberally
and against a motion for failure to state a claim for relief. DeBry v. Noble, 889 P.2d 428,
443 (Utah 1995). See also, Armed Forces Ins. Exch. v. Harrison, 2003 UT 14, at P 16;

Turville v. J & J Props, L. C. 2006 UT App 305, 145 P .3d 1146, 1151.
In order to satisfy this requirement, the relevant surrounding facts
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must be set

forth with sufficient particularity to show what facts are claimed to constitute such
charges."' Williams v. State Farm Ins. Co., 656 P.2d 966, 971 (Utah 1982) (quoting

Heathman v. Hatch, 372 P.2d 990,991 (Utah 1962)). The Utah Supreme Court has
explained that the objective of Rule 9(b) is:
"to require that the essential facts upon which redress is sought be
set forth with simplicity, brevity, clarity and certainty so that it can
be determined whether there exists a legal basis for the relief
claimed; and, if so, so that there will be a clearly defined
foundation upon which further proceedings by way of responsive
pleadings and/or trial can go forward in an orderly manner."

Heathman, 372 P.2d at 992.
Allegations must "set forth in specific terms the time, place, content, and manner
of [the Defendant's] ... alleged material misrepresentations or otherwise fraudulent
conduct." Cookv. Zions First Nat'! Bank, 645 F. Supp. 423,425 (D. Utah 1986)

(quoted in Coro/es v. Sabey, 79 P.3d 974, 981, footnote 15 (Utah Ap. 2003)). These
are what the Utah Supreme Court has designated the "relevant surrounding facts" that
are necessary to satisfy Rule 9(b). See Coro/es, 79 P.3d at 981, footnote 15 (quoting

Dileo v. Ernst & Young, 901 F .2d 624, 627 (7th Cir.)(requiring a complaint alleging
fraud to include ''the who, what, when, where, and how: the first paragraph of any
newspaper story")).

1

Rule 9(b) imposes upon the Plaintiff "(a] basic and fundamental

requirement: a requirement of clarity and conciseness." Coro/es, 79 P.3d at 980. Because
the SSS's fraud claims do not include these "relevant surrounding facts," the dismissal of
.::~
~

the fraud claims should be affirmed.
a.

Particularity. In order to determine the sufficiency of the particularity,

this honorable Court should only look at SSS's Counterclaim, which consists of five
paragraphs.Rat 1278-1280, paras. 97-102.
Paragraph 97 is merely an "incorporating" paragraph at the beginning of the fraud
claim. Such a paragraph has no effect on the particularity analysis and should be
disregarded. The Utah Court of Appeals addressed such an incorporating paragraph,
holding that it is improper to be used to attempt to satisfy the particularity requirements
of Rule 9(b):

See also McGinty v. Beranger Volkswagen, Inc., 633 F.2d 226,228 (I st Cir. 1980)
("Rule 9 requires specification of the time, place, and content of an alleged false
representation."); Cook, 645 F. Supp. at 425 (dismissing a complaint under Rule
9(b), in part because plaintiffs failed to "set forth in specific terms the time, place,
content, and manner of each defendant's alleged material misrepresentations or
otherwise fraudulent conduct").
1
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''The section of the complaint that is devoted to common law
fraud consists of eleven paragraphs. The first of these paragraphs,
paragraph 661 of the complaint, simply reads: ''The foregoing
paragraphs numbered 1- 660 are incorporated into this Count."
The remaining ten paragraphs of this section merely recite the
elements of fraud and allege that Defendants committed each
element.

This method for pleading fraud is unacceptable under rule 9(b),
especially in a complaint of such enormous length. As it is well
established that ''the mere recitation . . . of the elements of fraud
in a complaint does not satisfy the particularity requirement ...
It is Plaintiffs' responsibility, not the courts', to set forth ''the
relevant surrounding facts" in such a manner that it is evident
"'what facts are claimed to constitute [the fraud] charges."'

Coroles, 79 P.3d at 980 (quoting Armed Forces Ins. Exch. v. Harrison, 70 P.3d
35, 40 (Utah 2003)) (additional citations omitted) (emphasis added).
As a matter of law, the fraud claims in the counterclaim (R. at 1278-1280) clearly
lack sufficient particularity. R. at 1278-1280, paras. 97-102. The Counterclaim makes
vague allegations about RE/MAX allegedly knowing of some forged initials "of the
Seller's agent", and "CS" on the REPC without showing where the initials were located
and what harm they did. Id. para. 98, a., b., c. SSS's representative had signed the REPC
and at all times wanted to sell under the terms of the REPC notwithstanding initials
mentioned above. SSS alleges it showed up at the closing to sell. (Aplt.'s Br. at 40). In
fact, that was SSS's claim against RE/MAX, that SSS was damaged because the sale

Q

pursuant to the REPC did not go forward. Thus, any initials were irrelevant to the
substantive terms of the REPC.

©
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SSS next alleges something irrational and obviously lacking particularity: Tim Shea
wrote, "that the 'FSBO AGREEMENT' was the listing agent, representing the Seller, and
that the 'FSBO AGREEMENT' was the Company Name of the broker who represented
the Seller." Id. R. at 1278-80, para. 98, d. It is not understandable how an agreement can
be an agent representing a seller, or how an agreement can be a company name. There
lacks some particularity. Also, there is no mention how the above is a fraud or caused
damages. The Counterclaim also alleges that some vague, not particularized
"information" was not passed on by RE/MAX to the Seller. R. at 1279, para. 100. The
same is true of all other allegations such as that of some boxes allegedly checked
without permission, and a date on the REPC. Id. para. 98 e., f. All of this lacks
sufficient particularity, lacks a showing of how these matters affected that transaction and
caused damages. In addition, all of these allegations are irrelevant where SSS argues that it
showed up to close (Aplt. 's Br. at 40), and the only problem with selling was that the buyer
didn't close. Seller was obviously not negatively affected by any of the alleged,
fraudulent representations.
(C).

Reliance. Besides lacking particularity regarding the claims in the

immediately preceding subpart, there is no allegation that SSS relied thereon to its
detriment, nor how any such reliance by SSS resulted in it being defrauded or damaged,
nor how still Standing's reliance was reasonable under the circumstances, nor how SSS
was induced to action based upon the allegedly fraudulent representations or actions.
The following elements were also not plead at all, let alone evidence produced
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to establish them:

c.

Representations made to SSS. There is some indication of documents

allegedly being altered, but not that those documents were ever represented to anyone,
let alone to SSS. R. at 1279, para. 100.
d.

For the purpose of inducing the other party to act upon it. There is no

allegation how the items which are plead were used with a purpose to induce anyone to
act, let alone SSS. SSS wanted to sell and alleges it went to the closing to do so.

e.

That the other party, acted reasonably and in ignorance of its falsity.

There is no allegation that anyone induced SSS to act thereon and SSS did so, let alone in
ignorance of its falsity, let alone SSS.
f.

Reliance. See b, above ..

g.

Thereby induced to act. There is no allegation that SSS was actually

induced to act, and in what way, in reliance on the misrepresentations.

h.

To his injury and damage. There is no allegation as to how each alleged

misrepresentation resulted in damage to SSS. Most, if not all of the alleged
misrepresentations are innocuous.
The claim of fraud is simply woefully deficient as a matter of law, and
RE/MAX is entitled to affirmance of the summary judgment on the fraud claims.
POINT X: THIS COURT SHOULD DISREGARD STILL STANDING'S
COUNSEL'S QUOTING HIMSELF AT ORAL ARGUMENT BEFORE
THE LOWER COURT AS IF HIS STATEMENTS WERE EVIDENCE;
ARGUMENTS OF COUNSEL ARE NOT EVIDENCE.
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At several places in its brief, counsel for SSS quotes himself from oral argument
before the lower court, as if his statements were evidence disputing the position of
RE/MAX. See, for example, Aplt. 's Br. at 52-53 (regarding false pretenses and the
Q

allegations about a cash buyer); 53-54 (regarding several issues); 54 (regarding
irregularities and access); 63 (regarding earnest money).
Arguments of counsel are not evidence and should be totally disregarded as
evidence disputing RE/MAX's positions.
CONCLUSION
The summary judgment granted in favor of RE/MAX and its agents should be
affirmed.
DATED this

l ? 11,. day of August 2015.
KIRTON McCONKIE

Robert R. Wallace
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The Petitioner and Counterclaim Defendants, Remax Realty; Hilary "Skip" 0. Wing;
Shane Thorpe; Scott Quinney; Tim Shda; Aspenwood Real Estate Corporation, DBA Remax
I

l

i

Elite; Aspenwood Realty, LLC; Aspen~ood Elite Legacy Corporation; Elite Legacy
Corporation, and Re/Max Realty (hereafter collectively "Remax"), through their attorney, Robert

,...,

R. Wallace, filed with the Court, "Remax's Motion for Summary Judgment on All Claims of

'ijjjl

Still Standing Stables Against It" along with the supporting memorandum, on or about February
1, 2011. Respondent and Counterclai°1' Plaintiff, Still Standing Stable, LC., through their
attorney, Robert J. Fuller, filed "Seller';s Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment on the Issue of
Breach of Fiduciary Duty" along with the supporting memorandum, on or about March 11, 2011.
f

i

On March 22, 2012 the court htjld a hearing on the above-mentioned motions for
Summary Judgment. Remax was represented by Robert R. Wallace. Still Standing Stable, LC.,
was represented by Robert J. Fuller. The Court had carefully reviewed all of the memoranda
filed with the court concerning both motions for summary judgment. The Court heard extensive
oral arguments from both counsel. Being fully advised in the premises, the Court enters the
following orders, based upon the suppqrting and opposing memoranda of the parties on file, the

:
oral arguments, and the findings and cqnclusions stated by the Court at the close of the abovementioned oral arguments.

I
I
I

I

2
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:
The motion for summary judg111ent filed by Petitioner and Counterclaim Defendants
(Remax) is hereby GRANTED;
The motion for summary judgment filed by Respondent and Counterclaim Plaintiff is
hereby DENIED.

ORDERED this

4-

day Qf _

__._ifJ
__,q,,,__ _., 2012.
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1
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1

lifted, the lis pendens, the land sold virtually immediately

2

thereafter --

3

MR. WALLACE :

4

MR. FULLER:

That was all settled---immediately thereafter, about--about

5

90 days, they were able to sell that exact piece of land for

6

the million dollars.

7

8
9

10
11
12

So that's all, your Honor.
me get a l l those points in.
THE COURT:

I appreciate you letting

Thank you.

You're welcome.

Gentlemen, thank you very much for your preparation
and your argument this morning.
The Court finds and rules as follows:

The Court

13

grants Remax's motion for summary judgment and denies Still

14

Standing's cross-motion.

15

This is how I see this case.

These motions can be

16

boiled down to one simple issue, the lack of a guaranteed

17

access to the property.

18

title insurers and attorneys, no one could guarantee the

19

access to the property existed.

20

argue that there was a valid access by way of an easement .

21

While I'm personally doubtful of the legal efficacy of that

22

easement to achieve what you argued, Mr. Fuller, the bottom

23

line is, I think it's irrelevant because on one could

24

guarantee the access to the buyer.

25

Despite several attempts by various

Still Standing attempts to

Both the buyer and the seller were well aware of

DepomaxMerit Litigation
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1

this fact and the Court finds that there is undisputed--or

2

that it is undisputed that the lack of a guaranteed access was

3

the sole reason for the- - that the transaction failed.

4

I mean, it strains credulity to think that somebody

5

would fork over over four million without a general warranty

6

deed or at - least some kind of a guarantee under a special

7

warranty deed that there would be an access.

8
9

Still Standing argues that if Shea had made certain
disclosures to it, then it could have prevented the

10

transaction s failure.

11

have read, that that is not accurate.

12

aware of the access problems from the time it purchased the

13

property and had tried many different avenues to guarantee an

14

access to the property, all of which failed.

1

It is my judgment, based on what I
Still Standing was

15

Shea 1 s failure to communicate or disclose

16

information to Still Standing did not cause the transaction to

17

fail.

18

Still Standing raises many other i ssues, including

19

agency duties, disclosures and roya l ties in an attempt to

20

prevent summary judgment .

21

issues that exist, none of these issues is relevant because

22

Still Standing cannot show that they were damaged by anything

23

other than the inability to guarantee an access.

24
25

While there are undoubtedly factual

Even if Shea and Remax acted improperly in some way
as Still Standing suggests, the simple truth is that the

DepomaxMerit Litigation
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act i ons of Shea and Remax did not cause the transaction to
fai l; therefore, Sti l l Standing cannot prove that they were
damaged in any way by the actions of Shea or Remax.
As a result, even if Shea did not fu l fill some duty
owed to Still Standing or even if Shea made some
misrep r esentation to Still Standing, all of Still Standing's
claims fail because it cannot prove that Shea and Remax caused
any damage to Still Standing .

The transaction fai led because

Still Standing could no t guarantee an access to the property.
That's the bottom line.
Accordingly, again, the Court grants the--Remax 's
motion for summary judgment, dismisses Still Standing's
aff i rmative claims.
Mr . Wallace, would you please prepare an appropriat e
order consistent with this ruling?
MR. WALLACE:

I will do so, your Honor.

Thank you

for your time .
THE COURT:
MR . FULLER :

Thank you .
Your Honor, could I--is there a way--

that chart I had there, can I fold that up and put it as part
of the record?

Is there a way to accommodate the chart?

THE COURT:
MR . FULLER:

Which one?
Yeah.

My--it'll fold right up , your

Honor, I - THE COURT :
Litigation

Yours?

Oh, sure.
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RE/MAX MOUNTAIN STATES REGION
FRANCHISE AGREEMENT

11

.This Fr_anchise Agreement (this Agreemen111 ) is being entered as of April 12, 2006 (the "Agreement Date").
fhe parties to this Agreement are you, Aspenwood Real Estate. Inc. as Franchise Owner, us, RE/MAX Mountain States
Region, a Colorado corporation and regional subfranchisor of RE/MAX International, Inc., and, ifyou are a partnership,
corporation or limited liability company, your "Owners" (defined below). This Agreement is for a RE/MAX® real estate
services office to be located at: a location in the vicinity of Centerville. Utah to be mutually agreed upon and approved in
writing by RE/MAX Mountain States Region (the "Premises"} and operated under the trade name RE/MAX Elite.
.

I.

INTRODUCTION.

This Agreement has been written in an informal style in order to make it more easily readable and to be sure that
you become thoroughly familiar with all of the important rights and obligations this Agreement covers before you sign it.
In this Agreement, we refer to RE/MAX Mountain States Region, as "we," "us" or ''RE/MAX Regional" and RE/MAX
IntemationaJ, Inc., as "l1ttematlo11al." We refer to each franchisee who signs this Agreement as "you," "Franchise
Ow11er" or "Frcmcltisee." ff you are presently a corporation, partnership, limited liability company or other business
entity {collectively "Business Entity"), or if you, as an individual or individuals, make a subsequent assigrune:it or
transfer of this Agreement to a Business Entity under Section 12 of this Agreement, you will notice certain provisions that
are applicable to the shareholdcr(s). partner(s) or member(s). We have relied on the qualifications, business skill,
financial capability and personal character of these individuals in entering into this Agreement or in pennitting such
assignment or transfer. This individual or these individuals will be referred to in this Agreement as "Owners."
Through the expenditure of considerable time, effort and money, International has devised and promoted for the
benefit of RE/MAX Regional and other RE/MAX subrranchisors and franchisees (collectively "RE/MAX Affiliates") a
system (the "System" or "RE/MAX System") for the establishment and operation ofoffices ( 11 RE/MAX office or offices")
offering high quality real estate services under the name "RE/MAX®" and certain other service marks, trademarks, trade
dress and other commercial symbols, including "Above the Crowd," the RE/MAX Balloon and Design, the red-overwhite-over-bJue horizontal bar design and such other service marks, trademarks, trade dress and symbols as International
may develop from time-to-time (the "RE/MAX Marks"). The distinguishing charncteristics of the System include, but
are not limited to:
(I)

Common use and promotion of the RE/MAX Marks;

(2)

Distinctive sales and promotional materials;

(3)

Standardized supplies and other materials used in RE/MAX offices;

(4)

Centralized advertising, promotional and referral services;

(5)
Recommended procedures for operation of RE/MAX offices providing efficient, high quality
and couneous services to the public;
(6)
A standardized uniform system for the operation of a real estate service office in accordance
with ethical standards and policies; and
(7)

A high commission concept.

RE/MAX Regional owns the right to franchise the operation of RE/MAX otlices Wlder the RE/MAX Marks and
the System in this region.

R.\.1S:F.!\
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This. Agreement is being presented to you because of the desire you have expressed to obtain the right to own
~nd be franchised t~ operate a RE/MAX .office. In signing this Agreement, you acknowledge your understanding ofthe
•~portance of our high stan~a!ds ~f quality and service and the necessity ofopcrating your RE/MAX office in confonnity
with our standards and spec1hcat1ons. You represent to us, as an inducement to our entering into this Agreement with
Y~u. that there hav~ been no misrepresentations to us, or material omissions, in your application for the rights granted by
this A.greement o~ m the .financial info_m1at!on provided by you and your Owners. You funher represent that you have
dealt m many vaned bus.mess transactions m the past which have been of greater complexity than this transaction, and
that you are not purchasmg a RE/MAX franchise for speculative purposes.

1.

GRANT AND RENEWAL OF FRANCHISE.
A.

GRANT AND TERM OF FRANCHISE.
( l}

Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, we grant to you a franchise (the" Fra11cllise"), and you undertake
the obligation, to establish and own a single RE/MAX real estate office (the "Office") using the distinguishing
characteristics of the System to be operated only at the location and only under the trade name identified on the fU"St page
of this Agreement, both of which must be approved in advance by RE/MAX Regional. If the location of the Premises has
not been selected and approved as of the Agreement Date, and the parties cannot agree on a mutually acceptable location
within 90 days of the Agreement Date, it will be deemed to be a failure ofa material condition precedent, entitling us to
temiinate this Agreement. You acknowledge and agree that our approval of the location of the Premises does not
constitute an assurance, representation or warranty ofany kind, express or implied, as to the suitability of the location for
the Office or as to the profitability ofa RE/MAX office operated at that location. You further acknowledge and agree
that you have independently investigated the suitability of the location of the Office, and that RE/MAX Regional will not
be responsible if the Office fails to meet your expectations as to revenue. You may only operate the Office for the
purpose of providing pennitted real estate service activities as defined below; the Office may not be used to conduct
another husiness or to generate revenue fiom any other activities, except with our prior written consent, which may be
withheld in our sole and absolute discretion.

(2)

Pennitted Real Estate Services

"Permitred Real Estate Sen•lce Activities", for purposes of this Agreement. means activities directly related to
the business of listing, offering, selling, exchanging and managing real property and the providing of marketing or
consulting services or other activities with respect to auctioning, leasing orrenting ofreal property or representing sellers,
purchasers, lessors or renters ofreal property. Permitted Real Estate Service Activities expressly excludes all non-real
estate related activity as well as the offering or perfonning of ancillary real estate services or activities, including without
limitation, title insurance or searches, mongage brokerage and mortgage origination, insurance or insurance related
services or products, escrow or appraisal services and home inspection services. Subject to the restrictions set forth in
Subsection 5.F., you are not prohibited from performing these or other non-real estate related or ancillary services, or
from engaging in husinesses that offer such services, but you may not use the distinguishing characteristics of the System
in any manner in connection with such non-real estate related or ancillary services or businesses or in connection with any
other services or businesses that are not Perrnined Real Estate Service Activities without our prior written consent and
you must properly segregate the operations of any such services or businesses fiom the operation of the Office as we
deem appropriate.
(3)

Tom

The term of the Franchise will begin on the Agreement Date and continue for a period of five years (the
"Term"), unless the Franchise is terminated earlier pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement. Tennination or

expiration of this Agreement will constitute termination or expiration of your Franchise and the Limited License to use
the RE/MAX Marks conferred by Section 4 of this /\greement.
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8.

FULL TERM PERFORMANCE.
C,
\1Uil

. . You sp~cificaJly agree to operate the Office in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement, perfonn the
obhgauons ofth1s Agreement, and continuously exert your best efforts to promote and enhance the business of the Office
for the Term.
C.

LOCATION OF OFFICE.

The Franchise granted by this Agreement gives you the right to operate a single RE/MAX real estate office onJy
at the Premises. Except as otherwise permitted by this Agreement, you agree that you will not operate or establish, or
pennit your Sales Associates (as defined in Subsection 6.I. below) to operate or establish, any satellite office, branch
office or other extension of the Office from any other location without our prior written consent. You further agree not to
conduct, or permit anyone affiliated with the Office to conduct, any business or activity at the Premises other than the real
estate service business authorized by this Agreement. You expressly acknowledge and agree that absolutely no territorial
rights or protections are afforded to you under this Agreement. You further expressly acknowledge and agree that, under
the terms of this Agreement, we and International may operate, or grant a franchise or license to operate, at nny location
whatsoever, including a location in close proximity to your Office, a RE/MAX office or other real estate brokerage office
using any other trademark or service mark, even if such office has an adverse impact on your business. You expressly
waive any claims you may have that we or International violated this Agreement, the implied covenant of good faith and
fair dealing, or a law, statute, or regulation as a result of the location of your Office or ofother RE/MAX (or other real
estate brokerage) offices.
Although you are only granted the right to establish a single RE/MAX real estate office to be operated only at
the Premises, neither you nor any other RE/MAX office is limited to listing, selling, or otherwise dealing with property or
representing clients or customers within any defined geographic area. However, as a RE/MAX affiJiate and a user of the
RE/MAX Marks under the Limited License set out in Section 4, you are expected to meet high standards of real estate
service and professionalism reflective of the goodwill and respect enjoyed by the RE/MAX name and organization.
These expectations may only be met by limiting your real estate services to market areas where you can serve customers
and clients directly and personally and where you have the greatest knowledge of local conditions, infrastructures,
community history and the housing market. Accordingly, you agree to refer all requests for real estate services in areas in
which you are unable to meet such requirements or elect not to provide service, to the RE/MAX office for that area, or if
there is no RE/MAX office in that area, then to lntemationaJ's Referral Department as provided in Subsection 8.1. of this
Agreement.

D.

RESERVATlON OF RIGHTS.

Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be deemed 1 expressly or by implication, to restrict in any way the
right of RE/MAX Regional or International or any of our or International's affiliates, now or in the future, from engaging
in any business activities whatsoever, without limitation as to location or channels of distribution; and from using the
RE/MAX Marks and other proprietary rights in our or lnternational's other business activities without limitation; and
from sclJing any products or services under the RE/MAX Marks, or under any other trademarks, service marks or trade
dress, through other channels of distribution. You acknowledge that RE/MAX Regional and International retain all rights
to establish or acquire, or authorize others to establish or acquire, additional real estate brokerage office locations without
regard to proximity to the Premises and that such market development is an integral part of the marketing concept
underlying RE/MAX Regional's and lntemational's business. Nothing contained in this Agreement shalJ be deemed,
expressly or by implication, to grant to you any type of ex.elusive or protected territory or any right to limit, control, or
prevent RE/MAX Regional's or International's right to own, operate, franchise, or license or in any other manner
authorize the location and operation ofreal estate brokerage businesses at any location whatsoever. Moreover1 nothing
contained in this Agreement sha11 be deemed, expressly or by implication, to grant or extend to you a right offirst refusal,
option or any other right to purchase, acquire or open an additional RE/MAX franchise now or in the future.
Neither RE/MAX Regional nor Jntemational shall be liable to you for any damages or loss of sales or profits (if
any), based on actual or anticipated adverse consequences to you which may result from their continuing activities in the
development of the System or other exercise of the rights reserved to them under this Agreement.
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. . . The term "affiliate" as used in this Subsec!ion 2.D. shall mean any entity that directly or indirectly, in whole or
m part, 15 control led by or under common control with us, lntemational or any of our or lntemational's officers directors
or shareholders.
'

E.

RENEWAL OF FRANCHISE.

. . Pr_ovided this Agreement has not been modified by amendment, addendum or otherwise to grant you any
temtona.1 nghts (other than a one-mile protected area that terminates upon expiration of this Agreement), you may, at
your option. renew your franchise relationship for an additional period if you meet the following conditions:
(I)

Term;

You have complied with all oftbe tenns and conditions of this Agreement throughout the

(2)
You have exercised diligent efforts to develop your Office to its full potential durinn the
Term, in a manner acceptable to us;
"'
(3)
You and your Owners execute a form authorizing RE/MAX Regional to obtain a consumer
report and to conduct a credit and background check;
(4)
You meet our then current subjective and objective standards for new franchisees, including
those relating to relevant experience, education and licensing. background and past record of compliance with
laws, financial capacity, skills, integrity and other qualities of character;
(5)

You pay us a renewal fee equal to $8,500.00;

(6)
You have given us written notice of your election to renew your franchise relationship not less
than six months nor more than 12 months prior to the end of the Tenn;
(7)
You or your Owner responsible for the Office shall complete, at your expense, the RE/MAX
Broker/Owner Advanced Education Course or other training required by us (or provide us with evidence that
you or such Owner has satisfied requirements equivalent to such course or training); and
(8)
You and your Owners agree to execute the form of franchise agreement (including the
appropriate renewal addendum) we are then customarily using in the grant of franchises for RE/MAX offices,
which agreement and renewal addendum shall supersede this Agreement and may have tenns materially
different than this Agreement, including without limitation, requirements to upgrade equipment and facilities,
use new systems and procedures, pay higher fees, dues and advertising contributions and meet higher quotas.
You must notify us in writing not less than 6 months nor more than 12 months prior to the end of the Tenn
whether or not you intend to renew your franchise relationship with us. 1fyou fail to provide us with notice of your
intentions regarding renewal within such time period, we will deem your failure to notify us as your decision not to
renew. In such case, you understand and agree that the Franchise shall expire at the end of the Term.
Renewal of your franchise relationship will be conditioned on your and your Owners' continued compliance with
all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement up to the date of expiration.
Renewal of your ftanchise relationship shall be for a five-year period although under certain circumstances we
may, in our sole discretion, allow you to renew for up to a ten-year period. Factors we will consider in detennining
whether to grant a longer renewal term include, but are not limited to: (a) whether you have fully complied with all
conditions for renewal set forth above: (b) whether you have consistently paid in full and on a timely basis all fees, dues
and other amounts owed under the Franchise Agreement throughout the Tenn; (c) whether you have a proven track
record of participation in scheduled RE/MAX events such as annual conventions, Broker/Owner conferences,
Broker/Owner council meetings and training and educational seminars; and (d) whether you have demonstrated a spirit of
cooperation with us and with in the RE/MAX System that, in our sole discretion, merits consideration for a longer renewal
term.
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If you continue to operate the Office as a RE/MAX office after the end of the Tenn without proper renewal, you
will be deemed to be operating on a month•to•month basis under the tem1s and conditions of the franchise and other
agreements then being used by us for the grant of franchises for a RE/MAX office within the state in which the Office is
locate~, provided that RE/MAX Regional reserves the unfettered right to tenninate at any time, and without cause by us,
your right to operate the Office under these circumstances, upon IO days prior written notice to you.
.
lfthis Agreement, by addendum, amendment or otherwise, grants to you any territorial rights other than a one·
mile protected area that tenninates upon expiration of this Agreement, you have no renewal rights under this Agreement.
In such case, your right to renew your franchise relationship will be limited to and detennined by the unexpired remaining
renewal rights, if any, created by any previous RE/MAX franchise agreement. Jfyou do have such. renewal rights from
any previous RE/MAX franchise agreement then, provided you meet all other conditions for renewal under this
Agreement, you will be entitled to renew by executing the then current fonn of franchise agreement amended by an
addendum that includes any terms required by your previous franchise agreement. The addendum may not be assigned or
transferred and will also include a notice that future renewals, if any, will be limited strictly to the renewal rights set forth
in such prior franchise agreement. lfat the time of any future renewal, you have no unexpired remaining renewal rights,
your franchise relationship will not be renewed.

F.

SATELLITE OFFICES.

We may grant you the right to establish one or more additional office locations ("Satellite Offices") in order to
accommodate Sales Associates (as defined in Subsection 6.1. of this Agreement) who have a team of individuals assisting
th.em and who need additional office space, provided that you shall not then, or at any time thereafter prior to the opening
of such Satellite Office, be in default of any ofyour obligations arising under this Agreement and subject to the additional
conditions set forth below.
RE/MAX Regional reserves the unfettered right to grant permission to establish a Satellite Office. Factors we
will consider in determining whether to grant you the right to establish a Satellite Office include, without limitation, the
location of the proposed Satellite Office, population growth and the overall market share enjoyed by RE/MAX in the area
of the proposed Satellite Office and other market conditions that may affect the desirability of establishing a Satellite
Office.
You must execute th.e then current form of Satellite Office Amendment 1111d pay a Satellite Office fee as set forth
in Subsection 6.E. for each Satellite Office you open. Each Satellite Office must be located within one-mile driving
distance of the Office at a site approved by us and must not be within one-mile driving distance of any other RE/MAX
office. We may, in our sole and absolute discretion, pennit you to open a Satellite Office outside one-mile driving
distance of the Office as long as it is not within the protected area or exclusive territory of any other RE/MAX office.
Each Satellite Office shall operate as a part ofthe Office (i.e., as a branch ofthe Office operating under and as a part of
the same ownership as the Office), shall operate under the same name as the Office and, except as otherwise provided in
this Agreement, shall comply with and be subject in every respect to all of the tenns, conditions, provisions and
restrictions of this Agreement as are applicable to the Office. You understand and acknowledge that neither we nor
International is under any obligation to provide Satellite Offices any of the services and benefits made available to the
Office although we and International may provide some services and benefits to Satellite Offices as we and lntemational,
in our sole and absolute discretion, deem appropriate.
Satellite Offices shall be "address only" locations and therefore shall have no protected area or territorial
exclusivity whatsoever. Each Satellite Office must have at least 600 square feet but not more than 1,200 square feet of
office space.

3.

OPENING ANO EQUIPPING OF OFFICE.

You agree to cause the Office to be "opened" and operating within a period of 180 calendar days from the
Agreement Date. "Opened" means having an office with a minimum of 1,200 square feet, staffed by a full-time secretary,
and equipped with fumirure, a computer system, a phone system, a fax, a printer and other office equipment necessary to
operate a RE/MAX office in conformity with our high standards of quality and service. You acknowledge and agree that
you are responsible for a~suring that the Office is constructed in compliance with all applicable laws, including without
limitation. the Americans with Disabilities Act. You further agree that you will operate the office continuously during the
5
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Tenn, and that you will not abandon, surrender, transfer control of or lose the right to occupy the Premises or fail to
occupy the Office, for a period in excess of five (5) consecutive days, unless caused by fire, flood, earthquake or other
cause beyond your control, as more fully set forth in Subsection 16.Y.
.
To facilitate your reporting to us and International and to meet other communication requirements, you agree to
implement all systems, programs and procedures we or International establish from time-to-time. Such systems,
programs or procedures may include, but are not limited to, communication systems, accounting programs, data
ma~agement systems and other systems designed to facilitate the flow of infonnation relating to the System or the
business contemplated by this Agreement. Throughout the Term, you must maintain a computer system that has
capabilities compatible with all communications and data reporting requirements of International and you must have
electronic mail capability and Internet access and participate in any Intranet or Extranet developed by us or Jntemational.
Therefore, you must have computer hardware that meets certain minimum standards established by us or International
and use certain software as we or International specify from time-to-time. You must also upgrade or update such
hardware and software throughout the Tenn as we or International specify. You are responsible for the cost of
implementing such systems, programs or procedures, including the cost of purchasing or leasing computer hardware and
software required by us or International.
You must subscribe to the RE/MAX Satellite Network ("RSN') which requires that you have a satellite dish and
related equipment of the type and kind specified by International in order to receive training and educational
programming to be broadcast by RSN. You will be required to sign and abide by a satellite network service agreement
which sets forth the costs ofRSN and other terms and conditions relating to RSN. You must also subscribe, and ensure
that each Sales Associate {as defined in Subsection 6.1.) subscribes, to RE/MAX Mainstreet, a password protected
Extranet site which serves as an electronic communication web site for the exchange ofimportant RE/MAX infolTllation.
You, and each Sales Associate affiliated with your office, will also be required to sign and abide by a RE/MAX
Mainstreet Member Registration and Website User Agreement, which sets forth the terms and conditions relating to the
use of RE/MAX Mainstreet. Neither you nor any Sales Associate affiliated with your Office may use RE/MAX
Mainstreet lo send unsolicited bulk electronic messages. You agree not to block or blacklist any remax.net message.
You will be required to implement any other specific systems, programs or procedures as we or International
may establish from time-to-time to enhance our communications with you. You agree that RE/MAX Regional or
International may require that certain goods, services, supplies, fixtures, equipment, inventory, and computer hardware
and software relating to the Office's establishment or operation be purchased from us or from other suppliers as we may
designate.
.:I.

LlMITED LICENSE TO USE RE/MAX MARKS .
A.

OWNERSHIP AND GOODWILL AND LIMITED LICENSE.

Subject to all of the tenns and conditions set forth herein, you are hereby granted a limited, non-exclusive
license ("Limited License") to use the RE/MAX Marks, but only for the duration of this Agreement and only in
connection with the operation ofthe Office and the Permitted Real Estate Service Activities specified in this Agreement
(the "Lice11sed Use"). Your Limited License does nol give you the right to sublicense or to transfer (apart from an
approved transfer under Section 12) the RE/MAX Marks or to allow any third party to use your Office trade, fictitious or
assumed name for any purpose whatsoever. You agree that if this Agreement is terminated, expires, is transferred without
our consent or approval, or is for any reason declared void or of no force or effect, this Limited License shall
automatically tcnninate. You further ag,-ee that in the event of such a tennination of this Limited License you will
immediately cease all use of the RE/MAX Marks and promptly comply with all post-termination requirements ofSection
14 of this Agreement.
(!)

"RFJMAX" Required in d/b/a but Prohibited in Entity Name.

You are required to use the term "RE/MAX" as the first word in the trade identification of the Office,
and you must obtain any trade, fictitious or assumed name registrations as may be required under applicable law
for, and to operate the Office only under, such trade, fictitious or assumed name. You agree not to use the term
''RF.IMAX" or any of the other RE/MAX Marks (or any variations or renditions similar to any of the RE/MAX
Marks) in, or as part of, your fonnal corp,rate or legal name.
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(2)

Ownership of RE/MAX Marks and Goodwill.

You acknowledge and agree that: i) International is the exclusive owner of the RE/MAX Marks and
that such marks are invaluable assets of International; ii) your license to use the RE/MAX Marks is derived
solely from .t.~is Agreement and is limited to the Licensed Use that is otherwise in compliance with this
~~ee1;1ent; m) all use of the RE/MAX Marks, and any goodwill established by such use, including, without
hm1tat1on, the use of the trade, assumed or fictitious name you adopt for your Office that includes the term
"RE/MAX," will inure exclusively to the benefit of International, and that the same will automatically vest in
and remain the exclusive property of International. You further acknowledge and agree that under this
Agreement you shall not acquire any right, ownership or other interests in or to: i) the RE/MAX Marks, other
than the Limited License granted herein, or ii) the goodwill associated with the RE/MAX Marks.
(3)

High Standards of Service and Professionalism Reguired.

You acknowledge and agree that the RE/MAX Marks embody and represent the goodwill of the
RE/MAX Organization, and identify the RE/MAX network as the source of the highest standards of quality real
estate services and agent professionalism. You agree to assure that the Permitted Real Estate Service Activities
provided by you, and by all Sales Associates affiliated with your Office, adhere to such high standards in
regards to all Pem,itted Real Estate Service Activities offered or provided under the RE/MAX Marks and in the
name of your Office. In this regard, you also agree to assure that all uses of the RE/MAX Marks are strictly in
accordance with all applicable standards, operating procedures, policies and guidelines that we or International
prescribe-and from time-to-time amend--during the duration of this Agreement, including, without limitation,
the rules, standards and guidelines of use, as amended from time-to-time and set forth in the most current edition
of the Trademark and Graphic Standards Manual (the "Trademark Ma11uaf') and other publications, if any,
dedicated to proper use of the RE/MAX Marks. Finally, you agree to comply with, and assure that all of your
Sales Associates comply with, the business image and operating standards set forth in Section 8 of this
Agreement. You understand and acknowledge that such business image and operating standards have been
established to protect the goodwill of the RE/MAX Organization, as embodied by the RE/MAX Marks, but do
not, and are not intended to, govern the day-to-day operations of your Office.
(4)

Sales Associates Not Licensed to Use RE/MAX Marks.

You acknowledge and agree that no one employed by your Office in any capacity or affiliated with
your Office as a Sales Associate has any direct or independent right or license to use the RE/MAX Marks, but
rather that their use of the RE/MAX Marks comes under and is subject to your Limited License to use such
marks as set forth in this Agreement. You agree to be responsible for ensuring that you and everyone employed
by or affiliated with your Office who uses the RE/MAX Marks under this Limited License, does so only in the
name of your Office, in furtherance ofthe Permitted Real Estate Service Activities provided out of your Office
and in a manner that is consistent with all applicable limitations, including without limitation, those set forth
below.
(5)

Extension of Limited License to Other/Future Marks.

All provisions of this Agreement applicable to the RE/MAX Marks will apply to any additional trademarks, service marks, commercial symbols, designs, art work and logos that International may in the future
authorize you to use.
8.

SPECIFIC LIMITATIONS ON LICENSE TO USE RE/MAX MARKS.

Your Limited License to use the RE/MAX Marks is subject to various limitations that are designed to protect the
marks themselves, the goodwill they reflect and the reputation of the RE/MAX network. In addition to those set forth in
the Trademark Manual, your use of the RE/MAX Marks must conform to the following requirements and limitations.
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(I)

Use

Office Address.

. You agree to use your office address in all advenising of your services and to assure that your Sales
Associates also use such office address and meet all other requirements of the Trademark Manual in their
advertising and personal promotion efforts. More specifically, you agree not to use, and not to pennityour Sales
Associates t~ use, the RE/MAX Marks in _any manner that may mislead or deceive consumers regarding your
Office locat,on, the scope of the geographic area your Office serves or your relationship to us or International.

(2)

No Service Area Misrepresentations or Competing Services.

While you are not limited in the reach of your advertising to attract consumers to your Office for
Pennined Real Estate Service Activities involving the properties in the local market areas your Office serves,
you are not permitted to use the RE/MAX Marks in connection with competing or other businesses as described
below or to hold yourself out: i) as having the capacity to serve the real estate needs of consumers in distant
market areas where neither you nor any of your Sales Associates can personally and directly provide quality,
competent services, such as on a state-wide, multi-state, national or international scale; or ii) as a state-wide,
multi-state, national or international provider of agent or office locator services or information; or iii) as an
operator, developer, o,vner, promoter or provider of consumer-to-agent or agent-to-agent referral services. The
foregoing limitations shall not be interpreted or asserted to limit or inhibit in any way your ability to refer
current or past clients and customers from within the market areas you or your Office serve, or friends and
family members, to other RE/MAX affiliates, irrespective of where those other RE/MAX affiliates or their
offices may be located and to condition such referrals on the payment ofa referral fee.
a.

Local Markets Served Personally and Directly.

Consistent with the foregoing, you agree to insure that neither you nor your Office nor any of
your Sales Associates engage in any advertising, or pennit use of your Office name in directories or in
any other manner, that offers, or infers the availability by or through your Office of, real estate services
in a geographic area or market that is not served personally and directly by you or one of your Sales
Associates or where your Office lacks the local market knowledge and familiarity necessary to provide
infonned, competent, high quality real estate services or that is too distant from your Office for you or
any Sales Associate affiliated with your Office to personally and directly serve and satisfy the real
estate service needs of buyers, sellers or renters.
b.

No Office/Agent Locator Services or Private Referral Networks.

Your Limited License does not authorize you to use, and you agree not to use, or to permit
any Sales Associate to use, the RE/MAX Marks in connection with the offering, providing,
performance, sale, endorsement or promotion of any other services, products or businesses or in any
other manner we have not expressly authorized in writing. Consistent with your Limited License,
neither you nor any ofyour Sales Associates are permitted to engage in the offering of or participate in
the offering of RE/MAX Office/Agent Locator Services or Private Referral Network Services or any
other prohibited service or activity described in the Trademark Manual as from time-to-time amended.
In addition, you agree not to engage in any other business or activity that does not conform to the high
standards of the RE/MAX Organization or that competes with or undermines tree services offered
consumers or the RE/MAX network by RE/MAX Regional or International.
(3)

Style of Use, Relative Prominence in d/b/a.

You agree to use and display the RE/MAX Marks in the style and graphic manner illustrated in the
Trademark Manual, and to use, along with the RE/MAX Marks, notices of federal trademark and service mark
registrations in the manner specified in the Trademark Manual. You funher agree not to use any RE/MAX
Mark with any prefix, suffix, or other modifying words, terms, designs, or symbols, or in any other modified
fonn. In regards to the name of your Office, you agree to use substantially the same font height, weight and
color for the te1111 "RE/MAX" as you u~e for the balance of your trade, assumed or fictitious name. You are not
pennitted in business listings, directories or in referral services where your Office name may be displayed, to
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exaggerate, enlarge, color or stylize the "RE/MAX" portion of your Office name so as to obscure, dominate or
weaken the balance of that name or to otherwise create a presentation that may mislead or deceive consumers to
believe they are not dealing with a local real estate service business.
(4)

No Use of RE/MAX Marks by Vendors. Directories. Referral Services. Other License~.

. You are not permitted to allow any vendor, service provider or other third party to stylize or otherwise
engage many uses of your Office name of the type described above or in any other manner that may suggest
they arc sponsored or endorsed by, or affiliated with. the RE/MAX network. In this regard, you acknowledge
and agree that your Limited License to use the RE/MAX Marks does not permit you to allow: (i) any vendor or
other third parties to use any of the RE/MAX Marks or your Office name In connection with any vendor's or
third party's product or service or in any movie or video or theatrical or musical production or the like, or (ii)
any telephone directory or other directory to show the "RE/MAX" portion of your Office name in an
emphasized, exaggerated, enlarged or stylized or any other format that does not give equal prominence to the
balance of your trade, fictitious or assumed Office name. Lastly, you will not authorize or pennit real estate
licensees who are not registered or licensed as Sales Associates with your Office to appear with or be listed
under your name, your Office name, the name of any Sales Associate or of any "Team" known to be associated
with your Office or under any of the RE/MAX Marks or to otherwise use or benefit from the use of any of the
RE/MAX Marks.
(5)

Ownership and Control Over Use of Office Phone Numbers.

You agree that all telephone numbers you use for the Office shall be used solely in connection with the
Permitted Real Estate Service Activities authorized by this Agreement to be provided out of your Office. You
acknowledge that some or all of the telephone numbers will appear under the name RE/MAX, in conjunction
with the self-standing name of your Office (the d/b/a of your Office), in directory listings, in yellow pages
display advertising and in other forms of advertising. Neither you nor any ofyour Sales Associates may publish
any telephone advertisement or secure or list any telephone number that could confuse other real estate
professionals, the industry or the public about the ownership, operation, location of, or geographic areas or
markets served by, your Office or any other RE/MAX office.
(6)

Post-Termination Assignment and Redirection of Calls. Authority to Direct Phone
Company.

Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement, you agree to promptly assign all of the telephone
numbers listed for the Office to us or to our designee, and to instruct the telephone company in writing to re•
direct all calls thereafter going to such numbers to RE/MAX Regional or otherwise in accordance wirh our
directions. You agree that any telephone company and all directory listing agencies may accept your signature
on this Agreement as conclusive evidence of the rights ofRE/MAX Regional to ownership, control and benefit
of such telephone numbers as an integral and distinguishing characteristic ofthe RE/MAX System and goodwill.
You hereby direct each such telephone company or directory listing agency to accept your signature on this
Agreement as your signed authorization and direction to them to assign, and re-direct calls to such phone
numbers to us or our designee as described above, and to discontinue or modify at next printing of the yellow
pages, all listings and display ads that reference the Office and include such phone numbers, as directed by us or
International.
(7)

Creation. Ownership and Responsjbility for RE/MAX Fonnative Domain Names.

This Agreement does not obligate you to secure or allow your Sales Associates to have or to secure
Internet domain names that include the tenn "remax" ("RE/MAX Formative Domai,r Nantes"). If you decide
to register one or more RE/MAX Formative Doinain Names for your Office, you agree first to assure that each
such RE/MAX Formative Domain Name complies strictly with the domain name guidelines set forth in the
Trademark Manual and in any other guidelines International issues on RE/MAX Formative Domain Names. lf
you register REIM AX Formative Domain Names on behalf of your Sales Associates or if you allow your Sales
Associates to themselves register and own RE/MAX Pormativc Domain Names, you agree first to assure that
each such RE/MAX Fonnative Domain Name complies strictly with the guidelines prescribed by lntem,itional
9
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through the Trademark Manual and through any other guidelines it issues on RE/MAX Fonnative Domain
Names.
a.

Franchisee Must Own or Control RE/MAX Formative Domain Names.

. You acknowledge and understand that because all uses of the RE/MAX Marks by your Sales
Associates and by you are based upon your Limited License under this Agreement, you become and
remain responsible for assuring that every RE/MAX Fonnative Domain Name created by you and/or
your Sales Associates remains or becomes your property in the case of such domain names for Sales
Associates who cease for any reason to be affiliates of the RE/MAX network, and the property of
RE/MAX Regional, in the event of tennination or expiration without renewal of your franchise
relationship with us. To this end, you agree to include in your written Independent Contractor
Agreement with each Sales Associate a provision that requires them to assign every RE/MAX
Fonnative Domain Name they own, or control or have registered, to you in the event their affiliation
with the RE/MAX network ceases for any reason.
b.

RE/MAX Formative Domain Names for Office Business Only.

You also agree that all web sites to which RE/MAX Formative Domain Names resolve and/or
point shall be used solely for the promotion of the Pennitted Real Estate Service Activities conducted
out of your Office under this Agreement and for any personal promotion advertising you permit your
Sales Associates to place under the name of your Office and that is otherwise in strict compliance with
the Trademark Manual.
c.

Post-Termination Assignment and Redirection of Traffic, Authority to
Direct Registrars.

In the event oftennination or expiration without renewal of your franchise relationship with
us, you agree to promptly assign all of the RE/MAX Fonnative Domain Names you register, and all
those that your Sales Associates have registered, to us or our designee or, ifwe so direct, to deactivate
some or all of such RE/MAX Formative Domain Names or to re-direct all traffic coming to some or all
of those domain names to a web site designated byus or International. You agree to direct all Internet
service providers, domain name registrars and domain name listing agencies to accept this Agreement
as conclusive of the rights of RE/MAX Regional to ownership, control and benefit of all RE/MAX
Formative Domain Names you or your Sales Associates create. Consistent with and to permit you to
satisfy your obligations regarding the foregoing and other post-termination de-identification
obligations you have under this Agreement, you agree to maintain ownership ofand control over all
RE/MAX Formative Domain Names you create or authorize under your Limited License.
d.

Franchisee Bears Costs to Recover/Escrow Non-compliant RE/MAX
Formative Domain Names.

Upon request from us or International, you agree, at your expense, to take any and all action
necessary to deactivate, re-direct, escrow, transfer, terminate and/or disconnect any non-compliant or
abandoned RE/MAX Formative Domain Name that was registered by you, the Office, any of your
Sales Associates or anyone else currently or formerly employed by or affiliated with your Office, or
that was registered by any entity that has been commissioned to register such domain name by you, the
Office, your Sales Associates or anyone else currently or formerly employed by or affiliated with your
Office.
You agree to pay directly, or reimburse us and International for, any and all costs and
attorney fees we and International incur in the process of securing, deactivating and then escrowing for
up to three years, any RE/MAX Formative Domain Name, or any domain name that contains any other
rendition of the term "RE/MAX" or any of the other RE/MAX Marks, that was registered by you or
your Office or by any of your Sales Associates (i) that does not comply with the form and guidelines
specified by International or {ii) that is not owned by you and is not assigned upon tennination or
10
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cxpi!ation ?f this Agreem_ent to RE/MAX Regional or (iii) that is owned by any Sales Associate
~ffihated With you at any time and is not assigned to you upon the tennination or non-renewal of the
independent contractor agreement of such Sales Associate or (iv) that is abandoned without renewal of
its registration by you or any Sales Associate.
(8)

Identity of Office Required with Internet Uses of RE/MAX Marks.

You agree that al I uses of the RE/MAX Marks at a given web site on the lnternet, such as on an Office
home page or virtual office web site, will be accompanied by your Office name, address, phone number and
prominently indicate that "Each RE/MAX Office is Independently Owned and Operated." You funher agree
that such web sites will be devoted solely to the promotion of the Pennitted Real Estate Service Activities
provided by your Office, and will otherwise comply with this Agreement and the guidelines for use of the
RE/MAX Marks set forth in the Trademark Manual. You agree to refrain from sharing or linking any web site
in connection with which your Office name or the RE/MAX Marks are used with or to any web site of a
competitor of the RE/MAX network or from promoting the name, image or business of any licensed real estate
agent who is not a RE/MAX Affiliate.
(9)

Electronic Links to Regional

Q

or International Web Sites Max Be R1,;guired.

If required by RE/MAX Regional or International, you shall establish your web site as part of our or
lntemational's website, and/or establish electronic Jinks to our or Intemational's web site. With the exception of
the use of RE/MAX Formative Domain Names, as provided above, neither you, your Sales Associates nor
anyone else employed by or affiliated with the Office shall use any of the RE/MAX Marks as part of any e-mail
address or domain name or Internet URL address. International may require that various other types of
marketing or advertising on the Internet involving the RE/MAX Marks or the name of your Office also utilize a
specific template or format and if it does, you agree to follow that template or format.
(10)

Ownership and Use of Hot Air Balloons.

You acknowledge and agree that RE/MAX hot air balloons, which are intended to be used to maximize
public awareness and recognition of the RE/MAX name and to promote and enhance public goodwill reflected
in the RE/MAX Marks, must always remain under the control and ownership of RE/MAX Regional,
International or a duly appointed designee of either. You understand that RE/MAX Regional or one of its
designces will exercise reasonable efforts to make a RE/MAX hot air balloon available to you for a reasonable
fee should you desire to use one for promotional purposes. You agree that neither you, your Owners nor your
Sales Associates will purchase or own, for any purpose, a RE/MAX hot air balloon or any hot air balloon
depicting a red-over-white-over-blue trade dress, or that otherwise depicts, or is confusingly similar to, any of
the RE/MAX Marks.
(11)

Franchisee Supervision Required to Assure Compliance.

You agree to be responsible for, and to supervise, your Sales Associates in order to ensure the proper
use of the RE/MAX Marks and their full compliance with the provisions of this Section 4 and the Trademark
Manual as i1 may be amended from time-to-time. You acknowledge and agree that if you make, or anyone
employed by or affiliated with your Office makes, any improper or unauthorized use of the RE/MAX Marks, it
will constitute an infringement oflntemational's exclusive rights in and to the RE/MAX Marks and a default of
Section 4 of this Agreement. A default under the provisions of this Section 4 by you or anyone employed by or
affiliated with your Office shall be deemed a material default ofan essential condition of this Agreement that, in
addition to other recourses available to RE/MAX Regional or [ntemational, will give rise to the tennination
provisions of Section 13.
{12)

(ntemational is "Third Party Beneficiazy" under RE/MAX Marks Provisions.

You acknowledge and agree that International is a third party beneficiary of Section 4 of this
Agreement and of every other Section or Subsection of this Agreement that deals with use of the RE/MAX
Marks and/or the RE/MAX System.
II
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C.

NOTIFICATION OF INFRINGEMENTS AND CLAIMS .

. Yo~ agree _to immediately noti?' us in writing of any apparent infringement of or challenge to any of
Intemattonal s copyn~h~ or any of the RE1MAX Marks, or ofany claim by any person of any rights in such copyrights,
RE/MA~ Mark~ or similar trade names, trademarks or service marks of which you become aware. You agree not to
communicate w~th anyone except us, International and ourrespective counsel in connection with any such infringement,
ch~lleng~ or clan~ and agree that International will have the sole right to determine whether an infringement, challenge or
clam1 exists, and 1f so, to exclusively control any litigation, any U.S. Patent and Trademark Office proceeding or any
other proceeding arising out of any such infringement, challenge or claim. You agree to cooperate with and assist
International with the initial and any follow up investigation of the alleged infringement of or challenge to lntemational's
copyrights or Marks. You agree to sign any documents, render any assistance, and do any acts that International, in its
sole discretion, believes are necessary or advisable in order to protect, maintain or perfect lntemational's interests in any
litigation or proceeding related to such copyrights or the RE/MAX Marks or to otherwise protect, maintain or perfect
lntemational's interests in such copyrights or the RE/MAX Marks. You acknowledge and understand that International
will have no obligation to defend the RE/MAX Marks from valid claims of prior use or of lawful concurrent use by
others.
D.

DISCONTINUANCE OF USE OF RE/MAX MARKS.

If it becomes advisable at any time in Intemational's sole judgment for the Office to modify or discontinue the
use of any RE/MAX Mark or for the Office to use one or more additional or substitute trade or service marks, including
the RE/MAX Mark used as part of the trade, fictitious or assumed name of the Office or in a Domain Name, you agree, at
your expense, to comply with our directions to modify or otherwise discontinue the use of the RE/MAX Mark, or use one
or more additional or substitute trade or service marks, within a reasonable time after our notice to you.
5.

RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES; INDEMNIFICATION.
A.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR; NO FIDUCIARY RELATIONSHIP; INDEPENDENTLY
OWNED AND OPERATED.

Both of us understand and agree that this Agreement does not create a fiduciary relationship between us, that
you are an independent contractor, and that nothing in this Agreement is intended to make either party a general or
special agent, joint venturer, partner, or employee of the other for any purpose whatsoever. All employees or agents
hired or engaged by or working for you shall be your employees or agents only, and shaU not for any purpose be deemed
employees or agents of ours or International nor subject to our or lntemational's control. However, we have the right,
and you must pennit us, to communicate directly with your Sales Associates concerning any matter that we deem
necessary or appropriate relating to the System or your Office, without incurring any liability to you. You agree to
conspicuously identify yourself in all your dealings with clients, customers, suppliers, public officials, Office personnel,
and others as the ov.ncr of the Office pursuant to a Franchise Agreement with us. You shall place, and you shall ensure
lhat everyone affiliated with the Office places, a statement on all forms, business cards, stationery, advertising, and other
materials that the Office is independently owned and operated or such other statement as we may require from tirne-totime. Such a statement must also be displayed in a prominent place near the main entrance to the Office.
B.

CONDUCT OF BUSINESS OF THE OFFICE.

(I)

You Contra I the Conduct of Your Business and the Office.

You understand and agree that neither we nor International shall have any authority to exercise control over the
conduct of your business and the Office, including but not limited to the time and manner in which you obtain listings and
sell properties, the commission rates charged by the Office, the details of the work perfonned by you or your employees
and agents, the hiring or tennination of your employees and agents, the compensation, working hours or conditions or the
day-to-day activities of such persons except to the extent necessary to protect the RE/MAX Marks and the System and the
goodwill associated with the RE/MAX Marks and the System. All activity within the Office, including those described
above, w· 11 be dctenntned by you in your own judgment, subject only to the laws and regulations of the state in which the
Office is located, the renns of this Agreement, and the standards, procedures, policies and guidelines prescribed by
12
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International or us for the preservation of the goodwill associated with the RE/MAX Marks. You acknowledge and
und~rstand that. such standards: procedures, policies and guidelines are not fixed, and may, from time-to-time, be
modified or revised by lntemat1onal or us to reflect existing conditions in the highly competitive real estate services
marketplace.
(2)

Model ICNEssential ICA Provisions.

. For ~our convenience, International has developed a model independent contractor agreement (''/CA") for you
to consider usmg as a framework for an independent contractor relationship with your Sales Associates. While you are
not required to use the !CA developed by International, it does contain certain essential provisions ("Essential /CA
Provisions") designed in large measure to help preserve and protect the valuable RE/MAX Marks and System standards.
~ ntemational' s model ICA also includes other common or important provisions that are generally regarded as significant,
1fnot necessary. in ICAs.
Although the form of agreement you use is up to you, you are required to have in place a fully executed and in
force written ICA with each of your Sales Associates that includes the Essential ICA Provisions. The current Essential
ICA Provisions are set out in Exhibit B attached hereto and you shall cause these Essential !CA Provisions to be
incorporated into each and every [CA you enter into or renew with your Sales Associates. As future changes, additions
or modifications to the Essential ICA Provisions are promulgated by International, you will have 60 days within which to
amend your ICA form to include the new Essential ICA Provisions. You then shall use that amended, compliant !CA
fonn, or some alternative compliant ICA form, for all of your new and renewal ICAs so that at the end of the twelvemonth period following the amendment of your !CA, all of your Sales Associates will be parties to aJ1 ICA containing the
most current Essential ICA Provisions.

c.

NO LIABILITY, NO WARRANTIES.

We have not authorized or empowered you to use the RE/MAX Marks except as provided by this Agreement
and you agree not to employ any of the RE/MAX Marks in signing any contract, check, purchase agreement, negotiable
instrument or legal obligation, application for any license or permit, or in a manner that may result in demands for
payment or assertions ofliability directed to us for any indebtedness or obligation of yours. Except as expressly authorized by this Agreement, neither of us will make any express or implied agreements, warranties, guarantees or
representations, or incur any debt, in the name of or on behalf of the other or represent that the relationship between us is
other than that of franchisor and franchisee. You acknowledge that you do not have the authority to bind or obligate
RE/MAX Regional or International in any way by any promise or representation or any other action or inaction.
D.

INDEMNIFICATION.

You shall be solely and exclusively responsible for any fines, taxes, costs, expenses, damages, loss or liability,
of any kind or nature, arising out of any suits, actions, proceedings or claims (collectively "Claims'') relating to your
business or the operation of the Office even if such Claims are brought or filed after tennination or expiration of this
Agreement. You agree to indemnify, defend and hold us and International, and each of our and their affiliated entities,
shareholders, partners, directors, officers, employees, lawyers, agents, affiliates and assignees, hannless from and against,
and to reimburse us and them for, all such fines, taxes, costs, expenses, damages, loss or liability for which we or they are
held liable or which we or they reasonably incur in connection with any Claims, including, without limitation, actual and
consequential damages, reasonable attorneys', accountants', and expert witness fees, cost of investigation and proof of
facts, court costs, other litigation expenses and travel and living expenses. RE/MAX Regional and International have the
right to defend any Claims and, in connection therewith, to retain legal counsel of our or their choice. You agree to
cooperate with us and International in the defense of, and not to settle or compromise, without our prior written consent,
any Claims to which we or International arc a party or which may affect our interests or the interests of International.
Your indemnification obligations described above will continue in full force and effect after, and notwithstanding, the
expiration or tem1ination of this Agreemcn1.
E.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION.

You a,.;knov. :edge that you have been given access to and will be informed regarding confidential matters, trade
secrets, recruiting techniques, accounting procedures, quality control procedures a:1d other methods developed by
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International as part of the System which, for purposes of this Agreement, are owned by International and which are
necessary and essential to the operation of the Franchise, without which you could not efficiently, effectively, and
profitably. operate th~ same (collectively the "Conjldentfa/ Information"). You further acknowledge that the
Co_nfidential lnformatton was unknown to you prior to negotiation for and execution of this Agreement, and that the
unique and novel combination of"know how" and methods developed by International and licensed to you by us for the
operation of the Office are peculiar to the real estate business conducted by RE/MAX offices. You agree to take all steps
necessary, at your own expense, to protect the Confidential Information, and shall not divulge any of the Confidential
Information to any other person either during the Term or subsequent to the termination or expiration of this Agreement
without our prior written consent.
F.

EXCLUSJVE RELATIONSHIP/NON-COMPETlTION AGREEMENT.

You acknowledge and agree that we would be unable to protect the Confidential Infonnation against
unauthorized use or disclosure and would be unable to encourage a free exchange of ideas and infonnation among
RE/MAX offices and RE/MAX Affiliates and between us and RE/MAX offices and RE/MAX Affiliates if you or your
Owners were peITTJined to engage in other businesses competitive with RE/MAX offices or with us or International.
Accordingly, you agree that without our prior written consent, which we have the unfettered right to withhold, neither
you, your Owners or your Sales Associates, nor the immediate family members (as defined below) of you, your Owners
or Sales Associates, will during the Term, directly or indirectly, as an officer, director, shareholder, partner, employee,
agent or otherwise, operate, manage, own, have an interest in or become affiliated with in any other way ( 1) any nonRE/MAX real estate service business; or (2) any other business or enterprise offering products or services that directly or
indirectly competes with the products and services offered by RE/MAX offices, RE/MAX Regional or International, or
any of our or lnternational's affiliates. For purposes of this Agreement, an "Immediate Family Member" shall include
your spouse, significant other or life partner with whom you reside, as well as your parents, step-parents, in-Jaws,
siblings, children and step-children and each of their immediate family members.
You agree that lnternational's and our consent to your entering into or continuing other businesses prohibited by
th is Subsection 5.F. may be contingent upon amendment of this Agreement and/or immediate or future acquisition from
us of a franchise covering such business. You also agree to support the natural expansion by us and International into
related service businesses including, without limitation, mortgage, insurance, property management and relocation.
6.

FEES.

A.

INITIAL FRANCHISE FEF..

You agree to pay us an initial franchise fee {the "hr it/a/ Franchise Fee") in the amount of$20,000.00 when you
sign this Agreement. You will not be entitled to any rights or privileges under this Agreement until the Initial Franchise
Fee is paid in full. You agree that we have fully earned the Initial Franchise Fee and that it becomes non-refundable upon
payment to us.
B.

MONTHLY ONGOING FEES.
(I)

Component One Continuing Franchise Fee.

You agree to pay us monthly ongoing fees(" Monthly Ongoing Fees") consisting oftwo components.
The first component, the Component One Continuing Franchise Fee ("Component 011e Continuf,rg Franc/rise
Fee"), may be referred to simply as "continuing franchise fee" on billing statements or invoices you receive.
Under this component, you agree to pay us, on a monthly basis, the greater of$ I20 per month for each Sales
Associate (as defined in Subsection 6.1. below), or an amount equal to one-fifth of the monthly management fee
that you charge such Sales Associate, whether or not you actually collect such fee. The Component One
Continuing Franchfae Fee is due and will be considered late if not received by us by the fifth day of the month
after the month the Office opens and by the fifth day of each month throughout the remainder of the Tenn of
this Agreement. We will have the right to increase the amount of the Component One Continuing Franchise Fee
once in any calendar year to offset increased operating expenses, provided such increase will not exceed 20% of
the Component One Continuing Franchise Fee amount in effect at the time of any such increase. We_ curren_tl_y
recommend, but do not require, that the monthly management fee you charge as of the date of execution of this
14
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Agreement be S600.
(2)

Component Two Continuing Franchise Fee.

The second component of the Monthly Ongoing Fees is the Component Two Continuing Franchise Fee

{"Compo11ent !"'o _Continuing F_ranchise Fee"), which may be referred to simply as "Broker Fee" on billing
statem~nts or invoices yo_u receive. The Component Two Continuing Franchise Fee is applicable to all
franchi_ses. Except as provided below with respect to "Grandfathered Sales Associates", you will be required to
pay ~EIMAX Regional, as a Component Two Continuing Franchise Fee, the greater of(a) 20% of all Broker
Service Fees you charge your Sales Associates, whether or not you actually collect such fees or (b) an amount
equal to I% of all real estate commissions earned, derived and/or received by or generated from closed real
estate transactions handled by each one of your Sales Associates. This Component Two Continuing Franchise
Fee is due and will be considered late if not received by us by the fifth day of the month immediately following
the date this Component Two Continuing Franchise Fee goes into effect, and by the fifth day of each month
thereafter throughout the remainder of the Term of this Agreement. When this Component Two Continuing
Franchise Fee goes into effect, we recommend, but do not require, that you charge a 5% Broker Service Fee.
We will not assess this Component Two Continuing Franchise Fee with respect to those Sales
Associates who meet the following definition of Grandfathered Sales Associates and whom you opt to designate
as such. "Grandfathered Sales Associates" shall mean Sales Associates (other than those noted below) who (a)
affiliated with your Office prior to May I, 2005 and (b) affiliate with your Office after May I, 2005 so long as
they were affiliated with another RE/MAX office within the 12-month period immediately preceding their
transfer to your Office and their affiliation with their fonner RE/MAX office began prior to May I, 2005;
provided. however. that if you are a new franchisee in a low-density area, no Sales Associates (regardless of
their date of affiliation with the RE/MAX Organization) operating out of that Office may be designated a
Grandfathered Sales Associate. Immediately upon transfer to your Office ofany Sales Associate who is eligible
to be a Grandfathered Sales Associate, you must elect whether or not to designate that Sales Associate as such.
Such designation must be in writing. Ifyou do not immediately make such designation, you will be required to
pay RE/MAX Regional a Component Two Continuing Franchise Fee with respect to that Sales Associate. Once
you bestow upon a Sales Associate the designation of Grandfathered Sales Associate, you may not assess such
Grandfathered Sales Associate a Broker Service Fee nor remove that designation.
(3)

Failure to Establish or Collect Fees.

You understand and acknowledge that your failure to establish or require your Sales Associates to pay
a monthly management fee or a Broker Service Fee, or your failure to actually collect such fees from some or all
of your Sales Associates, does not relieve you of your obligation to remit all Component One Continuing
Franchise Fee and Component Two Continuing Franchise Fee amounts making up the Monthly Ongoing Fees
payable 10 us under this Agreement in a timely manner.
C.

ANNUAL DUES.

The ICA you use must require that each Sales Associate pay International annual dues in the amount of$390 (or
such increased amount as provided below). You agree to enforce the dues payment obligation under the !CA to
compensate International for certain benefits and services afforded by it to you and your Sales Associates and to other
sales associates who are affiliates of the RE/MAX Network. Those benefits and services (the "Benefits a11d Services")
provided by International include, but are not limited to: inclusion of your office name, your personal name and the
names of your Sales Associates in the RE/MAX Referral Roster and participation in the RE/MAX referral network,
subscription and access to RE/MAX Mainstreet and the RE/MAX lntemet based services provided through that website;
subscription to the RE/MAX Times and access 10 the RSN Guide and the right to receive all free RSN programming and
to receive and earn credit for RSN designation programming; eligibility for lntemational's perfol1l'lance awards; eligibility
to receive referrals from RE/MAX Relocation, Inc., and lntemational's Referral Department; rights to register, attend and
participate in [ntemational's annual convention or other programs; and maintenance and protection of the valuable
RE/MAX Marks. If any Sales Associate fails to pay in advance in a timely manner and in full the annual dues billed
directly by International to such Sales Associate, you agree to timely pay such annual dues in full on behalfofsuch Sales
Associate. The first annual dues payment for each Sa 1es As,ociate is deemed tt, be included in the initiation fee, if any,
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and in a~y _case, such initial annual dues must be forwarded by you to International along with the Membership Profile
Fonn withm five days of the date such Sales Associate's license is first registered with the Office or the date the new
Sales Associate is first qualified t? engage in real estate services for the Office, whichever is earlier; and all subsequent
payments shall ?e due to International on or before each anniversary date of the day the initial dues are paid respecting
the Sales Associate. Although Sales Associates may be billed directly by International for these dues, you understand and
acknowledge that such direct billing will not relieve you of your obligation to pay International directly the annual dues
amount for each Sales Associate affiliated with the Office who fails to timely pay their annual dues in full. You
underst~nd, acknowledge and agree that International is a third party beneficiary of your obligation to pay these dues to
lntemauonal. You also understand that International may, once in any calendar year, increase the amount of annual dues
described above to offset its operating expenses. However, the increase will not exceed 20% of the then existing dues
amount. You agree to make all payments due to International under this Section in amounts as International may
designate from time-to-time and you agree to make all payments under this or any other Section of this Agreement to
RE/MAX International, Inc., at P.O. Box 3907, Englewood, Colorado 80155, orto such other address as Intemational
may designate during the Term of this Agreement.

D.

REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING FUNDS.

(I)

Regional Group Advertising Fund.

You agree to pay us a Regional Group Advertising Fund ("RGAF') fee of$75 per month with respect to each
Sales Associate (except that in regard to each licensed assistant, you are responsible to pay only that amount which is
equal to the portion of the ROAF allocated to the RE/MAX International Advertising Development Fund, Inc. as set forth
below. This fee is due and will be considered late if not received by us by the fifth day of the month after the month the
Office opens and by the fifth day of each month throughout the remainder of the Term of this Agreement. You
understand that your failure to collect this fee from some or all Sales Associates does not relieve you ofyour obligation to
remit the required amount to us in a timely manner.

(2)

...

.-::;,1

International Advertising Development Fund.

$40, or such increased amount as International may specify from time-to-time, of the RGAF monthly fee due
with respect to each Sales Associate will be allocated to a separate national advertising and promotion account within the
RE/MAX International Advertising Development Fund, Inc.(" RE/MAX International Advertising Development Fund"
or "TADF'} to be used for purchases of national media advertising and promotion. $5.00 or such increased amount as
International may specify from time-to-time (but such increase not to exceed an additional $5.00 per month in any
calendar year) of the RGAF monthly fee due with respect to each Sales Associate will be allocated to a separate IADF
creative and promotional account to be used for the creation and production of advertising and public relations programs
and materials. $ I of the ROAF monthly fee (or such increased amount as International may specify from time-to-time)
due with respect to each Sales Associate will be allocated to a separate reserve advertising account and will be used for
special, high profile advertising opportunities requiring swift action.
(3)

Use ofRGAF and IADF funds.

All funds within the IADF, and any interest, dividends, capital gains or other income earned on such funds, will
be accounted for separately from other funds of lntemational and will be spent on items relating to the creation,
distribution and placement of advertising and public relations programs and related materials including a small portion
for salaries of employees of the IADF and other administrative expenses reasonably related to the direction and
implementation of the IAOF's advertising purposes. All lADF funds become the non-refundable property of the IAD:.
The remaining funds in the RGAF, and any interest, dividends, capital gains or other income earned on such funds, will
be accounted for separately from our other funds and will be used for institutional advertising and promotion for the
benefit of those RE/MAX offices operating within ourregion. A small portion of the ROAF will be used to pay salaries
of employees of the RGAF and other administrative expenses reasonably related to the direction and implementation of
the RGAF's advertising purposes. All RGAF funds become the non-refundable property of the RGAF. The monthly
RGAF fee due with respect to each Sales Associate may be increased by us once in any calendar year, but not by more
than an additional $30 per month.
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E.

SATELLITE OFFICE FEE.

You agree to pay us a non-refundable $5,000 fee for each Satellite Oft1ce you establish.
F'.

PAYMENT/LATE CHARGES/INTEREST.

If you fail to make any payments to us or International by their due date, you agree to pay us or International as
the c_ase may be: (a} a late charge equal to 20% of the amount owed, or if such rate exceeds the highest rate pennined by
applicable law, then at the highest rate pem1itted by applicable law, to compensate us or International for the additional
administ~tive costs and expenses incurred in handling overdue payments; and (b) simple interest on all amounts owed
b~t unpaid at the rate of 18% per year, or ifsuch rate exceeds the highest rate pennitted under applicable law, then at the
highest rate legally per:mined. lfwe or International are ever deemed to have contracted for, charged or received interest
on any overdue sums man amount that exceeds the amount pennitted under applicable Jaw, then such excess amount
shall be deemed intended for, and will be applied as, payment of outstanding fees or other amounts due under this
Agreement and, ifno such amounts remain outstanding, such excess shall be returned to you.
You agree to comply with any requirement we may impose to the effect that certain or all fees, dues and charges
specified in this Section 6 be paid by wire transfer, direct deposit, automated clearinghouse ("ACH") transfer, or by such
other means and in accordance with such procedures as we may specify from time-to-time.

G.

APPLICATION OF PAYMENTS.

When we or International receive a payment required under this Section 6, we or International have the
unfenered right to apply it as we see fit to any past due indebtedness ofyours under this Section 6, including late charges
or interest due, all without regard to how you designate or direct that a particular payment be applied.
H.

SUSPENSION OF SERVICES.

If you fail to make any pa)ments to us or International as required under this Agreement then, in addition to the
assessment of late charges and interest as set forth above, we and International shall have the right to suspend, during
such period of delinquency, any or all benefits and services set forth under Section 9 of this Agreement as well as any
other benefits and services afforded you as a RE/MAX li-anchisee including, but not limited to: placement in the
RE/MAX Referral Roster and the remax,com web site; access to RE/MAX Mainstreet; subscriptions to the RE/MAX
Times and RSN Guide; eligibility for RE/MAX International performance awards; eligibility to receive referrals from
RE/MAX International Relocation Services, Inc. and [ntemational's Referral Department; and rights to register, attend or
participate in lntemational's annual convention and other conferences. Suspension of these or any other benefits and
services shall not be an exclusive remedy and shall not in any way affect our rights to receive or collect all outstanding
fees, dues and other amounts owed by you or to tenninate this Agreement because of your failure to make payments
required under this Agreement.
I.

SALES ASSOCIATE DEFINED.

For purposes of this Agreement, "Sales Associate'' means each person who possesses a state real estate license
that is registered with the Office or any Satellite Office including, but not limited to, sales associates, broker associates,
brokers, licensed assistants and each broker of record and/or manager.
J.

REPORTING OF SALES ASSOCIATES.

On or before the fifth day of each month, you agree to report to us, on such fonn as we may prescribe from timeto-time, the identity of each Sales Associate who holds a real estate license that is registered with your Office, or that is
lawfully engaged in providing real estate services for you or your Office as of the date you complete the report, and to
submit with such report all payments due with respect to each Sales Associate, as provided in this Section 6. A failure to
report Sales Associates in a timely manner as required by this Subsection 6.J. shall be deemed a material default of an
essential provision of this Agreement that gives us the option of pursuing termination of this Agreement pursuant to
Section 13 or, in the alkmative, accepting payments of back fees and dues, plus any and all applicable late charges and
interest, pursuant to Subsection 6.F. You agree to pay the back fees and dues, plus any and all applicable late charges
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and dues, if RE/MAX Regional offers that alternative to termination.
7.

QUOTA.

You agree to have the following minimum number of Sales Associates in your Office by the dates and during the
periods set forth below ("Quotatt):
l I)
IO (Ten} Sales Associates by the end of the first 12-month period after the Agreement Date
and during each month thereafter through the 24th-month after the Agreement Date;
(2)
15 <Fifteen} Sales Associates commencing the first day following the expiration of the 24month period following the Agreement Date and during each month thereafter through the 36th-month after the
Agreement Date; and
(3)
20 {Twenty) Sales Associates commencing the first day following the expiration of the first
36-month period after the Agreement Date and during each month thereafter through the remainder ofthe Tenn.
Only Sales Associates who have not been affiliated with lhe RE/MAX network ofreal estate offices for at least
twelve months prior to their affiliation with you will be counted towards the satisfaction ofyour Quota requirements set
forth above.
Notwithstanding any failure by you to satisfy your Quota, you will not be excused from the payment of, and you
agree to pay, all Continuing Franchise Fees, advertising fees and contributions and annual dues to us or International as if
you had met your Quota.
8.

BUSINESS IMAGE AND OPERATING STANDARDS.

A.

APPEARANCE OF OFFICE.

You agree to maintain the appearance of the Office consistent with the image of a RE/MAX office business as a
modem, clean, attractive and efficiently operated facility. You agree to take steps as reasonably required from time-totime to maintain such appearance and efficient operation, including, without limitation, interior and exterior repair and
cleaning of the premises of the Office; replacement of wom out or obsolete leasehold improvements, fi.xtures, equipment
or signs; and periodic decorating.

B.

SYSTEM STANDARDS AND OPERATIONS MATERIALS.

We or International will issue to you during the Tenn of the Franchise one or more printed or electronic copies
of an operations manual or manuals or similar materials containing trademark, graphic and other standards,
recommendations, procedures, policies, guidelines, and other information relating to your obligations under this
Agreement, your use of the R.E/MAX Marks and the general operation oflhe Office {the "Operations Materials"). The
entire contents of the Operations Materials will remain confidential and the property of International and must be
returned to us upon expiration or termination of this Agreement. We and International will have the right to add to and
otherwise modify the Operations Materials from time-to-time, if deemed necessary to improve the standards of service or
quality or the efficient operation of the Office, to protect or maintain the goodwill associated with the RE/MAX Marks or
to meet competition. Such additions or modifications may be made by amendment or supplement to the Operations
Materials or by bulletins, notices or other written or electronic materials as we and International may publish from tirneto•time. No such addition or modification, however, shall alter your fundamental status and rights under this Agreement.
This Agreement and the Operations Materials govern certain general aspects (but not the day-to-day operation) of the
Office including, without !imitation:
(I)

general appearance and maintenance of the Office;

(2)

standardization of signs, letterheads, business cards and other similar promotional materials;

(3)

use of the RE/MAX Marks and protection of Confidential Infonnation;
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(4)

types, models and brands of authorized equipment, supplies and approved suppliers;

(5)

use of recommended forms;

(6)

use of computer hardware and software;

(7)

adoption of technological developments or advancements; and

(8)

the addition of new services and modification to existing services.

.
You acknowledge and agree that the development and operation of the Office in accordance with the System,
this Agreement and the Operations Materials is essential to preserve the reputation and high standards of quality and
service of RE/MAX offices and the goodwill associated with the RE/MAX Marks. You further acknowledge and agree
that the recommendations, standards, procedures, policies and guidelines contained in the Operations Materials have been
established for the purpose of preserving such reputation, standards and goodwilJ, but do not, and are not intended to,
govern or control the day-to-day affairs, activities or business of the Office or the means and manner by which you
conduct the operations of the Office, which shall always be your responsibility and subject to your discretion and control.

c.

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND GOOD BUSINESS PRACTICES.

You acknowledge that it is your sole responsibility to secure and maintain in force aU required licenses, pennits
and certificates relating to the operation of the Office and to operate the Office in full compliance with all applicable
laws, ordinances and regulations, including, without limitation, those relating to real estate service businesses, brokers
and salesmen; occupational hazards; health, workers' compensation and unemployment insurance; the Americans with
Disabilities Act; and withholding and payment of federal and state income taxes, social security taxes and sales and
service taxes. All of your advertising and promotion, and the advertising and promotion of your Sales Associates, and
any other advertising and promotion emanating from your Office, must be completely factual and confonn to the highest
standards of ethical advertising.
In all of your dealings with clients, customers, suppliers, us, International and the public, you must adhere to the
highest standards of honesty, integrity, fair dealing and ethical conduct. You agree to promptly respond to all complaints
received from your customers, clients or other individuals, in an attempt to resolve any disputes in a reasonable business
manner. You agree to refrain, and to ensure that your Sales Associates and any other persons affiliated with your Office
refrain, from any business or advertising practice which may be injurious to our or lntemational's business and the
goodwill associated with the RE/MAX Marks and other RE/MAX offices. You agree to notify us in writing within five
days of the receipt of any notice of violation of any law, ordinance, or regulation relating to the Office, or the
commencement of any action, suit or proceeding, or of the issuance of any order, writ, injunction, award or decree of any
court, agency or other governmental instrumentaJity, which may adversely affect you or your financial condition or the
operation of the Office.

D.

lNSURANCE.

You shall at all times during the Term of the Franchise, and any renewals thereof, maintain in force at your sole
expense the following insurance coverage:
( l)

Workers' compensation insurance for employees in amounts prescribed by law;

(2)
Comprehensive general liability insurance insuring against claims for bodily and personal
injury, and death and property damage, caused by or occurring in conjunction with the operation of the Office or
otherwise in conjunction with the conduct of business by you pursuant to the Franchise, in the face amount of
not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence or claim;
(3)

Umbrella commercial liability insurance in the face amount of not less than one million

dollars ($1,000,000) aggregate;
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(4)

Errors and omissions insurance in the face amount of not less than one million dollars

{$1,000,000) per occurrence or claim;

(5)
You must also maintain automobile liability insurance covering each vehicle titled or leased in
the name of the Franchise or any of its Owners and used at any time for the business of the Franchise. You shall
ensure tha~ each such automobile liability insurance policy names us and International (and our respective
officers. directors, and employees) as additional insureds, contains a waiver by the insurance carrier of all
subr~gati~n rights against us, International, and other panies covered by the insurance and provides that we
rec~1ve thirty (30) days prior written notice oftennination, expiration, cancellation or modification of such
poh~Y-. ~ach such automobile liability insurance policy must have (i) a combined single limit ofliability for
bodily mJury and property damage ofat least $500,000; or (ii) bodily injury liability insurance having limits of
~t least $250,_000 .JX:r person and a minimum of $500,000 per occurrence and property damage liability
msurance havmg hmus of at least$ I 00,000 per occurrence; and
(6)
A commercial, hired, non-owned automobile policy in the face amount ofat least one million
dollars($ i ,000,000).

All insurance policies required to be obtained pursuant to this provision shall name us and International (and our
respective officers, directors and employees) as additional insureds, contain a waiver by the insurance carrier of all
subrogation rights against us and other parties covered by the insurance and shall provide that we receive 30 days prior
written notice of termination, expiration, cancellation or modification of any such policy.
All insurance coverage required pursuant to this subsection shall be maintained under one or more policies of
insurance of the types, and containing such terms and conditions, as are specified from time-to-time by us and issued by
insurance carriers approved by us. Your insurance policies must be with an insurance company that has a current A.M.
Best's rating of at least an A- and an A.M. Best's financial size category of at least XI I.
As you acquire Sales Associates and employees, you must secure endorsements, on fonns acceptable to us,
covering such Sales Associates and employees with insurance. We may from time-to-time increase the minimum amount
of coverage required under any policy, and require different or additional kinds ofinsurance to reflect inflation, identi•
fication of new risks, changes in law or standards of liability, higher damage awards or other relevant changes in
circumstances.

You must also ensure that each Sales Associate in your Office obtains automobile liability insurance covering
each vehicle used at any time by the Sales Associate for the business of the Franchise or Sales Associate. You shall use
your best efforts to ensure that each such automobile liability insurance policy names us and International (and our
respective officers, directors, and employees) as additional insureds, contains a waiver by the insurance carrier of all
subrogation rignts against us, International, and other parties covered by the insurance and provides that we receive thirty
(30) days prior written notice of tennination, expiration, cancellation or modification of such policy. Each such
automobile liability insurance policy must have (i) a combined single limit ofliability for bodily injury and property
damage of at least $500,000; or (ii) bodily injury liability insurance having limits of at least $250,000 per person and a
minimum of $500,000 per occurrence and property damage liability insurance having limits of at !east $100,000 per
occurrence,
You must furnish to us a copy of the certificate of or other evidence of the procurement, renewal or extension of
each above referenced insurance policy at !east thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of such procurement, renewal
or extension. If you at any time fail or refuse to maintain in effect any insurance coverage required by us, or to furnish
satisfactory evidence of such insurance, we may, at our option and in addition to any other rights and remedies we may
have under this Agreement, obtain such insurance coverage on your behalf, although we are under no obligation to do so.
You agree to fully cooperate with us in our efforts to obtain such insurance policies, promptly execute any and all forms
or instrumenLS required to obtain any such insurance, allow any inspections of the premises of the Office which are
required to obtain such insurance, and reimburse us, on demand, any costs and premiums incurred by us.
With regard to errors and omissions insurance, you agree to purchase an extended reporting period endorsement
(also knov. n as tails insurance) covering a period of three (3) years after the expiration, termination or transfer of this
Agreement, which endorsement shall be consistent with all of the conditio1:s set fmh in this Subsection for errors and
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omissions insurance coverage, including without limitation, the requirement to name us and International as additional
insureds .
. Youroblig~tio~ to obtain and maintai~ the insurance described above shall not be limited in any way by reason
of any insurance mamtamed by us or lntemauonal, nor will your perfonnance of such obligations relieve you of any
obligations under Section 5 of this Agreement.

E.

ORGANIZATION OF FRANCHISE OWNER.

Ifyou are a Business Entity, you represent and warrant to us that you are duly organized and validly existing in
good standing under the laws of the state ofyour incorporation, organization, or registration, that you have the authority
to execute, deliver and carry out all of the terms of this Agreement, and that during the Term of this Agreement the only
business you (i.e., the Business Entity) will conduct will be the development, ownership and operation of the Office. You
and each Owner represent, warrant and agree that all "interests" (defined in Subsection 12. B. below) in Franchise Owner
are owned in the amount and manner described in Exhibit A, that all information set forth on Exhibit A is true and
accurate and that the shareholders, partners, members, officers and directors of the Business Entity are fully described
therein. You and each Owner further represent, warrant and agree to amend Exhibit A to keep it accurate and current at
all times, and to promptly provide us with all amendments of Exhibit A. You shall provide us with copies of your
certificate of incorporation, registration or articles oforganization, as the case may be, as well as copies of your by-laws,
partnership or operating agreements, buy-sell agreements and any other relevant documents wc request. The articles of
incorporation, by-laws, articles of organization, partnership agreement and other organizational documents of such
Business Entity shall recite that the issuance and transfer of any interest therein is restricted by the terms of Section 12 of
this Agreement and al I issued and outstanding stock certificates or certificate of membership interest or other evidence of
ownership of any such Business Entity shall bear the following clause restricting transfer:
"The transfer of this stock (or other interest) is subject to the terms and conditions of the franchise
agreement between this corporation (or other entity) and RE/MAX Mountain States Region. These
restrictions prohibit transfer without the prior written approval ofRFJMAX Mountain States Region."

F.

MANAGEMENT OF THE OFFICE.

You or one of your principal Owners agree at all times to hold a valid state real estate broke.r license or to secure
the services of a validly licensed real estate broker under whose license the Office will be conducted (the "manager").
Such person shall devote his or her full time and best efforts to the management and supervision of the Office. You agree
10 ensure that all of your Sales Associates are supervised by the manager, and that the manager will be charged with
responsibility for continuing personal guidance, oversight, day-to-day management, orientation, instruction and
supervision of your Sales Associates, and for receipt and timely, appropriate processing of requests, repons or complaints
respecting the conduct and professional perfonnance of your Sales Associates. You and the manager shall scrupulously
observe and adhere to your state's regulations affecting real estate brokers and salesmen. You agree to respond promptly
to cus1omer complaints and shall take such other steps as may be required to insure positive customer relations.
G.

TRAINING.

You or one of your principal Owners shall, at your expense, attend in its entirety and successfully complete,
prior to the opening of the Office or within 30 days of the Agreement date, whichever is sooner, the next scheduled
RE/MAX Management Training Course conducted for new RE/MAX office franchisees by International in Denver,
Colorado or such other place as International shall reasonably designate. In addition, prior to renewal of the Franchise,
you or one of your principal Owners shall, at your expense, complete the RE/MAX Broker/Owner Advanced Education
Course or other training required by us (or provide us with evidence that you or such Owner has satisfied requirements
equivalent to such course or training).

H.

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS.

You agree that you and each of your Sales Associates will join and remain a member in good standing and
cornp;y with the by-laws and rul:s and regulations ofa local Board of REAL TORS® (or comparable organization) and,
where available, you will become and remain a participant in a board owned multiple listing service. You also agree that
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you and your Sales Associates will .ibide by the Code of Ethics of the National Association of REAL TORS®.
I.

RE/MAX REFERRAL SYSTEM.

You acknowledge the importance of the RE/MAX Referral System as an integral part of the System and to the
success of RE/~AX office~. Accordingly, you will refer requests for real estate services in another city to a RE/MAX
office for that city. If there 1s no RE/MAX office located in such city, you will refer each such request to Intemational's
Referral Department. International will establish procedures and make appropriate forms available to facilitate refemls
between you and other RE/MAX offices and RE/MAX Affiliates.
You agree not to offer, or allow any ofyour Sales Associates to offerto members of the RE/MAX organization,
or to engage or to allow any of your Sales Associates to engage in the business of offering to consumers or other industry
practitioners, any office or agent locator or referral service which uses the RE/MAX Referral Roster or which competes
with the services made generally available by International to the RE/MAX network as a benefit of affiliation. This
provision shall not be construed to prohibit or discourage (i) any RE/MAX Affiliate from referring a local real estate
brokerage customer or client to any other RE/MAX Affiliate anywhere in the world; (ii) the creation of RE/MAX agent to
RE/MAX agent reciprocal referral relationships between two geographic areas or two cities; (iii) any RE/MAX Affiliate
from advertising or promoting himseltiherselfas a provider of real estate brokerage services in his/her local real estate
market; or (iv) any RE/MAX Affiliate from inviting or soliciting referrals to himself/herself for real estate brokerage
services in his/her local market area.
J.

BROKER/OWNER COUNCIL.

You agree to join, maintain membership at your expense, and actively participate in any Broker/Owner Council
we may establish. You agree to abide by all rules and regulations as may be established for the Council, including any
decision reached in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Council. The Broker/Owner Council is a group
comprised of all broker/owners within the region who meet on a regular basis throughout the year to discuss common
issues that affect them, and to exchange ideas on topics such as education, advertising, public relations, communications
und current issues affecting the real estate industry.

K.

/);

~

SVPPLIES AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS.

International prescribes standards respecting the nature and quality of the supplies and promotional materials
that bear the RE/MAX Marks that you use in the operation and promotion of the Office. Although neither you nor your
Sales Associates are required to purchase supplies or promotional materials ftorn a source approved by [ntemational, we
encourage you to do so. If you or your Sales Associates obtain supplies or promotional materials from sources other than
a source approved by International, you agree to ensure that they are ofat least the same quality as are available from
sources approved by International. You shall ensure that all such materials and supplies, including without limitation, all
advertising, promotional and marketing materials and all stationery and signage that you use or that are used by your
Sales Associates comply with the standards and guidelines established by us or International for proper use of the
RE/MAX Marks including, without limitation, the standards and guidelines set forth in the Trademark Manual. You
understand and agree that neither we nor International assume any liability for the acts or omissions, or guarantees the
perfonnance, of any supplier, whether approved or not.
L.

MODIFICATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS TO SYSTEM.

International may change the System or any part of the System at any time, and such changes shall become part
of the System referred to in this Agreement. Any improvements in the System that may be developed by you shall be
dedicated, conveyed to and become the sole and exclusive propeny oflntemational, which will have the right to adopt
and perfect such improvements without compensation to you.
M.

REAL ESTATE LISTINGS ON REMAX.COM.

In order to promote and enhance the RE/MAX name and to encourage members of the public to use RE/MAX
real esta,~ scrv•ces, lntema•ional has developed and hosts the web site remax.com. Among the services and types of
infonnation available at rcmax.com is a database of real estate listir,gs omred through RE/MAX offices throughout the
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RE/MAX ~etwork. You understand and acknowledge that one of the purposes of this database is to encourage members
of the pubhc to use remax.com as a source of infonnation for their real estate needs and that the success of the database
in attracting consumers to rem ax.corn depends on full participation by all RE/MAX offices. Accordingly, you agree that
unless instructed othenvise by the client, you will give any authority, consent or instructions required, and otherwise use
you_r best efforts, to ensure that all of your Office real estate listings, including those of your Sales Associates, are made
a var lab le to remax.com and that neither you nor your Sales Associates will decline, or opt out of, any opportunity to have
e_ach such listing entered on or forwarded to remax.com. With respect to pictures or other media that you supply to us
~ including those intended for use in listings on remax.com), to the extentthe copyright of any such picture or other media
1s owned by you, you grant us a fully paid up and royalty-free license and right to use and sublicense such pictures and
other media for any purpose we deem appropriate in any media now in existence or hereafter created. To the extent that
you do not own the copyright in such pictures or other media, you represent and warrant that you have permission to use
such pictures and other media and to authorize the uses contemplated by this paragraph, and agree to indemnify and hold
us hannless against any claims by any third party that our use infringes upon such third party's rights.

N.

MAINTAINING INDEPENDENCE, A VOIDING CONFUSION AND ADVERTISING
COMMISSIONS.

You should maintain the independence of your Office in determining the commission rates charged. You and
your Sales Associates shall refrain from any comment, advertising, or other conduct that could lead consumers to believe
that the commission rates or fees of RE/MAX offices or agents are unifonn, set at any specific level, or are not
negotiable. In order to avoid consumer confusion about commission rates and fees and in marketing services to be
rendered, the advertising of commission rates and fees is discouraged. However, in the event that you elect to advertise
commission rates or fees, or allow others affiliated with your Office to advertise commission rates or fees, and the
advertisement includes the RE/MAX name and/or RE/MAX marks, the advertisement shall also include the following
notice to 1he public in a typeface at least one-half the size of the largest typeface used in the advertisement to specify the
commission rates or fees being offered: "Different commission rates. fees and listing and marketing services may be
oflercd by other RE/MAX Franchisees and sales associates serving this market area." In addition, it shall be the
responsibility of the party advertising commission rates or fees to ensure that potential clients fully understand the listing
and marketing services that will be provided by that party in the market area.

o.

REPRESENTATION AND COVENANT CONCERNING TERRORISM.

You and your Owners acknowledge that the President of the United States of America has issued Executive
Order 13224 (the "Execurlve Order") prohibiting transactions with terrorists and terrorist organizations and that the
government of the United States has adopted and may in the future adopt other anti-terrorism measures (the "A11tlTerrorism Measure.f"). RE/MAX Regional, therefore, requires certain certifications 1hat the parties with whom it deals
are not directly or indirectly involved in terrorism.
Therefore, you and your Owners certify that neither you nor any of your employees, Sales Associates or
representatives nor any other person or entity associated with your Office is:
(I)

a person or entity listed in 1he Annex to the Executive Order; or

(2)
a person or entity otherwise detennined pursuant to the Executive Order to have committed
acts of terrorism or to pose a significant risk of committing acts of terrorism (such a person or entity and those
persons and entities listed in the Annex to the Executive Order are referred to herein as "Terrorists"); or

(3)
a person or entity who assists, sponsors or who supports Terrorists or acts of Terrorism
("Spo11sorl· of Terrorism"); or
(4)

owned or controlled by Terrorists or Sponsors of Terrorism.

Furthennore, you and your Owners covenant that neither you or your Owners, nor any of your employees, Sa!i:s
Associates or representatives nor any other person or entity associated with your Office shall, during the Tenn ofth1s
Agreement, become a persor. or en1lty de,cribed in cir.use (l ), (2) or (3) above, or shall otherwise become a targetofany
A;ti-Terrorism Measure. Should you or any of your Owners, or any employee, Sales Associate, or any representative rf
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your Of!ice, violate this provision, RE/MAX Regional will have the right to immediately terminate this Agreement (see
Subsection 13.B.(11 )).

9.

GUIDANCE AND ASSISTANCE.

A.

TRAINING.

You or your Owner responsible for the Office will be provided with a mandatory five-day training program at
the he~dquarters of International prior to the opening of the Office. The training program will cover the broad
operauonaJ spectrum of a RE/MAX office franchise including, but not limited to: office and business establishment,
recruiting and gro~h methods, fiscal management, internal and external promotion, support staff training and exposure
to approved suppliers and standards. Teaching methods and tools utilized will include: operations manuals, the recruiting
p~ese.ntation series, extensive audio and visual materials, slides and overhead usage. Additional techniques and training
aids 1~cl~de blank fonns for record keeping and fiscal management, stationery, sales aids and personal promotion
material, mdependent contractor agreement examples, suggested advertising examples and criteria, and public relations
articles. Other than materials of general usage, such as the slide presentation, you or your Owner attending the training
program will be entitled to use the materials and fonns distributed, on a loan basis only. These materials must be
returned to us upon tennination or expiration of this Agreement.
D.

OPENING ASSISTANCE.

Prior to the opening of the Office, we will make available to you standards, operating procedures, policies and
guidelines to familiarize you with the System and to assist you in the opening of the Office. These materials will also
provide you with guidelines for standardi2ation of signs, letterheads, sales, promotion, office design and other similar
materials. In addition, if requested, we will assist you, at your expense, with your open house, office design and layout,
conversion of sales staff, meeting with the Board of REALTORS®, meeting with the real estate commission, and with
your initial publicity and advertising campaign.

C.

ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION.

We will collect monies paid to, control and administer the Regional Group Advertising Fund described in
Subsection 6.D. of this Agreement. We will have the unfettered right to allocate these funds towards maintenance and
administration of the fund and the preparation and placement oflocal or regional advertising materials, programs and
public relations activities. Suell advertising will be disseminated through television, radio, billboard, magazine,
newspaper and other media campaigns. We will also collect monies for allocation to the RE/MAX International
Advertising Development Fund described in Subsection 6.D. of this Agreement. International will control and administer
the RE/MAX International Advertising Development fund. You understand thatthe Regional Group Advertising Fund
administered by us and the RE/MAX International Advertising Development Fund administered by International are
intended to maximize general public recognition of the RE/MAX Marks and the System and services offered by
RE/MAX offices. Neither we nor International undertake any obligation to ensure that expenditures by the Regional
Group Advertising Fund or the RE/MAX International Advertising Development Fund (together, referred to as the
"Funds") are proportionate or equivalent to the contribution to these Funds by RE/MAX offices or that any RE/MAX
office will benefit directly or in proportion to its contribution to these Funds from the development of advertising and
marketing materials or the placement of advertising by these Funds. Neither we nor International has any fiduciary
obligations to you or any other RE/MAX office in connection with the establishment of these Funds or the collection,
control or administration of monies paid into them and we and International expressly disavow the existence of any such
fiduciary relationship.

D.

CONSULTATION AND EDUCATIONAL COURSES.

We will make available to you at the Office, on a reasonable basis, consultation and guidance relating to the
management and operation of the Office. We will have the right to charge you, and you agree to pay our per diem rate
and all travel, lodging, meals and related expenses i:icurred by us for any consulting services provided to you beyond the
services ordinarily provided by us to RE/MAX offices. The time and frequency of any such services will be subject to
the avai:ability of our personnel. In addition, from time-to-time, various educational courses and other assistance will be
made available in such areas as fiscal management, office operations. recruiting and retention of Sales Associates and
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financial planning.
E.

SYSTEM RECOGNITION AND PROMOTION.

We will encourage through our efforts and in conjunction with the efforts of International the use of the
RE/MAX Marks and the System and RE/MAX real estate services on a national and international basis. To this end
International has established and maintains a national and international referral system which wi11 be made available t~
you and in which you will be obligated to participate.
F.

CONVENTIONS AND SEMINARS.

You will be entitled to attend annual conventions held by International and conferences conducted by us or
International designed to enhance the image of the System and to assist franchisees in recruiting potential Sales
Associates and to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and infonnation on the operation of RE/MAX offices.
Attendance at al I such conventions and conferences is highly recommended. You wil I be responsib]e for payment of all
travel, meals and lodging expenses if you elect to attend these conventions and conferences and will be charged a
registration fee, currently ranging from $315-$800 per person, which incJudes educational, conference and registration
materials. Nominal fees or charges may also be assessed for a variety of other social functions, as well as for educational
and certification classes for obtaining professional credits.

G.

CATALOGS AND PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS.

You will be entitled to receipt of any publications produced and distributed by International to recognize the
achievements of RE/MAX Sales Associates and to highlight recent and future events that are of interest to RE/MAX
Affiliates. Additionally, Jntemational currently publishes and makes available to all members of the System, an
Approved Supplier Catalog and an online web roster (the "RE/MAX Referral Roster") on RE/MAX Mainstreet. All
infonnation contained in the Catalog and RE/MAX Referral Roster is owned by Intemational and is considered
confidential and proprietary.
I 0.

RECORDS AND REPORTS.
A.

ACCOUNTING AND RECORDS.

During the Term, you agree to establish and maintain record keeping and accounting systems conforming to the
requirements prescribed by us from time-to-time. All books and records of the Office shall be maintained at the
Premises.

B.

REPORTS.

You agree to furnish us in the fom1 we prescribe from time-to-time: (I) within 5 days after the close of each
calendar month a statement listing each Sales Associate whose license is registered with your Office and, for each Sales
Associate, the gross commissions earned and the number of transactions closed; (2) within 60 days afterthe close ofyour
fiscal year for federal income tax purposes, a financial statement containing a balance sheet and results of operations,
including gross sales and revenues for such year; and (3) such other reports as we may prescribe from time-to-time. All
reports, financial statements and information shall be on forms prescribed or approved by us and shalt be verified and
signed by you and your chief financial officer,
11.

INSPECTIONS AND AUDITS.
A.

ACCESS TO RECORDS.

To determine whether you are complying with this Agreement, we will have the right at any time during business
hours, and upon notice as provided below, to inspect, audit and copy, or cause to be inspected, audited and copied, at
your Office or such other place where your records may be located, the business and accounting records of the Office,
in.;ludin 1 but not limited to closed property transaction files, journals, orders, receipts, and other data relating to the
operatio; of your Office, including the books and records of: (i) ar.y business whose fonds may be commingled with the
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funds of the Office; (ii) any business operated at the same location as the Office; or {iii) any other business using the
Marks. As part of any such inspection and audit, we also have the right to interview Office personnel and staff, and
conduct such other tests, reviews and inspections deemed desirable by us. You will cooperate, and you must ensure that
everyone affiliated with your Office cooperates, with us or our representatives (including but not limited to independent
accountants) that may be hired by us to conduct such inspection, interviews or audit, and you will pennit us or our
representatives to take photographs, videos, or other electronic recordings of the Office.
We will provide you with not less than 48 hours advance notice of any inspection and audit, except if a
circumstance arises where we believe that criminal, unethical or other activity that adversely affects--0r is likely to
adversely affect-the reputation or image of the RE/MAX name or the goodwill associated with the RE/MAX Marks is
occuning in your Office. In such event, we shall have the right at any time during business hours, without notice to you,
to conduct an inspection and/or audit of the business and accounting records of your Office.

B.

AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF RECORDS.

You authorize any federal, local or state body regulating or supervising real estate brokerage practices to release
to us all records and infonnation it maintains for your Office including the names of Sales Associates licensed with your
Office, complaints filed against you or anyone affiliated with your Office or information pertaining to any disciplinary
actions taken against you or anyone affiliated with your Office. You also authorize us to conduct a criminal background
check on you or anyone affiliated with your Office if we have reason to believe any criminal or unethical activity is
occurring in your Office or ifwe have reason to believe that other activity is occurring in your Office that adversely
affects or is likely to adversely affect the reputation or image of the RE/MAX name or the goodwill associated with the
RE/MAX Marks. You agree to fully cooperate with us in accessing information maintained by the regulatory authorities
or conducting criminal background checks and, to that end, you agree to provide us with such information, execute such
documents or take such other action as we deem necessary.

C.

UNDERSTATEMENT OF AMOUNTS OWED/COSTS OF INSPECTION OR AUDIT.

In the event any such inspection or audit reveals an understatement of any fees, payments or amounts owed to us
or International, you must pay, within IO days after receipt of the inspection or audit report, all such fees, payments or
amounts plus interest at the rate provided in Subsection 6.F. hereof from the date originally due until the date ofpayment.
F'unher, in the event an inspection or audit is made necessary by your failure to furnish reports, supporting records, or
other information, as required by this Agreement, orto furnish reports, records, and information on a timely basis, or ifan
understatement of any amounts owed to us or International for any three-month period is determined by the audit or
inspection to be greater than 5%, or if the inspection reveals other conduct that is in any way unlawful or in breach of this
Agreement, you must reimburse us for the cost of the audit or inspection, including, without limitation, the charges of any
our representatives (including but not limited to independent accountants) and the travel expenses, room and board, and
compensation of our employees. The foregoing remedies are in addition to all other remedies and rights we may have
under this Agreement or under applicable Jaw.
12.

TRANSFER AND ASSIGNMENT PROVISIONS.
A.

TRANSFER BY RE/MAX REGIONAL.

This Agreement is fully transferable by us and will inure to the benefit of any person or entity to whom it is
transferred, or to any other legal successor to our interest in this Agreement. Following the effective date of~sf~r or
assignment, you shall look solely to the transferee or assignee, and not to us, for the performance of all obl1gat1ons
contained in this Agreement. We will not be required to obtain your consent in connection with any such transfer or
assignment.
8.

NO TRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT BY YOU OR YOUR OWNERS WITHOUT APPROVAL.

You understand and acknowledge that the rights and dut ics created by this Agreement are personal to you, or if
you arc a Bu,iness ;~ntity, your Owners, and :hat we have entered into this Agreement in reliance upon the individual or
collective character, skill, aptitude, business ability, and financial capacity of you or, if appropriate, your Own<!rs.
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Accordi~gly, neither this Agreement, the Franchise, all or a substantial portion ofthe assets of the Franchise or Office,

?0 r_ any interest (as defined below) belonging to you or your Owners may be voluntarily, involuntarily, directly or
indirectly, sold, leased, conveyed, given away, subfranchised, sublicensed, pledged, mortgaged, assigned, transferred,
encumbered or otherwise disposed of by you or your Owners (including, without limitation, by will, inheritance,
declaration of or transfer in trust or by operation of law) without our prior written approval. Any such assignment,
transfer or encumbrance without such approval shall have no effect and shall constitute a breach of this Agreement. A
transfer of ownership of the Franchise or Office (or its assets) may only be made in conjunction with a transfer of this
Agreement. for purposes of this Section and any other Section of this Agreement, an "i11teres1" shall mean shares of your
stock or securities convertible into shares of your stock (if you are a corporation); proprietorship, partnership,
membership or other interest (if you are a proprietorship, partnership, limited liability company or other type ofbusiness
entity); or any other equitable or legal right in or to any shares of such stock or in any such proprietorship, partnership,
membership or other interest. Any unauthorized sale, lease, conveyance, gift, subfranchise, sub license, pledge, mortgage,
assignment, transfer or encumbrance by operation oflaw or otherwise, or any attempt to do so, shall be deemed void and
grounds for us to terminate this Agreement.
C.

Q

CONDITIONS FOR TRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT OF LESS THAN CONTROLLING
INTEREST.

If you, or if you are a Business Entity, your Owners, propose to transfer or assign any interest or interests
totaling. in the aggregate, less than a controlling interest, we will not unreasonably wilhl1old our consent to such transfer
or assignment to persons who meet our qualifications for owners of RE/MAX offices, although we reserve the right to
impose reasonable conditions as a prerequisite for receiving our approval. Such conditions may include some or all of
the conditions set forth in Subsection 12.D. below, as we deem appropriate under the circumstances, except that we will
not charge a transfer fee for any permitted assignment or transfer wtder this Subsection 12.C. "Controlling interest'' shall
be defined to be any interest greater than 50% ownership interest in a proprietorship, partnership or limited liability
company or other type of business entity or, if a corporation, any interest greater than 50% of the equity and voting power
of all issued and outstanding capital stock.

D.

CONDITIONS FOR TRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT OF AGREEMENT OR
CONTROLLING INTEREST IN FRANCHISE OWNER.

Provided we do not exercise our right of first refusal pursuant to Subsection 12.H., if you or your Owners,
propose to transfer or assign this Agreement, the Franchise, the assets ofthe Franchise or Office or a controlling interest
(as defined above), we will not unreasonably withhold our consent provided you or your Owners, as appropriate, submit
to us in connection with the request for our consent such financial and other infonnation we prescribe demonstrating that
the transferee(s) or assignee(s) have sufficient business experience, aptitude, qualifications and financial resources in our
judgment to operate the Office and that they otherwise meet our criteria for ownership of a RE/MAX franchise. Because
we have historically placed great value on developing business relationships with, and have relied on the personal skills
of, individual franchise owners, we have generally pcnnitted transfers or assignments only to individuals or entities
closely owned or held by such individuals. In addition, our franchise agreements prohibit, and we have traditionally
refused to permit, franchisees from engaging in competitive businesses. Moreover, we have historically declined
transfers or assignments to competitors or entities controlled by or directly or indirectly affiliated with competitors or
organizations in which conflicts of interest may arise, or for which their RE/MAX real estate office will not be their
principal focus. Accordingly, it shall not be deemed unreasonable for us, and we expressly reserve the unfettered right,
(i) to withhold our consent to proposed transfers or assignments to institutions (whether held publicly or privately)
including, by way of example only, banking or other financial institutions, mutual fund companies an? insurance
companies, mortgage companies and title companies; and (ii) to withhold our consent to transfers or assignment~ to
individuals or entities offering products or services that directly or indirectly compete with the products or services
offered by RE/MAX offices, RE/MAX Regional or International, or that are designed to bolster other business activities
as opposed to focusing primarily on the RE/MAX real estate brokerage business, including without limitation, real estate,
mortgage, title, insurance, relocation or franchising services.
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In addition, all of the following conditions must be met before or at the time of such assignment or transfer
or as we may designate:
( l)
you and your Owners must be in compliance with the tenns and conditions of this Agreement
and any other franchise agreements you or your Owners may have with us;
(2),
~ou must submit to us for our review and prior approval all proposed transfer or assignment
documents, mcludmg any purchase and sale agreements to be executed in connection with such transfer or
assignment;
. (3)
you must pay any amounts owed to us or International which are unpaid, including the entire
unpaid balance of any promissory note with us or International and any interest due on such note;
(4)
the transferee(s) or assignee(s} must meet our then current subjective and objective standards
for new franchisees, including, if then applicable, those relating to relevant experience, education and licensing,
background and past record cf compliance with laws, financial capacity, skills, integrity and other qualities of
character. The transferee(s) or assignee(s) must also execute a form authorizing RE/MAX Regional to obtain a
consumer report and to conduct a credit and background check;
(5)
the transferee(s) or assignee(s), if appropriate as detennined by us, must agree to attend and
complete the RE/MAX Management Training Course then being offered by International;

(6)
if your lease or sublease for the Premises requires it, the Lessor must have consented to the
assignment of the lease or sublease of the Premises to the transferee(s) or assignee(s):
(7)
you must pay us a transfer fee equal to $2,500 and escrow with us any amounts deemed
necessary by us to cover any additional costs we may incur in connection with such transfer or assignment:
(8)
you and your Owners must execute a transfer or assignment agreement and a full genera\
release (in a fonn satisfactory to us) of any and all claims against us and our officers, directors, employees,
affiliates and agents and against International and its officers, directors, employees, affiliates and agents;
(9)
the transferee(s) or assignee(s) must execute a new franchise agreement with us in the form we
are then customarily using in the grant of franchises for RE/MAX offices (including any transfer addendwn then
being used by us), which agreement and any transfer addendum shall supersede this Agreement and may have
different terms than this Agreement, including, without limitation, higher fees, advertising contributions and
quotas. The new Franchise Agreement shall provide for a term coinciding with the remainder of the Tenn;
(10)
you must submit to us current, accurate financial statements and other documents of the
proposed transferee(s) or assignee(s) sufficient to enable us to detennine and to either approve or disapprove, in
our sole discretion, the character, creditworthiness, business experience, professional credentials and ethical
background of the proposed transferee(s) or assignee(s); and

( 11)
the transferee(s) or assignee(s) must execute and deliver to us a transfer agreement, personal
guaranty and such other documents as we may require or deem important or desirable to the preservation and
protection of our rights.
Any addendum, amendment or other modification to this Agreement that grants to you any type or kind
of territorial rights is not transferable or assignable and will not become a part of the franchise relationship
between RE/MAX Regional and the transferee(s) or assignec(s),

E.

DEATH OR DISABILITY.

Upon the death or permanent disability of you or an Owner, the executor, administrator, conservator or other
personal representative of 5uch person must transfer his/her interest in this Agreement and the Franchise within a
reasonable time, not 10 exceed six months from the date of death or pennanent disability, to a person we have approved
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Such_ t~ansfers, in~luding, without limitation, transfers by a will or by inheritance, will be subject to all the tenns and
cond1uons for ass1_gnments a~d transfers c~ntained i~ this Agree~enr, including but not limited to our right of first refusal
as set forth below m Sub~ection 12.H. Dunng that six-month penod, the Office must be under the primary supervision of
a mai:iager who has a vahd state real estate broker license and otherwise meets our management qualifications. Failure to
appomt such a manager or to dispose of such interest within that six-month period of time will constitute grounds for
termination under this Agreement.

F.

TRANSFER TO A BUSINESS ENTITY,

If you are in full compliance with this Agreement. we will not unreasonably withhold our approval of a
proposed assignment or transfer of this Agreement to a Business Entity provided you, or if there is more than one of you,
all of you together, maintain and own a controlling interest (as defined above) in the Business Entity and, if you have not
already done so, you execute a Guaranty and Assumption of Obligations. in the form prescribed by us, in which you
personally guarantee and agree to be bound by, and responsible for the perfonnance of, all of the terms, conditions,
covenants and obligations under this Agreement. In addition, we reserve the right to impose reasonable conditions as a
prerequisite for receiving our approval to any proposed assignment or transfer to a Business Entity. Such conditions may
include some or all of the conditions set forth in Subsection 12.D. above, as we deem appropriate under the
circumstances, except that we will not charge a transfer fee for any permitted assignment or transfer under this Subsection
12.F. that occurs within one year of the Agreement Date. In the case of assignment or transfer of this Agreement to a
Business Entity, the Business Entity shall conduct no business other than the business of the Office and must be managed
by one of the principal owners of the Business Entity or a manager as defined in Subsection 8.F. All Business Entities
must comply fully with Subsection 8.E. of this Agreement. The articles ofincorporation, by-laws, articles of partnership,
partnership agreement and other organizational documents of the Business Entity shall recite that the issuance and
transfer of any interest therein is restricted by the terms of this Section 12 and al I issued and outstanding stock certificates
of any corporation shall bear a legend reflecting or referring to the restrictions of this Section 12. Transfers of shares or
of partnership, membership or other interests will be subject to the provisions of this Section 12.

0.

EFFECT OF APPROVAL OF TRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT.

Our consent to a transfer or assignment of any interest subject to the restrictions of this Section 12 shall not
constitute a waiver of any claims we may have against the transferor or assignor under this Agreement, nor shall it be
deemed a waiver of our right to demand exact compliance with any of the terms or conditions of the new franchise
agreement by the assignec(s) or transferee(s).

H.

RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL.

Except as otherwise provided in Section 12, your right, and/or any of your Owners' rights, to transfer or assign
this Agreement, the Franchise, the assets of the Franchise or Office or a controlling interest (as defined above), shall be
subject to our right of first refusal which shall be exercised in the following manner:
( 1)
You and/or your Owners must provide us with a wrinen notice setting forth (i) all of the terms
and conditions of any bonajlde offer relating to a proposed transfer or assignment (the purchase price and tenns
must reflect the bona fide price offered and not a value for any other property or rights), and (ii) all available
infonnation concerning the proposed transferee(s) or assignee(s).

(2)
Within thirty (30) business days of our receipt of such notice and all accompanying
information reasonably necessary to evaluate the offer (or ifwe request additional infonnation, within thirty
(30) days after receipt of such additional infonnation), we shall notify you and/or your Owners of one of the
following:
We will exercise our right of first refusal as provided herein; or
a.
b.
We grant our consent to such transfer or assignment to the proposed transferee or
assignee as stated in the notice; or

c.
We do not exercise our right of first refusal and do not consent to a transfer or
assignment to the proposed transferee or assignee.
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.
(3)
If we elect to exercise our right of first refusal: a) we, or our designee, shall purchase the
interests and/or assets proposed to be transferred or assigned on the same terms and conditions as set forth in the
bona fide _offer; provided, however, that we or our designee may substitute cash for any form of payment
proposed m such offer; b) our or that of our designee's credit shall be equal to the credit of any proposed
purchaser, and we or our designee shall have not less than ninety (90) days from the date we exercised ourright
offirst refusal to consummate the transaction; and c) we or our designee shall have the right to acquire from you
and/or your Owners, for nominal consideration, an assignment of all of your rights, or your Owners' rights,
under any lease or sublease covering the Premises.
(4)
If we do not elect to exercise our right of first refusal and consent to the transfer or
assignment, the proposed transferor or assignor shall, for a period of ninety (90) days, be free to transfer or
assign to such proposed transferee(s) or assignee(s) upon the terms and conditions specified in the notice,
subject to the requirements set forth in Subsection 12.D. If, however, the terms shall be materially changed, or
if the ninety (90) day period expires, we shall again have the right offirst refusa 1and the proposed transferor or
assignor shall again be required to comply with this Subsection 12.H.
(5)
Our right oftirst refusal shall in no way modify or diminish our right to withhold our consent
to a transfer or assignment as set forth under Subsection 12.B.

13.

TERMINATION OF THE FRANCHISE.

A.

TERMINATION BY RE/MAX REGIONAL WITH CAUSE.

You will be deemed to be in material default ofan essential condition of this Agreement in the event of the
occurrence of any of the specific defaults listed in Subsections 13.8., 13.C., and 13.D. below. You acknowledge and
agree that the occurrence of any such material default will constitute just and good cause for termination of your rights
under this Agreement, or any other franchise agreement betWeen you or your Owners and RE/MAX Regional and any of
its affiliates, and that our right to tenninate this Agreement based on any such material default is reasonable,

B.

IMMEDIATE TERMINATION.

You will be in material default ofan essential condition of this Agreement and we have the right to terminate
this Agreement effective upon delivery of notice oftennination to you and without providing an opportunity to cure, if:
( l)
you and RE/MAX Regional, acting reasonably and in good faith, have not agreed on a
location for the Office within 90 days of the Agreement Date;

(2)
you fail to open the Office and begin business operations in compliance with the terms and
provisions of this Agreement within 180 days of the Agreement Date;
(3)
you or your Owner responsible for the Office fails to attend the first RE/MAX Management
Training Course conducted for new franchisees by International after the Agreement Date;

(4)
you abandon, surrender, transfer control of, lose the right to occupy the Premises or do not
actively operate the Office for a period of five consecutive days unless caused by fire, flood, earthquake or
similar causes beyond your reasonable control;
(5)
you or your Owners sell, lease, convey, give away, subfi-anchise, sublicense, pledge,
mortgage, assign, transfer, encumber or otherwise dispose of any direct or indirect interest in this Agreement,
the Franchise, the assets of the Franchise or Office or any interest in violation of the provisions of Section 12 of
this Agreement;

(6)
you are adjudged a bankrupt, become insolvent or make a general assignment forthe benefit
of creditors or if a voluntrry or involuntary petition in bankruptcy is filed by or against you or ifa receiver or
trustee is appointed or takes possession of the Office, the assets of the Office or the Franchise, unles; such
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petition, appointment or taking is set aside, withdrawn or ceases to be in effect within twenty (20} days of the
date of any such event;
(7)
your or any of your Owners' real estate license is suspended or revoked by the governing real
estate com~ission; or you or any of your Owners or any of your or your Owners' immediate family members,
Sales Associates or other persons affiliated with or represented as being affiliated with your Office materially
violate laws applicable to real estate brokerage and related activities or are convicted of or plead no contest to
any crime or offense or engage in other conduct or activity that adversely affects or is likely to adversely affect
the reputation or image ofthe Office, other RE/MAX offices or RE/MAX Affiliates, us or International or the
goodwill associated with the RE/MAX Marks or the System; or you or any ofyour Owners engage in any other
conduct or activity that is unprofessional, unethical, dishonest or disruptive to the effective operation of the
Office;
(8)
you or any ofyour Owners fail on three or more separate occasions within any 12 consecutive
month period to comply with this Agreement or any standard, procedure, policy or guideline prescribed byus or
International, whether or not such failures to comply are corrected after notice is given to you;
(9)

you fail to report to us all Sales Associates affiliated with the Office or any Satellite Office for

any month;
( I 0)
you fail to comply with any federal, state or local law applicable to the operation of the
Franchise within ten ( I 0) days after notification of noncompliance from any applicable agency;
( 11)
you or any of your Owners, or anyone affiliated with your Office, is detennined pursuant to
Executive Order 13224 to have committed acts of Terrorism or poses a significant risk of committing acts of
Terrorism, or assists, sponsors or supports Terrorists or acts ofTerrorism (as defined in Subsections 8.0.(2) and
(3), or otheiwise violates any provision of Subsection 8.0.);
( 12)
you or your Owners make any misrepresentation to us, or omit any material inlhrmationincluding but not limited to infonnation bearing on your or your Owners' integrity or other qualities of
character-in your application for the rights granted by this Agreement or in the financial information provided
by you and your Owners; or

( 13)
you or your Owners fail to comply with any requirement, obligation, term or condition of any
other franchise or other agreement between you or your Owners and us or any of our affiliates, and do not cure
such default in accordance with the tenns of such other agreement.

C.

TEN (10) DAYS NOTICE.

We have the right to terminate this Agreement effective ten ( I0) days after providing written notice to you if:
(I)
you or your Owners do not pay when due any monies owed to us, International or the
Broker/Owner Council; or

(2)

you or your Owners default under the terms of any promissory note executed in favor of us or

International.
This notice will advise you, and you hereby understand and agree, that if the default is not cured within ten (10)
days, this Agreement automatically terminates at the end of such 10 days without further notice from us.

D.

THIRTY (30) DAYS NOTICE.

We have the right to tenninate this Agreement effective thirty (30) days afkr providing written notice to you if:
(1)
Agreement; or

you or your Owners fail to ~atisfy and maintain your Quota as provided in Section 7 of this
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(2)
you o: your o:,vne_rs fail to _comply with any other provision of this Agreement or any
standard. procedure, policy or gu1dehne prescnbed by us or International.

~
Thi~ notice will advise yo~, and you _hereby understand and agree, that if the default is not cured within thirty
(.>O) days, this Agreement automatically terrnmates at the end of such thiny (30) days without further notice from us.
14.

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF RE/MAX REGIONAL AND FRANCHISE OWNER UPON
TERMINATION OR EXPIRATION OF THE FRANCHISE.
A.

PAYMENT OF AMOUNTS OWED TO RE/MAX REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL.

. You agree to pay us and International within five days after the effective date oftennination or expiration of the
Fran~h1s~, or at any later date that the amounts due to us are determined, such continuing franchise fees, advenising
contributions, and all other amounts owed to us and International which are then unpaid.
B.

DE-IDENTIFICATlON.

You and >'our Owners agree that after the termination or expiration of the Franchise you and your Owners will:
(I)
immediately and clearly distinguish your operations from RE/MAX and the System so as to
avoid any possibility of confusion to the public, and not directly or indirectly at any time identify any business
with which you are associated as being a current or former RE.IMAX office or franchisee or otherwise use the
System or hold yourself out to the public in any way as being oras having been affiliated with us, International
or other RE/MAX Affiliates;
(2)
immediately erase or obliterate from your letterhead, stationery, printed matter, advertising or
other materials the RE/MAX Marks and all words and designations indicating that you are or were associated or
affiliated with us. International or other RB/MAX Affiliates;
(3)
immediately return to us the Operations Materials, Confidential Information and all other
manuals, printed materials, fonns, rosters or other materials (and all copies ofany such items) obtained from us
or International;

(4)
immediately take any action that may be required to cancel all trade, fictitious or assumed
names or equivalent registrations which contain any reference to any RE/MAX Mark;

(S)
immediately notify your state real estate commission, your local board of REALTORS®, the
National Association of REAL TORS®, and your clients that your Office is no longer in existence and, unless
you have affiliated with another RE/MAX office, that you are no longer affiliated with the RE/MAX
organization;
(6)
promptly assign all of the telephone numbers listed for the Otlice to us, or our designee, and
immediately confirm to the telephone company in 'nTiting to re-direct the phone numbers used by the Office to
RE/MAX Regional or its designee, and to modify or discontinue at next printing any and all yellow pages
advertising or listings for the Office and to exercise such other authority as you have given in accordance with
Subsection 4.8. You acknowledge and agree that by executing this Agreement, you grant us a power of
attorney that enables us to take any and all actions required to effectuate the provisions of Subsection 4.B. and
this Subsection 14.8.(6);
(7)
immediately take all action that may be required to ensure that any Domain Name you have
registered that includes the mark "RE/MAX," or any of the other RE/MAX Marks, is deactivated and deleted
from the Domain Name registrar's records, or at RE/MAXRegional's or lntemational's direction, assign such
Domain Name(s) to either RE/MAX Regional, International or their designees or take such other actions
regarding such Domain Name(s) as RE/MAX Regional or International may direct; remove all RE/MAX Marks
that you may use as meta-tags from your web siteo; take any and all action required to remove any Internet
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hyperlinks that exist that include any of the RE/MAX Marks, and take any and all other action as we or
International may direct in regard to cessation of the use of any of the RE/MAX Marks on the Internet;
(8)
refrain from adopting or using in any manner, or for any purpose, the RE/MAX Marks,
includ~ng ~ithout limitation: i) the RE/MAX red-over-white-over-blue trade dress or any other trade dress that
on review 1s deemed by International to be confusingly similar to the RE/MAX trade dress; or ii) the terms
"RE/MAX," "REMAX" or "MAX" or any other tenn 1hat begins with tl-te prefix "RE" or ends in the suffix
"MAX" or any other term that on review is deemed by International to be likely to create confusion or question
regarding you or your Owners' affiliation with or sponsorship or endorsement by the RE/MAX organization.
You and your Owners further agree to refrain from the use of any "for sale" sign, trade dress or identity scheme
comprised of lateral elements in red and blue separated by a white element and from the use of a design
comprised of a three horizontal bar design, from the use of a hot air balloon or a hot air baHoon symbol, and
from use oft he temi "Above the Crowd" or any other phrase beginning with" Above" or ending with "Crowd";
(9)
refrain from referring to designations, certifications, awards or recognition that we,
!nterna!ional or any ofour related or affiliated companies may have granted to you or your Owners at any time
during your affiliation with the RE/MAX network in post cards or other materials or in any form ofadvertising
or promotion; and
( I 0)
at all times for a period of three years following termination or expiration keep us advised of
1he current business and residential address(es) and telephone number(s) ofyou and your Owners, as well as the
business address and telephone number of all such persons' employers, if any.

C.

PREMISES.

Ifyou retain possession of the Premises, you agree to completely remove or modify, at your sole expense, any
part of the interior and exterior decor that we deem necessary to disassociate the Premises from the appearance of a
RE/MAX office, including without limitation any signage bearing the RE/MAX Marks. Ifyou do not take the actions we
request within IO days after notice from us, you agree that we have the right to enter the Premises and make the required
changes at your expense, and you agree to reimburse us for those expenses on demand.

D.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION.

You and your Owners agree that on termination or expiration of the Franchise you will immediately cease to use,
but mainiain the confidentiality over, any of the Confidential Information, procedures, techniques and materials acquired
from us or International and agree not to use. sell, convey, display or share, in whole or in part, any of such items for any
purpose. You further agree to return all such items to us or destroy them in a secure manner.

E.

CONTINUING OBLIGATIONS.

All obligations of this Agreement (whether yours or ours) which expressly or by their nature survive the
expiration or termination ofthis Agreement will continue in full force and effect after and notwithstanding its expiration
or termination until such obligations are satisfied in full or by their nature expire.

F.

MONETARY OBLIGATIONS NOT RELEASED.

Termination of this Agreement shall not terminate any monetary obligation that you may owe to us or
International or to any other person or entity as may be required by this Agreement, and shall not entitle you to any
refund of any monies previously paid pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.

G.

TERMINATION NOT EXCLUSIVE REMEDY.

Tellllination of this Agreement by us shall not be an exclusive remedy and shall not in any way affect our rights,
or the rights of lniemational, to receive or collect fees. dues or other amounts payable by you under this Agreem~nt, to
enforce the provisions of this Agreement against you or to sue for damages or to pursue any other legal or equitable
remedy for a breach ot this Agreement by you.
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H.

RIGHT TO MEET WITH SALES ASSOCIATES.

In order to facilitate an orderly and efficient transition and to preserve the goodwill associated with the
RE/MAX ~ame and RE/MAX Marks in the event of termination or expiration ofthis Agreement, you agree that we shall
hav~ ~e nght ~o contact an~ communicate personally with any or all of your Sales Associates 180 days prior 10
e_xp1rat1on ofth1s Agreement 1fyou elect not to renew (either by notifying us of your intent not to renew or by failing to
timely provide us with notice of your intentions regarding renewal) or, in the case of termination, immediately after notice
of termination has been delivered to you (including during any period of time you may have to cure defaults) to solicit
and/or discuss with them their options for continued affiliation with other RE/MAX offices.

I.

DAMAGES.

Notwithstanding anything contained herein, in addition to any other remedies provided for herein or under
applicable Jaw, you and your Owners jointly and severally agree that the sum of$500 shall be paid to us for each day
following the date of required timely performance under Subsections 14.B.(1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) and 14.C.
and 14.D. hereof during which you fail to timely perfonn your obligations after passage ofa I0-day period following the
tennination or expiration of this Agreement. which monetary amount shall be regarded as liquidated damages and not as a
penalty. This section does not limit or affect in any way you or your Owners' liability for trademark infringement, unfair
competition or breach of contract nor affect or limit the right of RE/MAX Regional or lntemationa I to seek or obtain
injunctive relief or specific performance.

15.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION.

A.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION.

The RE/MAX Dispute Resolution System (the "RDRS") is a set of rules and procedures for the resolution of
disputes, complaints, claims or other problems ("Disputes") that arise between you and RE/MAX Regional, International
or other affiliates of the RE/MAX network of offices and real estate agents. The RDRS is contained within the
Operations Materials. The RDRS may not be offered or available in some regions or for some Disputes.

B.

DISPUTES BETWEEN RE/MAX REGIONAL AND FRANCHISE OWNER.

Except as provided below, if any Dispute regarding this Agreement or the rights and responsibilities of the
parties under this Agreement should arise between you and us, the parties agree to submit the dispute to mediation and, if
unsuccessful, to binding arbitration using the RDRS, if it is available.

C.

DISPUTES INVOLVING RE/MAX FRANCHISEES, SALES ASSOCIATES OR OTHER
RE/MAX AFFILIATES.

In the event ofa Dispute involving you and international, any other RE/MAX franchisee, any RE/MAX Sales
Associate (whether affiliated with your Office or any other RE/MAX office) or other RE/MAX Affiliate, you agree to
submit the Dispute to mediation and, if unsuccessful, to binding arbitration using the RDRS, ifit is available.

D.

ALTERNATIVES.

RE/MAX Regional reserves the unfettered right to detennine whether or not a dispute is appropriate for
resolution under the RDRS, and reserves the unfettered right to decline the administration of any dispute it determines is
not appropriate for resolution under the RDRS and/or that it determines would be more appropriately administered by an
alternative mediation and arbitration system. Accordingly, you understand and acknowledge that the RDRS may not be
available, either generally or for a specific: dispute. If the RDRS is not offered or otherwise available, the Dispute shall
be submitted to an alternative mediation and arbitration system mutually acceptable to the parties to the Dispute. lfthe
parties cannot agree on an alternative mediation and arbitration system, then the Dispute shall be submitted to the
American Arbitration Association for mediation and, if unsuccessful, for binding arbitration in accordance with its
Commercial Mediation Rules or Commercial Arbitration Rules, as appropriate.
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E.

LOCALE.

Binding arbitration under Subsection 15.B. above shall take place at such location as the parties may mutually
agree to_ in writing, and if the parties cannot agree, then in Greenwood Village, Colorado. Binding arbitration under
Subsection 15.C. above shall take place in the county where alJ parties reside or at such other location as the parties may
mutually agree to in writing. Ifthe parties reside in different counties and cannot agree on a location, then the location of
such binding arbitration shall be detennined by a court of competent jurisdiction as part of a motion to compel
arbitration.
F.

PROCEDURE.

The agreement to arbitrate under Subsections 15.B. and I5.C. above shall be enforceable through a petition to
compel arbitration filed with a court having jurisdiction over such matter. The award of the arbitrators shall include
reasonable costs to the prevailing party, and such award shall be binding upon all parties, and may be entered as a
judgment in a court of competent jurisdiction.
If any other party to a Dispute refuses to arbitrate and is not bound by agreement to do so or cannot be
compelled to do so on other grounds, you will be deemed released from the obligation to mediate and/or arbitrate under
this Agreement for that Dispute as to that party.
It is agreed that any legal action relating to this agreement to arbitrate, including but not limited to any action
brought to compel arbitration, to detennine the location of such arbitration, or to reduce an award of the arbitrators to a
judgment or to set aside an award, shall be deemed to be an action bro\lght in coMection with rights or obligations
arising out of this Agreement and, as such, shall be subject to and governed by the provisions of Subsection 16.J.
0.

EXCEPTIONS TO MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION.

Notwithstanding the obligation to arbitrate or mediate as set forth in this Section, neither we nor International
shall be required to arbitrate or mediate claims relating to monies owed to either us or International; claims relating to the
RE/MAX Marks or the trade names, copyrights, trade secrets or Confidential Information belonging to us or
International; claims relating to an assignment or transfer by franchisee in violation of Section 12; claims in,,,olving any
dispute in which we are entitled to tenninate this Agreement without prior notice; or claims relating to the posttennination obligations set forth in Section 14 of this Agreement. In addition, the obligation to mediate or arbitrate as set
forth herein shall not preclude either party from seeking temporary restraining orders, preliminary injunctions or other
procedures in a court of competent jurisdiction to obtain interim relief when deemed necessary to preserve the status quo
or prevent irreparable hann or injury pending resolution by mediation or arbitration of the actual Dispute between the
parties.
16.

CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT AND ENFORCEMENT.

A.

INVALID PROVISIONS; SUBSTITUTJON OF VALID PROVISIONS.

If any law or court order requires a greater advance notice of the termination or non-renewal of this Agreement
than is required under this Agreement, or the taking of some other action which is not required by this Agreement, the
notice and/or other action required by law or such order shall apply. If any portion or provision of this Agreement or any
specification, standard, operating procedure, policy or guideline we prescribe is inconsistent with, or rendered invalid or
unenforceable by, any law or court order, the Inconsistent, invalid or unenforceable portion or provision shall be modified
so as to be valid and enforceable. Jf such portion or provision ofthis Agreement cannot be saved, it shall be stricken and
its deletion shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the other portions or provisions of this Agreement or such
specification, standard, operating procedure, policy or guideline.
8.

UNILATERAL WAIVER OF OBLIGATIONS.

Either of us may, by written notice, unilaterally waive or reduce any obligation or restriction of the other party
under this Agreement. The waiver or reduction may be revoked at any time for any reason on IO days' written notice.
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C.

CONSENTS.

~ .
Whenever this Agreement requires our advance approval or consent, you agree to make a timely written request
ror it. Our approval or consent will not be valid unless it is in writing. Except where this Agreement expressly obligates
us to reas?nably approve or not unreasonably withhold our approval of any of your actions or requests, we have the
absolute nght to refuse any request by you or to withhold our approval of any action or omission by you .

. Whenever we or !ntemational have reserved in this Agreement a right to take or withhold an action, or to grant
or dechne to grant you a nght to take or omit an action, except as otheIWise expressly and specifically provided in this
Agreement, we and International may make decisions or exercise rights on the basis of the infonnation readilv available
to us, and our judgment of what is in our best interests and/or in the best interests of our franchise network, ·at the time
our decision is made, shall be deemed to be reasonable and enforceable, without regard to whether other reasonable or
even arguably preferable alternative decisions could have been made by us and without regard to whether our decision or
the action we take promotes our financial or other individual interest.
D.

NO GUARANTEES.

If in connection with this Agreement we provide to you any waiver, approval, consent, or suggestion, or if we
neglect or delay our response or deny any request for any of those, we will not be deemed to have made any warranties or
guarantees which you may rely on, and will not assume any liability or obligation to you.

E.

NO WAIVER.

If al any time we do not exercise a right or power available to us under this Agreement or do not insist on your
strict compliance with the tenns of the Agreement, or ifthere develops a custom or practice which is at variance with the
terms of this Agreement, we will not be deemed to have waived our right to demand exact compliance with any of the
terms of this Agreement at a later time. Similarly, our waiver of any particular breach or series of breaches under this
Agreement or under any other agreement between us and any franchisee will not affect our rights with respect to any later
breach. It will also not be deemed to be a waiver of any breach of this Agreement for us to accept payments which are
due to us under this Agreement.

F.

CUMULATIVE REMEDIES.

The rights and remedies specifically granted to either you or us by this Agreement will not be deemed to prohibit
either of us from exercising any other right or remedy provided under this Agreement or pennitted by law or equity.
G.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE; INJUNCTIVE RELIEF.

We will be entitled, without being required to post a bond, and even if this Agreement has been tcnninated or
has expired, to the entry of temporary and permanent injunctions and orders of specific performance (1) to enforce the
provisions of this Agreement relating to your use of the RE/MAX Marks and your non-disclosure and non-competition
obligations under this Agreement, (2) to prohibit any act or omission by you or your agents or employees that constitutes
a violation of any applicable law, ordinance or regulation, constitutes a danger to the public, or may impair the goodwill
associated with the RE/MAX Marks, the System, us, other RE/MAX Affiliates or International, or (3) to prevent any
other irreparable harm to our interests.

H.

COSTS AND LEGAL FEES.

Jf we engage legal counsel in connection with any failure by you or your Owners to comply with this Agreement,
you shall reimburse us and/or International, upon demand, for the costs and expenses incurred by us and/or International
as a result of such failure and our enforcement of the terms of this Agreement, including, without limitation, reasonable
accountants', attorneys', attorneys' assistants', arbitrators' and expert witness fees, cost ofinvestigation and proof of facts,
court costs, other litigation expenses and travel and living expenses, whether incurred prior to, in preparation for, in
contemplation of or in connection with the filing of any judicial or arbitration proceeding to enforce this Agreement. You
and your Owners shall be responsible for your ClWn such costs and expenses. This provision shall survive tennination of
this Agreement.
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I.

WAlVER OF PUNITIVE DAMAGES AND JURY TRIAL.

THE PARTlES HEREBY WAIVE TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW.ANY RJGHTTO
OR CLAIM FOR ANY PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES AGATNSTTHE OTHER AND AGREE THAT TN
THE EVENT OF A DISPUTE BETWEEN THEM EACH WILL BE LIMITED TO THE RECOVERY OF ANY
ACTUAL DAMAGES SUSTAINED BY IT. THE PARTIES IRREVOCABLY WAIVE TRrAL BY JURY IN ANY
ACTION, PROCEEDING OR COUNTERCLAIM, WHETHER AT LAW OR IN EQUITY, BROUGHT BY EITHER
OF THEM.
J.

GOVERNING LAW/CONSENT TO JURISDICTION.

EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT GOVERNED BY THE UNITED STATES TRADEMARK ACT Of 1946
(LANHAM ACT, I 5 U.S.C. §§ I05 I ET SEQ.), THIS AGREEMENT AND THE FRANCHISE WILL BE GOVERNED
BY THE INTERNAL LAWS OF THE STATE OF COLORADO (WITHOUT REFERENCE TO ITS CHOICE OF
LAW AND CONFLICT OF LAW RULES). YOU AGREE THAT ANY ACTION ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING
IN ANY MANNER TO THlS AGREEMENT (WHICH IS NOT REQUIRED TO BE ARBITRATED HEREUNDER
OR AS TO WHICH ARBITRATION IS WAIVED) SHALL BE INSTITUTED IN, AND ONLY IN, A STATE OR
F'EDERAL COURT OF GENERALJUR[SDICTION IN THE COUNTY OF DENVER. STATE OF COLORADO AND
YOU IRREVOCABLY SUBMIT TO THE JURISDICTION OF SUCH COURTS AND WAIVE ANY OBJECTION
YOU MAY HAVE TO EITHER THE EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION OR VENUE OF SUCH COURT.
K.

BINDING EFFECT.

This Agreement is binding on and will inure to the benefit ofour successors and assigns and will be binding on
and inure to the benefit of your successors and assigns, and if you are an individual, on and to your heirs, executors and
administrators.

L.

MODIFICATION OF FRANCHISE AGREEMENT.

This Agreement may not be modified, amended or altered except by an instrument signed by all ofthe parties to
this Agreement. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, you understand and agree that we or International may, from
time-to-time, to preserve and enhance the reputation of the RE/MAX Organization, issue new (or amend or modify
existing) standards, operating procedures, policies and guidelines pertaining to the System. In addition, the parties agree
that they will execute any amendments or modifications to this Agreement as may from time-to-time be required as a
result of changes in governing law.
M.

NO LIABILITY TO OTHERS; NO OTHER BENEFICIARIES.

We will not, because of this Agreement or by virtue of any approvals, advice or services provided to you, be
liable to any person or legal entity who is not a party to this Agreement. You understand that you are not a third party
beneficiary of any other franchise agreement between us and other RE/MAX franchisees and that you have no
independent right to enforce the tenns of, or require performance under, any other franchise agreement.

N.

CONSTRUCTION.

All headings of the various Sections and Subsections of this Agreement are for convenience only and do not
affect the meaning or construction of any provision. AII references in this Agreement to masculine, neuter or singular
usage will be construed to include the masculine, feminine, neuter or plural, wherever applicable.
0.

JOINT AND SE:VERAL LIABILITY.

Iftwo or more persons are the franchise Owner under this Agreement, their obligation and liability to us shall
be joint and several.
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P.

MULTIPLE ORIGINALS.

This Agreement may be executed using multiple copies, each of which will be deemed an original.

Q.

TIMING IS IMPORT ANT.

Time is of the essence of this Agreement. (" Time is ofthe essence" is a legal term that emphasizes the strictness
of time limits. In this case, it means it will be a material breach of this Agreement to fail to perform any obligation within
the time required or permitted by this Agreement.)

R.

INDEPENDENT PROVISIONS.

The provisions of this Agreement are deemed to be severable. In other words, the parties agree that each
provision of this Agreement will be construed as independent of any other provision of this Agreement.

s.

FRANCHISE OWNER MAY NOT WITHHOLD PAYMENT.

You agree to pay all amounts due under this Agreement without deduction, set-off or abatement. You further
agree that you will not, on alleged grounds of non-performance by us of any of our obligations under this Agreement,
withhold payment of any fees or other amounts due to us, International or any of our affiliates.

T.

RELEASE OF PRIOR CLAIMS.

By executing this Agreement, you and your Owners individually and on behalf of your heirs, legal
representatives, successors and assigns, and each assignee of this Agreement by accepting such assignment, release and
discharge us and International and each of our present and former officers, directors, employees, agents, servants,
subsidiaries and affiliated corporations, partnerships or other entities, from any and all claims existing as of the date of
this Agreement, and which relate to or arise out of any franchise agreement or any other agreement between the parties
executed prior to the date of this Agreement, or the franchise relationship previously existing between the parties,
including but not limited to, any and all claims, whether presently known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected, arising
under the franchise, securities, antitrust laws or other laws of the United States or of any state,

u.

ACTIONS BARRED.

Except for certain claims and actions as set forth below, any and all claims and actions arising out of or relating
to this Agreement (including, but not limited to, the offer and sale of the franchise covered by this Agreement), the
relationship between us or your operation of the Franchise, brought by any party to this Agreement against the other shall
be commenced within one year from the occurrence of the acts or omissions giving rise to such claim or action, or such
claim or action shall be barred. The foregoing one year limitation period will not apply to claims or actions by
International or us for monies due under this Agreement, claims or actions relating to the RE/MAX Marks, or the trade
names, copyrights, trade secrets or Confidential lnfonnation belonging to us or International or claims or actions relating
to the post-termination obligations set forth in Section 14 of this Agreement.

V.

AUTHORJZATION TO COMMUNICATE ELECTRONICALLY/
PROMPT RESPONSE REQUIRED.

By executing this Agreement, you authorize RE/MAX Regional and International, as well as any of their
affiliates and approved suppliers, to communicate with you electronically, including via electronic mail and facsimile
and, unless a written communication is required, to communicate with you via telephone, notwithstanding whether any or
all of your Office telephone numbers appear on a federal or state Do-Not-Call registry. You understand and acknowledge
that it is critical to the efficient and successful administration of the franchise relationship that you promptly respond to
all communications from us. Accordingly, you agree to respond within five business days to each communication from
us.
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W.

NOTICES AND PAYMENTS.

Al! written notic:s and ~ports pennined or required to be delivered by the provisions ofthis Agreement shall be
deemed delivered at the ttme delivered by hand to the recipient party; one business day after transmission by facsimile,
telegraph or other reasonably reliable electronic communication system; one business day after being placed in the hands
of a commercial courier service for overnight delivery, or three business days after placement in the United States Mail
by Registered or Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested, postage prepaid and addressed to the party to be notified at
its most current principal business address of which the notifying party has been notified in writing. All payments and
rep?rts required by this Agreement shall be sent to us or International at the address to which you are notified from timeto-t1me, or to such other persons and places as we may direct from time-to-time.

X.

CANCELLATION OF PRIOR UNDERSTANDINGS/ENTIRE AGREEMENT.

This Agreement expresses fully the understanding by and between the parties, and all prior and
contemporaneous understandings, agreements, commitments, conditions, warranties and representations of any kind, oral
or written, as to the Franchise (except as to information and representations submitted by you to us in application to
purchase the Franchise, including, but not limited to, financial statements, references, etc. which shall be deemed to be a
part of this Agreement) are canceled and null, void and ofno effect. Any previous matter, presently covered within this
Agreement, is hereby super:;eded and canceled with no further liabilities or obligations of the parties with respect to such
matter, except as to any monies due and unpaid benveen the parties to this Agreement at the time of execution of this
Agreement.
Y.

FORCE MAJEURE.

Neither party shall be deemed to be in breach of this Agreement ifa party's failure to perfonn its obligations
results from acts of god, fires, strikes, war, terrorism, riot, govemmental laws or regulations, or any other similar event or
cause. Any delay resulting from any of these causes will extend performance accordingly or excuse performance in
whole or in part as may be reasonable, except that none of these causes shall excuse payments of amounts owed at the
time of such occurrence.

z.

PARAGRAPH HEADINGS.

Paragraph headings used in this Agreement arc for convenience only and shall not be deemed to affect the
meaning or construction of any of the tenns, provisions, covenants or conditions of this Agreement.
17.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

You expressly acknowledge and accept the following:
(I)

YOU RECEIVED FROM US A RE/MAX FRANCHISE OFFERING CIRCULAR AS REQUIRED
BY LAW AT THE EARLIER OF (A) OUR FIRST PERSONAL MEETING, OR (B) IO BUSINESS
DAYS PRlOR TO (i) THE EXECUTION OF THIS AGREEMENT; OR (ii) THE PAYMENT OF"
ANY CONSIDERATION TO US. YOU ALSO RECEIVED THIS AGREEMENT WITH ALL
BLANKS COMPLETED AT LEAST FIVE BUSlNESS DAYS PRIOR TO EXECUTION OF THIS
AGREEMENT;

(2)

YOUR SUCCESS IN OWNING AND OPERATING A RE/MAX REAL ESTATE SERVICES
BUSINESS IS SPECULATIVE AND WILL DEPEND ON MANY FACTORS INCLUDrNO, TOA
LARGE EXTENT, YOUR INDEPENDENT BUSINESS ABILITY AND PERSONAL EFFORTS.
YOU FURTHER AGREE THAT YOU, ONE OF YOUR PRINCIPAL OWNERS, OR SUCH
VALIDLY LICENSED REAL ESTATE BROKER AS YOU SELECT TO MANAGE THE OFFICE,
WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR, AND INTENDS TO DEVOTE BEST EFFORTS AND FULL
TIME TO, THE MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE OFFICE;

(3)

NEITHER WE NOR rNTERNATIONAL HAVE GUARANTEED ANY RES ULTS TO YOU AND
CANNOT, EXCEPT UNDER AND TO THE EXTENT OF THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT,
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EXERCISE CONTROL OVER YOUR BUSINESS;
(4)

YOU DID NOT RECEIVE ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION CONTRARY TO THE
INFORMATION CONTATNED IN ANY FRANCHISE OFFERJNG CIRCULAR AND FRANCHlSE
AGREEMENT;

(5)

YOU DID NOT RECEIVE ORAL OR WRITTEN EARNINGS CLAIMS INFORMATJON AND
HAVE NOT RELIED ON ANY WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION, EXPRESSED OR
IMPLIED, AS TO THE POTENTIAL SUCCESS OF THE BUSINESS VENTURE
CONTEMPLATED BY THIS AGREEMENT;

(6)

WE HA VE ENCOURAGED YOU TO SEEK LEGAL AND/OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL
GUIDANCE AND ADVICE PRIOR TO SIGNING THE FRANCHISE AGREEMENT AND HAVE
ENCOURAGED YOU TO CONTACT EXISTING RE.IMAX FRANCHISEES TO GAIN A BETTER
UNDERSTANDING OF THE REQUIREMENTS AND BENEFITS OF OWNING A RE/MAX
OFFICE FRANCHISE;

(7)

YOU HAVE HAD A FULL OPPORTUNJTY TO REVIEW THE OFFERING CIRCULAR AND
FRANCHISE AGREEMENT PROVIDED BY US AND UNDERSTAND THE TERMS,
CONDITIONS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE FRANCHISE AGREEMENT;

(8)

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR PROMISES HAVE BEEN MADE BY US OR INTERNATIONAL
TO INDUCE YOU TO ENTER INTO THIS AGREEMENT EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY
INCLUDED IN THIS AGREEMENT;

(9)

YOU HA VE NOT RELIED ON ANY STATEMENTS ABOUT US, INTERN ATl ON AL OR THE
FRANCHISE OTHER THAN THOSE CONTAINED fN THE OFFERING CIRCULAR IN
MAKING YOUR DECISION TO SIGN THIS AGREEMENT; AND

( 10)

YOU HAVE DEALT IN MANY VARIED BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS IN THE PAST WHICH
HAVE BEEN OF GREATER COMPLEXITY THAN THIS TRANSACTION, AND THAT YOU
ARE NOT PURCHASING A RE/MAX FRANCHISE FOR SPECULATIVE PURPOSES.

~

!THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE IS LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK.I
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18.

SUBMISSION OF AGREEMENT.

THE SUBMISSION OF THIS AGREEMENT TO YOU DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER AND THIS
AGREEMENT SHALL BECOME EFFECTIVE ONLY UPON ITS EXECUTION BY YOU AND US. THIS
AGREEMENT SHALL NOT BE BINDING ON US UNLESS AND UNTIL IT IS ACCEPTED BY US, THAT IS,
SIGNED BY OUR AUTHORIZED OFFICER AND RETURNED TO YOU.
IN WlTNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the day and year first written above.

RE/MAX ~ I N STATES REGION
By:

i

Adam Contos

~-/t.,-ct.:,
Date

Title: Regional Vice President

,
8390 E Crescent ParMy, Suite 200
Street Address

Street Address

Greenwood Villag_e,,.,,.,,C""O'-'8"'-"0'-'-l..._1.,_1- - - - - - ~ City, State, Zip

Cit)', State, Zip

579 W. Heritage Boulevard, Suite 102

Layton, UT 84041
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EXHIBIT A
To Franchise Agreement
OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF SOLE PROPRIETOR, PARTNERS,
SHAREHOLDERS, MEMBERS AND DIRECTORS, AS APPLICABLE

iii}

I.

If you are a sole proprietorship, list below the name and residence address of the sole owner:

Not Applicable

2. If you are a partnership, list below the names, residence addresses and respective percentage ownership interests
of each partner (please identify the managing partner} and submit a copy of the pannership agreement, if any, to
RE/MAX Mountain States Region (if more space is required, attach additional sheets hereto):
a. -~N~o-t..._A"-'p,..p,.,_li=c=ab=l=e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

b.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _%

c.

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _%

d. Not Applicable

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _%

---------------- _%

3.
If you are a corporation or limited liability company, list below the names, residence addresses and percentage
ownership of each shareholder or member, as appropriate, and submit a copy of the Articles of Incorporation or
Articles of Organization to RE/MAX Mountain States Region (if more space is required, attach additional sheets
hereto):

a. Shane Thome

b. Scott Jessop

1227 East Bogey

1461 East 2000 N

Layton, UT 84040

Fruit Heights, UT 84037

.., }2._%

----------------c. Holly Jessop

--------32~
d. Dale Quinlan

1227 East Bogey Drive

2331 W 4475 S

Fruit Heights. UT 84037

Roy. UT 84067

------------....L.·I ?);o

---------------"""'-" '3)%
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e. Skip Wing

f. Mardi Wing

1051 E 5150 S

1051 E 5150 S

S. Ogden. UT 84403

Ogden, UT 84403

. »a
g. Michael Medina

--------------~'-1..3/o
h. Ryan Ivie

2402 Taylor A venue

1366 S 2300 W

Ogden, UT 84401

Syracuse, UT 84075

. , 'fr% ---------------d'3-3/o
i. Jerald Ivie
6340 Borg Circle

S. Ogden, UT 84403

4.
If you are a corporation or limited liability company, list below the names and residence addresses of each
director or manager, as appropriate (if more space is required, attach additional sheets hereto):

a. Not Applicable

b. Not Applicable

c. Not Applicable

d. Not Applicable

5.
If you are a corporation, list below the names, residence addresses and title of each officer (if more space is
required, attach additional sheets hereto}:

b. Michael Medina

a. Shi!ne Thome

C.

1461 East 2000 N

2402 Taylor Avenue

Layton, UT 84040

Ogden. UT 84401

President

Vice President/Expanding Market

d. Not Applicable

Skip Wing
1051 E5150S
S. Ogden. UT 84403
Vice President/ Agent Relations
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c. Not Applicable

. (i)

d. Not A1:mlicable

PLEASE PROVIDE US WITH rNFORMA TION SIMILAR TO THE ABOVE IF YOU ARE A BUSINESS
ENTITY OTHER THAN A PARTNERSHIP, CORPORATION OR LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY.
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EXHIBIT B
To Franchise Agreement
R~/MAX International, lnc. ( "ltztemationol") has created a Model Independent Contractor Agreement ("/CA") to
gu1d~ RE/MAX Regions and Franchisees in the development of an !CA that not only meets the requirements of
applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations, but also defines the relationship with Sales Associates that
Franchisees customarily want for their RE/MAX brokerage operations (see Intemational's Model !CA at

www.REMAXMainstreet.com).

In addition, the Model ICA satisfies the "written agreement" requirement for securing "Statutory Non-Employee"
treatment of your independent contractor Sales Associates for federal tax purposes. And it lays the foundation for
the way you need to treat your independent contractors to meet the other two pre-requisites for taking advantage of
the "Statutory Non-Employee" safe harbor. In this way it seeks to minimize the possibility of an IRS audit of the
status of your Sales Associates while giving you greater comfort in not withholding federal income taxes or
contributing to FICA in respect of your independent contractor Sales Associates.
Just as important, the ICA has long been the primary writing by which RE/MAX Franchisees set up and provide a
legal basis for allocating and passing on to, and collecting from, their affiliated Sales Associates the fees, dues and
payment obligations RE/MAX brokers have to International under the RE/MAX System.
Finally, the ICA is the document by which you, the Broker, bring your Sales Associates under your Limited License
to use the RE/MAX Marks, and it extends your use limitations to them and establishes the standards ofperfonnance
and professionalism necessary to grow the goodwill embodied in the RE/MAX Marks.
RE/MAX Regions and their constituent Franchisees are free under the RE/M,\X System to develop such tenns of
agreement and fonns, including ICA fonns, as they deem appropriate, so long as their approaches and activities do
not undennine or adversely impact the rights and interests of the balance of the RE/MAX Organization or expose
others, including International to potential liability.
To preserve the nexibility described above for those who may elect to create their own !CA rather than adapt
lntemational's Model ICA, lntemational has identified certain essential provisions (''Essential ICA Provisions")
that protect and advance the interests of the entire RE/MAX Organization. You are required to include these
Essential !CA Provisions, as set forth in the following pages, in every ICA you develop and use.
The Section numbers and Paragraph letters shown correlate to Intemational's Model !CA so that you can read and
interpret these Essential Provisions in the context of that Model ICA. International reserves the right to modify or
amend these Essential Provisions and all future changes shall become binding upon RE/MAX Franchisees for all
IC As entered into commencing 60 days after the distribution of notice of each such change.

ESSENTIAL ICA PROVISIONS (February 16, 2004}
Required "Essential ICA Provisions" for all Independent Contractor Agreements and Renewals after S/1/04
2.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR.

D.
No Relationship with Regional or lntemationa!. Contractor acknowledges that the independent
contractor relationship described in this Agreement is solely between Contractor and Broker and that it is only
through Broker and such relationship that Contractor is entitled to participate in the RE/MAX Ner.vork. Co~tractor
acknowledges and agrees that no contractual relationship of any kind exists between Contractor and Regional or
between Contractor and International. Contractor further acknowledges that Contractor is not an employee or an
agent of Regional or of !ntemational. Contractor agrees never to claim or assert that Contractor is an employee of or
an agent of Regional or of International. Contractor further agrees to look solely to Broker for perfonnance of the
tenns and conditions of this Agreement. Contractor acknowledges that Regional and International are not bound by,
or subject to, the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
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4.

CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSll31LITIES.

~Authority to Establish Commissions and Reguired Disclosure. Contractor acknowledges that
Broker, hk~ any other real estate brokerage entity, comprises a single competitive unit in the name of which all Real
Estate. Se_rvice Agreements are to be taken. Contractor also acknowledges that Broker has the right to determine the
commissions charged on its Real Estate Service Agreements and for the services of its sales force. Consistent with
lhe ~r-.:'AX System, Broker hereby authorizes Contractor to negotiate or to otherwise independently establish the
comm1ss!on to be paid Broker on a transaction-by-transaction basis on all agency relationships, referrals and
cooperi:11ve sales proc_u~ed by Contractor, but Broker reserves the right to withdraw this authorization at any time.
In the mterest of avoiding consumer confusion regarding the commission rates or fees available generally from
RE/MAX offices, brokers and agents, Broker may discourage or prohibit the advertising of commission rates or fees
by Contractor. Contractor shall not advertise any commission rates or fees without the prior written authority of
Broker, with such authority being revocable at any time. In the event that Broker authorizes the advertisement of
commission rates or fees, Contractor shall assure that any advertisement of commission rates or fees by Contractor
includes as a disclosure, in prominent letters no smaller than one half the font used for displaying the commission
rates or fees in such advertising, the following: "Different commission rates, fees and listing and marketing services
may be offered by other RE/MAX offices and RE/MAX sales associates in this market area." In addition, it shall be
the responsibility of Contractor to make sure that potential clients fully understand the listing and marketing services
that will be provided by Contractor in the market area in return for the commission rates or fees advertised.
Contractor agrees to act strictly within the authority granted by this Subparagraph with respect to the establishment
and advertising of commission rates or fees.
I.
Adherence to Office Policies and System Quality Standards. Contractor shall strictly observe all
office rules, procedures, standards, guidelines and policies (collectively "Office Policies") from time-to-time
established by Broker for the operation of Broker's RE/MAX office and the conduct of its Sales Associates.
Specilically, but without limitation, Contractor shall maintain the highest ethical standards in the conduct of
Contractor's real estate activities, shall maintain Contractor's personal appearance and appearance of Contractor's
office or work area in a clean and orderly manner and shall provide dependable, efficient, courteous, high-quality
professional real estate services to the public in a manner designed to maintain goodwill among the public for the
entire RE/MAX System. In addition, Contractor shall abide by all RE/MAX System policies, guidelines and
standards ("System Standards") pertaining to Sales Associates affiliated with the RE/MAX Network as from timeto-time approved or prescribed by Regional and/or International. Contractor acknowledges that Contractor's
agreement to adhere to the Office Policies of Broker and the System Standards of Regional and International is a
material consideration for the execution of this Agreement by Broker, and that such Office Policies ·and System
Standards have been established for the purpose of preserving the reputation, high standards and goodwill associated
with the RE/MAX Marks (as defined in Subparagraph 8.A.). Contractor acknowledges that such System Standards
do not govern the specific manner and means by which Contractor conducts Contractor's day-to-day real estate
activities as an independent contractor on behalf of Broker. Any breach of this Subparagraph 4.1. will constitute a
material breach of this Agreement.

J.
Compliance with Laws and Good Business Practices. Contractor shall abide by all applicable
laws, ordinances and regulations including, without limitation, local, state and federal laws and regulations relating
to real estate transactions and real estate service businesses. Contractor shall also abide by the rules of ethical
conduct established by the National Association of REALTORS®. Contractor's advertising and promotion must be
completely factual and conform to the highest standards of lawful, ethical advertising. In all dealings with clients,
customers, suppliers, public officials, other real estate agents and brokers and the general public, Contractor must
adhere to the highest standards of business behavior, honesty, integrity, fair dealing and ethical conduct. Contractor
agrees to refrain from any business or advertising practice which may expose Broker to legal action or liability or
adversely affect the reputation or image of Broker, Regional, other RE/MAX offices or RE/MAX affiliates, t~e
RE/MAX Network, International or the goodwill associated with the RE/MAX Marks. Any breach of this
Subparagraph 4.1, will constitute a material breach of this Agreement.
L.
Hiring of Personal Assistants and Creating Working Relationships. Without authority from and
the prior written approval of Broker, Contractor shall not hire, employ, contract with or for, retain the services of, or
arrange for any continuing working relationship with, any licensed or unlicensed personal assistant, or any licensed
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person, who is not affiliated with Broker nor shall Contractor hold or sponsor the license of any real estate broker or
salesperson.
. _M.
REAL TOR® Membership. Contractor shall maintain membership in good standing in the local
~s~oc_1a~1on or Board of REALTORS® affiliated with the National Association of REAL TORS® ( "NAR ") having
Junsd1ctton over the market ~reas served by Broker and shall abide by the Code of Ethics promulgated by NAR and
all ~r. the rules and regulat10ns of each local or regional Multiple Listing Service ("MLS'') in which Broker
parnc1pates.
P.
_Identific~tion as ~ndependent Operation. Contractor agrees to indicate in all dealings with clients,
customers, suppliers, pubhc officials and others that Contractor is affiliated as an independent contractor with
Bro~er and that Brok~r•~ office is independently owned and operated. Contractor agrees, where appropriate or
required by Office Po1Jc1es or System Standards, to include in all advertising placed by Contractor the statement:
"Each RE/MAX office is independently owned and operated."

8.

RE/MAX MARKS.

A.
Ownership of RE/MAX Marks. Contractor acknowledges that International is the exclusive
owner of all right, title and interest in and to Intemational's federal and state registered and common law marks,
which include, without limitation, "RE/MAX''. "Above the Crowd", the RE/MAX BalJoon and Design, as well as
the RE/MAX red-over-white-over-blue design; and various other service marks, trademarks, trade names,
membership marks, certification marks, logos, slogans, designs and all federal and sta1e registrations and
applications for registrations thereof (collectively the "REIM.AX Marks''). Contractor further acknowledges that
the RE/MAX Marks have become widely known throughout the United States and are now famous. Contractor also
acknowledges that Broker has the right to use the RE/MAX Marks pursuant to, and solely in accordance with,
Broker's RE/MAX Franchise Agreement with Regional.
B.
Permitted Uses of RE/MAX Marks. Pursuant to the tenns and conditions of this Agreement,
Broker grants pennission to Contractor to use the RE/MAX Marks, but to do so only in connection with Broker 1s
office name and address so as to indicate that Contractor is acting as an independent contractor real estate sales
associate exclusively for Broker. Contractor understands and agrees that Contractor has no independent right to use
of any of the RE/MAX Marks, but rather that Contractor's use of the RE/MAX Marks comes under and is subject to
the Limited License embodied in Broker's Franchise Agreement. Contractor further understands that all use by
Contractor of the RE/MAX Marks inures exclusively to the benefit of IntemationaJ. Contractor agrees to use the
RE/MAX Marks only:(]) to signify that Contractor is affiliated with, and acts on behalf of, Broker and as such, is
an affiliate of the RE/MAX Network; and (2) to identify Broker as the entity on behalf of which Contractor engages
in the business of procuring and perfonning the obligations under real estate related services contracts, including
listings contracts, buyer agency agreements, property management agreements and the like. With the written
pennission of Broker and subject to strict compliance with the format requirements set forth in the most current
edition of lntcmational's RE/MAX Trademark and Graphic Standards Manual, as amended from time-to-time,
( "Trademark Manual"), and the ownership/assignment understandings set forth in Subparagraph 8.E. below,
Contractor may be authorized to use an Intemet domain name that includes the tenn "remax" ("RE/MAX Formative
Domain Nome"). Finally, Contractor is authorized to use the RE/MAX Marks in connection with advertising that
promotes Contractor as a real estate professional affiliated with Broker and the RE/MAX Network ("Personal
Promotion Advertising") so long as such advertising includes Broker's name and address and meets the balance of
other requirements set forth in the Trademark Manual for Personal Promotion Advertising.
C.
Prohibited Uses of RE/MAX Marks and Broker's Name. Contractor is not authorized to and shall
refrain from using Broker's name or the RE/MAX Marks: (i) in connection with any business other than the real
estate brokerage business of Broker; (ii) in conjunction with the name or photo of any licensed person who is not
affiliated as a Sales Associate with Broker; (iii) in the name of any "team" of agents or of any entity, group, network
or association other than the RE/MAX Network; (iv) in the name of or in connection with activities comprising a
RE/MAX office/agent locator service as defined in the Trademark Manual; (v) in the name of or in connection with
activities comprising a private referral network as defined in the Trademark Manual; (vi) in conjunction with any
third party service that competes directly with a service offered by Regional or International, to the public, or
affiliates of the RE/MAX Network; (vii) in any RE/MAX Formative Domain Name that has not been authorized by
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Broker pursuant.to Subparagraph 8.B. above or that does not comply strictly with the Trademark Manual; (viii} in
a~y telephone ?1_rectory or other directory listing or in any advertising, including without limitation, yellow pages
display ~dv~rt1srng, _tha~ does not co':1p!y with the Trademark Manual or with the Image, Advertising &
Commumcatl?ns Gu1deh~es of International as from time-to-time amended; (ix) on or in connection with any
Internet website that functions for any purpose other than the promotion of the real estate business of Broker or that
does not include the name and address of Broker; (x) in connection with the offering of real estate related services in
mar~et areas that Contractor does not serve personally and directly; (xi} in connection with any real estate related
services that do not meet the standards of quality and professionalism in Contractor's market area; or (xii) in any
other manner not approved by Broker or that is not in compliance with, or is prohibited by, the Trademark Manual
or the most current version of the Image, Advertising and Communications Guidelines as from time-to-time
amended by International ( "Image, Advertising and Communications Guidelines"). The term "System Standards"
shall be deemed to include the Trademark Manual and the Image, Advertising and Communications Guidelines.
D.
No Uses By or In Support of Third Party's Services or Programs. Contractor is not authorized to
and shall refrain from entering into any relationship with, or sponsorship or endorsement arrangement concerning,
any third party individual or entity where such relationship results in, involves, or purports to permit, the use or
display by such third party of Broker's name, or any of the RE/MAX Marks, or any other name that is PSsociated
with Broker's name, in connection with the offering or promotion of such third party's products, services, programs,
beliefs or causes.
E.
Ownership and Assignment of RE/MAX Formative Domain Names. Contractor acknowledges
and agrees that the ownership ofall RE/MAX Formative Domain Names as between Broker and Contractor shall be
determined by Broker or the Office Policies of Broker. Contractor agrees not to assign or encumber in any way the
ownership or control rights of, or any interest respecting, any RE/MAX Formative Domain Name that Contractor
owns or controls, to any person or entity other than Broker.
F.
No Other Uses of Broker's Name or RE/MAX Marks Permitted. Except as expressly permitted
under this Paragraph 8, Contractor will not use Broker's name or the RE/MAX Marks in any manner whatsoever.
Under no circumstances is Contractor permitted to authorize any other real estate license holder to use Broker's
name or the RE/MAX Marks on business cards or in advertising or promotional materials of any kind or to allow
such license holder to appear in name and/or image with or under the RE/MAX Marks or to otherwise benefit from
them or Broker's name.
G.
Compliance with Trademark Manual. Contractor agrees that all use or display of the RE/MAX
Marks by Contractor as pennined by this Paragraph 8 shall conform to the manner prescribed by International in the
then most recent edition of the "Trademark Manual" and fully comply with all other standards and guidelines set
forth in such manual.
H.
Material Breaches and Third Party Beneficiaries. Any breach of any Subparagraph of this
Paragraph 8 shall constitute a material breach of this Agreement. Contractor acknowledges and agrees that Regional
and International are third party beneficiaries of this Paragraph 8 and, accordingly, Regional and/or International
may bring an action directly to enforce the provisions of this Paragraph.

1.
Indemnification for Costs of Forced Compliance. Contractor agrees to indemnify Broker,
Reaional and/or International for all costs incurred, including court costs, expert witness fees, consumer survey costs
and reasonable anomey fees, by Broker, Regional and/or International to secure full compliance with the provisions
of this Paragraph 8.
9.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION.

A.
Reporting of Problems and Complaints. Contractor shall promptly report to Broker or Broker's
broker of record, office manager or other person designated by Broker all problems, complaints and other
circumstances, related to Contractor's conduct, activities or services which may lead to claims, disputes or
controversies. Any failure by Contractor to report promptly such problems, complaints. or oth~r circu~sta~ces, or ~o
cooperate fully with Broker in accordance with this Paragraph 9, shall be grounds for immediate termination ofth1s
Agreement by Broker for cause.
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B.
Agreement to Mediate and Arbitrate Disputes. Except as provided in Paragraph 9.D. below,
~ontractor herebt agrees to cooperate with Broker by supporting and fully participating in all efforts to resolve
disputes, co~?lamts and other problems (hereafter collectively called "Dispute(s)") that arise: (i) out of this
~gre~ment; (11) out ~f~ontractor's conduct, activities or services as a real estate licensee; (iii) out of any transaction
m w~1ch ~ont~ctor 1~ mvolv_ed: o~ (iv) out of Contractor's relationship with the RE/MAX Network or any RE/MAX
affihate_(mcludmg, without hm1tatmn, Broker or any other RE/MAX office, Regional or any other RE/MAX region,
lntei:nat1onal, any other RE/M~X Sales Associate or any officers, shareholders, directors, employees, agents or
affiliates of any of the foregomg). Contractor agrees to cooperate in the resolution of such Disputes through
mediation and, if not successfully resolved, then through binding arbitration in accordance with the provisions of
Subparagraph 9.C. below. Contractor makes the foregoing commitment with full knowledge that by agreeing to
submit Disputes to binding arbitration, Contractor is agreeing not to resort to the courts or the judicial system and
waiving Contractor's rights to do so. If any other necessary party to any Dispute refuses to arbitrate and is not bound
by agreement to do so or cannot be compelled to do so on other grounds, or if Broker and Contractor working in
cooperation cannot persuade other necessary parties to agree on a mediation and arbitration system, then the
foregoing commitment by Contractor to mediate and/or arbitrate that panicular Dispute shall be of no force or
effect.
C.
Dispute Resolution Procedure. Where Regional has adopted and fully implemented the RE/MAX
Dispute Resolution System ("RDRS'') as prescribed and from time-to-time amended by RE/MAX International,
Inc., all qualifying Disputes shall be submit1ed for resolution in accordance with that system. Regional reserves the
right to detennine, in its sole discretion, whether or not a Dispute qualifies for resolution under the RDRS and
reserves the right to decline the administration of any Dispute it determines is not appropriate for resolution under
the RDRS. If Regional has not adopted the RDRS or not fully implemented the RORS, or if the Dispute does not
qualify for resolution under the RDRS, the Dispute shall be submitted to an alternative mediation and arbitration
system mutually acceptable to the parties to the Dispute. If the parties cannot agree on an alternative mediation and
arbitration system, then the Dispute shall be submitted to the American Arbitration Association ("AM") for
mediation and, if unsuccessful, for binding arbitration, in accordance with AAA's Commercial Medication Rules or
Commercial Arbitration Rules, as applicable.
D.
Exceptions to Mediation and Arbitration. Notwithstanding the obligation of Contractor to
arbitrate or mediate as set forth in this Paragraph 9, neither Contractor, Broker, Regional nor RE/MAX International,
lnc., shall be required to mediate or arbitrate Disputes, or any other matters or claims, that relate in any way to the
RE/MAX Marks, the use of the RE/MAX name or to copyrights, trade secrets, or other proprietary rights owned by
Regional or International, or to the System Standards including, without limitation, the Trademark Manual and the
Distinguishing Characteristics, Materials, and Confidential Information (as defined in Paragraph 12) or relating to
the restrictions on subsequent business activities set forth in Paragraph 12 of this Agreement or the enforcement of
any such restrictions. This Paragraph 9 shall not preclude, or be construed to require mediation or arbitration of, any
demand or legal action, in law or equity, seeking to enforce the de-identification provisions of Subparagraph 12.D.
or the tennination of this Agreement on any grounds that would permit immediate tennination for cause.

l l.

TERMINATION.

A.
By Broker for Cau§e. If Contractor commits a material breach of this Agreement, Broker may
terminate this Agreement immediately and without prior notice and pursue any and all remedies for the material
breach that are available to Broker at law or in equity.
12.

RESTRICTIONS ON SUBSEQUENT BUSINESS ACTIVITY.

A.
Materials. Contractor acknowledges that the sales plans, programs, manuals, rosters, forms,
contracts, agreements, brochures and other training, listing and sales materials provided hereunder by, and the
information gained from, the files or business of Broker, Regional or International, irrespective o_f the origin ~r
ultimate source (collectively, the ''Materials"), are and shall remain the exclusive property of thetr source, be It
Broker, Regional and/or International. Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement, witho~t Renewal or
Extension, Contractor shall promptly return to Broker the original and all copies of the Materials m Contractor's
possession and shall not, after such termination or expiration use any aspect of the Materials for any reason, or
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pennit. suffer or tolerate the use of the Materials for Contractor's own advantage or the advantage of others.
.
B.
Confidential l~fonnation. Contractor acknowledges that Contractor has obtained and/or will
obtain knowledge of confidential matters, trade secrets, techniques. accounting procedures and other methods
developed by, through and in the RE/MAX System which are owned by International, and are essential to the
operation of the RE/MAX System (collectively, the "Confidential Information''), without which Contractor could
not as efficiently, as effectively or as profitably operate or conduct Contractor's RE/MAX affiliated real estate
service activities. Contractor further acknowledges that the Confidential Information was unknown to Contractor
prior to Contractor's affiliation with the RE/MAX Network, and that the methods developed by and for the RE/MAX
System are unique and novel. Contractor shall take an necessary steps, at Contractor's own expense, to protect the
Confidential Information and shall not divulge the Confidential Infonnation, either during the tenn of this
Agreement or following tennination or expiration of this Agreement or any Renewal or Extension, without the prior
written consent of International.
C.
Distinguishing Characteristics of RE/MAX System. Contractor acknowledges the exclusive rights
of International to its real estate system, its method of operation and its distinguishing characteristics, including but
not limited to the RE/MAX Marks, slogans, advertising copy and other distinguishing characteristics now or
hereafter adopted, displayed, used, existing as part of or becoming a part of the RE/MAX System (collectively, the
"Distinguishing Characteristics"). The Distinguishing Characteristics presently include, but are not limited to, the
horizontal red-over-white-over-blue design on RE/MAX signs, business cards, telephone numbers, "REMAX"
fonnative Domain Names, RE/MAX hot air balloons and other materials identified with the RE/MAX System.
After termination or expiration of this Agreement without Renewal or Extension, Contractor shall not use or imitate
the RE/MAX System or any of the Distinguishing Characteristics and shall destroy or return to Broker all signs,
cards, stationery and any other RE/MAX material in Contractor's possession upon such termination or expiration.
After termination or expiration of this Agreement without Renewal or Extension, Contractor shall assign to Broker
any (i) "REMAX" Formative Domain Names owned, held or controlled by Contractor; and (ii) telephone numbers
promoted in connection with Contractor's use of the RE/MAX marks.
D.
De-Identification. Following termination or expiration of this Agreement without Renewal or
Extension or of Contractor's affiliation with the RE/MAX Organization upon any other event, Contractor shall be
free to continue Contractor's real estate business with competing real estate operations or to establish Contractor's
own brokerage operation or other business alone or in concert with others. However, in connection with any
business hereafter carried on by Contractor, Contractor shall refrain from all use of the Materials, the Confidential
Information, the RE/MAX Marks, and the Distinguishing Characteristics and shall refrain from all representations,
advertisements, actions and business activities that may mislead others in the real estate business and/or the public to
believe Contractor is still a part of, affiliated with or sponsored in some way by the RE/MAX Network. In addition,
Contractor shall not adopt or use any name, trademark, service mark, sign design, logo or other device that
comprises the colors blue, red and white or which may (i) likely cause consumer confusion, or (ii) likely dilute the
distinctiveness of the RE/MAX Marks or the Distinguishing Characteristics. Specifically, but without limitation,
Contractor shall not adopt or use the term RE/MAX in connection with, or in the name of, any subsequent business
or use any term confusingly similar to the term RE/MAX or any name or term with the prefix "RE" or the suffix
"MAX", and Contractor shall refrain from the use of the colors red, white and blue in any three-color identity
scheme, from the use of the red over white over blue design or any horizontal bar design in the same or similar
colors or that is otherwise confusingly similar thereto, from the use of a hot air balloon or a hot air balloon symbol,
and from the use of the term "Above the Crowd" or any other three-word phrase beginning with "Above" or ending
with "Crowd."
E.
Applicability of Prohibitions. The prohibitions upon termination or expiration of this Agreement
as set forth in Subparagraphs 12.A. through 12.D., shall not affect the rights and privileges which may be conferred
upon Contractor by any contract establishing an affiliation with another RE/MAX franchisee subsequent to such
termination or expiration.
F.
Enforcement: injunctive Relief: Attorneys' Fees. Contractor hereby acknowledges and agrees that
it would be difficult to measure the economic loss that would occur as a result of the breach of any of the provisions
of this Paragraph 12, and that such a breach would cause immediate and irreparable harm for which there would be
no adeq11ate remedy at law. Contractor further acknowledges and agrees that any of the foregoing provisions may
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be enforced by injunction and/or restraining order. Further, Contractor acknowledges and agrees that International.
as the owner of federal and state registrations for and common law rights in the RE/MAX Marks, shall have a direct
right to enforce any of the provisions contained in this Paragraph 12 through appropriate legal proceedings.
Contractor agrees that Broker may transfer to Regional and/or International the right to pursue, in Broker's,
Regional's and/or Intemational's name, any claim (including without limitation a breach of contract claim) against
Contractor for breach of any tenn or condition contained in this Paragraph 12 and Contractor further agrees not to
contest any such transfer in any legal proceeding. If Broker, Regional and/or International, is required to retain an
anomey to enforce any of the provisions of this Paragraph 12 or to institute legal proceedings incident to such
enforcement, Contractor shalJ pay, in addition to all other sums for which Contractor may be found liable,
reasonable attorneys' fees. court costs and litigation expenses incurred by Broker, Regional and/or International.
G.
Third Party Beneficiaries. Regional and International, shall be deemed third party beneficiaries of
the acknowledgements. agreements and provisions of this Paragraph 12 including, without limitation, for purposes
of protection of the RE/MAX System, the Materials, the Confidential Infonnation, the RE/MAX Marks and the
Distinguishing Characteristics.
-END-
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